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N OT E 

THE 
l.fr~!Vli<'.il 

A factor of 2 has been omitted in the equation relating 

shear stresses and strains (section 7.6). Hence~ the 

experimental shear stresses should be one half the values 

given in figures 9o 1 = 9.8 and on pages 188 - 195 with the 

agreement between theoretical and experimental shear stresses 

being similar to that for transverse stresses. Some of the 

discussions and conclusions on shear and principal stresses 

can now be disregardedo 

----



ii 

A B S T R A C T 

This thesis deals with the experimental and theoretical 

analysis of cylindrical shells that are prestressed within the 

curved surface. 

An existing solution t-o the D.K.J. equation is presented 

and extended so that cylindrical shells can be analysed with 

line-loads applied along pairs of generators. A method of 

replacing the loads on a cylindrical shell from prestressing 

cables within the curved surface by actions along a finite 

number of generators is given. Computer programs have been 

written to carry out this pro~~ss and analyse prestressed 

cylindrical shells. 

The construction and testing of an aluminium alloy model 

of a cylindrical shell from which strain ~nd deflect~on readings 

were obtained from eight different symmetrical prestressing 

cable lay-outs is described. Particular emphasis was placed 

on the obtaining of accurate experimental readings. 

Comparisons between theory and experiment showed that 

the behaviour of the model shell was close to that described 

by the D.K.J. equation and that a Levy type solution gave 

satisfactory stresses and deflections over most of the shell 

surface. 

Of particular interest is the variation of transverse 

moments with different prestressing cable lay-outs and different 

shell spans. 
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C H A P T E R 0 N E 

INTRODUCTION TO PRESTRESSED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 

1.1 PRESTRESSED SHELL ROOFS 

The prestressing of shell roofs offers many advantages 

to shell d~signers and builders. Greater architectural 

freedom is allowed in the design with the possibility of 

larger spans, thinner shells, and the rejection of edge-beams. 

Cracking of the concrete can be reduced or eliminated and 

the waterproofing of the shell is no longer such a problem. 

Prestressing supplies a method of joining precast shell 

sections together. Shell sections could be easily and 

accurat~ly cast in a precision mould in a precasting factory 

or on the site of a shell roof under construction and then 

lifted into position and prestressed together. Building 

shells would be much easier because there would no longer be 

the necessity of building complex boxing and the problem of 

pouring and curing the concrete in situ. 

Prestressing within the curved surface of shells allows 

a greater choice of prestressing cable positions and profiles 

than does prestressing within edge-beams. 

1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SHELL THEORY 

The general process of solution in which the state of 

equilibrium and continuity of a shell element is expressed as 



2. 

a single characteristic equation which is then solved with 

the aid of Fourier analysis, has become a widely used approach 

to cylindrical shell theory. 

About this approach, Bouma1 states: 

"It was not until after 1940 that Donnell 1 s equations for 

cylindrical shells gained the recognition that they so well 

deserved. In establishing these equations, non-essential or 

only slightly important terms have been rigorously discarded. 

In many publications giving ever-different characteristic 

equations, there is something refreshing about the equations 

developed by Donnell. Von Karman and Tsi-en, Jenkins and 

Wlassov adopted the same approach and many others followed 

them. The accuracy of these equations was investigated, and, 

although they were not in all cases exact, they were, in 

general, found reliable." 

The D.K.J. (Donnel, von Karman,.and Jenkins) equation, 

as given by Jenkins 2 , has been adopted, in this thesis, as the 

characteristic equation describing the behaviour of a cylindrical 

shell. 

As well as the so called "exact" solutions, there is a 

whole body of approximate solutions such as the membrane 

theory or the extended beam theory of Lundgren3 which have 

been developed to simplify design computations. These 

elementary methods may produce acceptable results under 

particular favourable circumstances but, with the advent of 

electronic digital computers, they are becoming less important 

as the vast amount of arithmetic manipulation, necessary for 



the solution of the differential equations describing shell 

behaviour accurately, can be carried out without much effort 

and time once computer programs are written. 

1.3 KNOWLEDGE OF PRESTRESSED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
AT THE START OF THIS INVESTIGATION 

The solution of cylindrical shells with prestressed 

3. 

I 

edge-beams~ is basically no different from that for reinforced 

concrete shells. More Fourier loading terms than are commonly 

used for dealing with self-weight are necessary to describe 

the effects of prestressing on edge-beams. Care must be 

taken because mid-span and the shell ends are not always the 

most highly stressed areas of the shell. 

The problem of solving cylindrical shells with 

prestressing cables within the curved surface is more 

difficult. Rather than the cables lying in a rectangular 

beam whose deflections and stresses can be easily calculated, 

the cables now lie ~ithin parts of cylindrical shells whose 

behaviour is more complex. Before the age of electronic 

digital computers, the use of severe approximations, such as 

the beam theory or replacing the loads on a shell from cable 

curvature by statically equivalent actions alortg the shell 

edges (method described by Dehouse5 ), were required so that 

solutions could be obtained from a reasonable amount of 

arithmetic manipulation. 

de Sitter6 , in 1963, gave a method that is described in 

section 11.1 of this thesis, for the solution of prestressed 



cylindrical shells with straight prestressing cables by 

treating the anchorage loads as boundary direct stresses 

at the curved ends of the shell. Recent multi-shell 

4. 

computer programs, such as that of Scordelis and Lo 7 , 

(published since the start of this investigation in 1964), 

have been used for the solution of cylindrical shells with 

straight prestressing cables by treating the cable positions 

as junctions between shells of a multi-shell and applying the 

anchorage loads as point shear loads at the ends of these 

junctions. 

Little systematic experimental work has been done to 

verify the large number of theoretical solutions to many shell 

problems. The field of prestressed cylindrical shells is no 

exception, the set of tests of de Sitter6 , in which a plastic 

model was tested with a number of straight cable positions, 

appearing to be the only set of such tests. All other tests 

appear to be isolated tests; usually as aids to the design of 

particular prestressed cylindrical shells. 

There appeared to be no existing accurate theoretical 

solutions to cylindrical shells with draped prestressing 

cables within the curved surface and no existing satisfactory 

model tests, in which prestressing cable positions and profiles 

were varied in a systematic manner. 

1.4 SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH 

The main objects of this research project were: 



(a) To build an elastic model of a cylindrical shell 

without edge-beams and to carry out a systematic 

set of tests on this model, in which the stresses 

and deflections, resulting from different 

symmetrical prestressing cable positions and 

profiles, were to be accurately measured. 

5. 

(b) To develop a solution to the D.K.J. equation for the 

stresses in a cylindrical shell with prestressing 

cables in the curved surface. 

(c) To compare theoretical and experimental model 

stresses. 

1.5 COMPUTER FACILITIES 

The only available electronic digital computer at the 

University of Canterbury was an I.B.M. 1620, model 1. The 

total storage capacity of this machine was only 40,000 decimal 

digits. Using Fortran II, 11,000 of these positions were 

required for basic instructions, leaving 29,000 decimal 

digits of storage for programs and data. One 8 figure 

floating point number takes 10 decimal digits of storage. 

Computing speed was also very slow. 

With these limitations in view, computer programs must 

\ be very carefully written. Program lengths and storage 

requirements must be carefully watched and programs must be 

written so that everything is calculated as efficiently as 

possible. 



6. 

The solving of shell problems on a 1620 is rather futile 

because of the complexity of shell theory. Even with all 

possible short cuts and limitations on the generality, the 

computer program developed for the solution of cylindrical 

shells with prestressing cables in the curved surface consisted 

of 5 separate chapters. The computer storage had to be 

cleared between chapters and the card output from one chapter 

fed directly into the next. 

All computer programs were written in l.B.M. Fortran 11 

8 for the 1620 . 



CHAPTER T W O 

BENDING SOLUTION FOR A CYLINDRICAL SHELL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO SHELL THEORY 

A brief description of the formation of the D.K.J. 

equation and its solution is given in this chapter. Nearly 

all that has been included is necessary for a clear definition 

of the meaning of all the terms in the complementary function 

and the particular integral solutions. This solution to the 

D.K.J. equation has been taken as the basis for the multi-shell 

and the generator line-load theory given in chapter 3 and used 

for the solution of prestressed cylindrical shells. 

The solution closely follows the method of Jenkins 2 and 

9 is a simplification of that used by Powell for shells with 

curvature in both the longitudinal and ·t-he'·tr~ri~ers-e directions" 
:., 

A slightly different notation and sign conven~ion from that of 

Jenkins has been used and Poisson's ratio has been included. 

2.2 NOTATION AND SIGN CONVENTION 

Figure 2.1 shows the positive directions of the axes 

(x, y, z), shell actions per unit length (extensional actions 

n 1 , n 2 , n 12 ; moments m1 , m2 , m12 ; transverse shears q 1 , q 2 

and reactions r 1 , r 2 ),displacements (u, v, w), and rotations 

(&y, 82). 



(a) Surface loads and 
.shell axes 

(c) Flexural actions 

(b) E xtens lonal actions 

w 

(d) Displacements 

Fig. 2.1 Conventlally positive shell axes, actions, surface 
loads, and displacements 

8. 



9. 

The rotations are defined by 

:: ~ -
' 

At the shell edges the actions can be represented by 

four actions as in figure 2.2 where' 

a '(V\ \a cl M,:2-
'(1 :::. q_, +--

' 1;2_ :::: C(;2. + c):(_ 
0~ 

. 

n2 

Fig. 2.2 Boundary actions ~t y = constant 

2.3 EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
I 

0 f\1 "an1:2. 
X 0 + -- + -

O)C. 0~ 

0 flt2 + c) Y'l:2, --I- y ::::: 0 membrane . (1) 

ox ch~ 

Y\2 + Zm = 0 
R 
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c) {'A 1 
+-

'd M1:2 
q_1 0 -

'c) JC 'a L1 

c'M12- -1--
Q) 'M:i, Clz :::; 0 flexural . . (2) 

'o :x_ . 0~ 

oq_, + 'G~ + Zp, = 0 
C)X c>y 

where 2""+Zp :::- Z, 

R -=- shell radius. 

2.4 CON'TINUITY EQUATIONS 

Et [!~ c)\J VJ ] + ~( - ~ -) 
l"\ 1 :::. (1-.A,,:)) Ol; R. 

f\2 ::: Et [~~ ~ R -1- ,,u du ] membrane . . (3) 
( '1 --:,/4li) ox 

"~2 = l:t [au ;)V] 
2( 1 ;-µ. ') 'ay 

-\-
dX 

~ - ·Et;? [o>w O'w] 
1'(\ 1 +,)) 8 Y" rz u-_/4/) 0 )(.l 

Mz = - Et
3 

[ O'w + (%l] 
1'2. (J ~,,,u'-) µ c> x.2 c) y2 

- Et' [ 'o<w ] 
ffi\~ -:::: 

fZ ( 1-,..,,,u,l) c)J(~y 
flexural . (4) 

q1 ::: - ~-t-• [ a 2 ] 
t\2(1-~2 ) 'dx '\/ w. 



q_2 ·- £ ts 
[ \lc)Lj v';, w] -

12. ( ~ -,,a-2 ) 

r, '::=. 
~ 'cts 
r~l , ~ .AY'> 

~ ['<l""w + 2- ) d'-W] ox ()){2 ( -? 'a y1 

i.z_ - - Et~ ~ [ (j:iw +(2-:,,M) c>~w] 
12 ( ~ -A:t) c):, o 'd;}_ o :~/~ 

t = shell thickness, E ; Young's ntodulus , 

)) = Poisson's ratio, 
2 v = 

2.5 THE CYLINDRICAL SHELL (D.K.J.) EQUATION 

Equations (1) and (3) yield the cylindrical shell 

· membrane equation 

. Et a4-w ~ n4-z"""'. 1 [g:i. 02 ] o 'X'. 
R2 o )c.4- y " ' +- R ~Id.) - .,,,U d"J{::J '& ~ 

· ~[c?- 'cY-JoY ·- - - + (2. +fl)_- --
R olJ.t 2J >t- o 1.j • 

• • • 

11. 

( 5) 

Similarly equations (2) and (4) give Lagrange's eq4ation 

for the plate 1 

'3.t:? 4- z{> Vw __. 

12c, ·-.) .. e) 

or 
E --t~ ~ qA-zp C6) 
12 (1-,)121 LO 

• - . 
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Adding equations (5) and (6) gives the D.K.J. equationj 

where 

2.6 METHOD OF SOLUTION 

A Levy type method of solution can be applied to reduce 

(7) to an ordinary differential equation. If loading functions 

are of the form 

X = X(x, y) = X(y) sin OlX, 

l y Y(x, y) Y(y) cos 
,. 

(8) = = cx.x ' . . 0 0 . 0 

z = Z(x, y) = Z(y) COS O{X, 

where ex. is some constant it may easily be shown that (7) is 

satisfied by 

w = w(x, y) = w(y) cos ~x 

and reduces to 

E. t -s [c\2 - o<zl4-wLy) 
~2.(\-,/4,e) 0.Lt J 

[
ai ]2 
c\'d~ -o<~ Z1_y) 

. . .. ( 9) 



It can also be shown that any other action or displacement, 

f , will be one of the two similar forms: 

f = f(x, y) = f(y) sin mx 

or f = t(x, y) = f(y) cos ~x 

cos ~x appli~s to n 1 , n 2 , m
1

, m2 , q
2

, r
2

, v, 8
2 

sin ~x applies to n 12 , m12 , q
1

, r
1

, u, e
1 

• 

13. 

In the following solutions the maximum values of actions, 

displacements, and loads are used with the multipliers cos oc:x 

and sin ~x being implied. 

If the constant o(. is defined by 0<. = nn/L where n equals 
q,l(J. . 

a p.9.s1:t1.ve integer and L = shell length, the boundary 

conditions at the curved ends (x = ~ L/2) are 

These conditions are satisfied by a "simple support" - a 

diaphragm normal to the shell surface having:. 

(a) infinite stiffness in its own plane, 

(b) zero stiffness normal to its own plane. 

The Levy solution allows 4 boundary conditions along 

each of the two straight edges to be satisfied. 

e.g. Boundary conditions at a free edge~ 

The column vectors ~,U, given below, are directly 

obtained during the solution of (9t: 



n :::: rin u :::: E.D . 
n 2 Ev 

r z Ew 

\'Y\2 E62 

All other actions and displacements can be found from the 

elements of n and '-'• 

(\, -= rx.tEu + /--l n2 

,A.).. rv'\2 + 
o{2 t 3 E.w. rn1 -= 
12 

Y'<\12 = ~C>( {3 
E E>,i 

12 ( 1+,M) 

q~ == '2. ex M ,2 

q_, =- \~ ( M1 + ~2-) 

,, = <t1 + O<: ··2- ( M,2 ~~ M1) 
.\-.,/4 

14. 

• UO) 



2.7 COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTION SOLUTION 

2.7.1 Solution of the auxiliary equation 

The homogeneous form of (9) is 

which has a solution in the form 

15. 

> ('\'\) 

w(y) = G ecy with 8 complex values of c, G = a constant. 

The auxiliary equation is 

( c2. )4 - - '( \2. 
.+ 4 ==- C), 

and has 8 complex roots 

C + (~ ± t \<.) ~ -+ 
\ = 

where 

where 

(j-1 ± c k1) , 

;✓, +(I-+;>' +~+-\f ~P J - ' )~ 

\<._ ::::: 
1 

2} k1 :::. 

' 
also 

+- (J -V)2 - (~-V-) 

2 ' 
1 

,2 j, ' 



The solution can be expressed in two sets of damped, 

oscillating functions originating at the left hand edge 

(y ~ 0, z = b) and at the right handed~• (y = b, z = 0). 

y and z are arc lengths from the left and right hand shell 

edges to a point on the shell middle surface. 

w-

where . al' a2' a3, a, 
:+ 

are arbitrary constants determined from 

the left hand edge, 

bl, bz, b3, b, 
:+ 

are arbitrary constants determined from 

the right hand edge. 

16. 
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2.7.2 Complete co~plementary functio!l__§olutiog 

The complementary function solution can be expressed in 

the form 

u 

where 

and n '= 
Y"\12 ' 
r\,2 

l'"",2 

m2 

1 ==- t>1C19 1 

-1 

1 

--1 

A= 
u -

1 ~ fz P], 

1 8 F"2 ~] ·, 

MA ' B -

Eu ' 
Q-;::. 

E ✓ 

tw 

E e2 

N = Dia<:\ 
o(2 

2R>-..2 

1 
2RA 

1 

\ 

we, 

°'" 9 b~ 

02, 

0.3 

04 

~ M ~ b1a<:\ 

(1 3) 

( 14-') 

6,1 

b2 

\:>3 

b4 

-to<~ 

' 

- ' 2 R. "''3 
to<.4--

2 R "'4 

-l o(A-

4 f2 . ._'l-A.5 

t~+ 
4-R.2~ 



r:" = 
-v,lj 

e lO~ \<.5'.~ e-) }_~ '3;n \z}..~ • ' 
-)\l1 - -1>-.':l 

- e sin. K1'~ ~ Lo; KA:! • • 

-~1 )-.y -j,>-.':} • e co~ K, "~ e .$Ir\ '('I~~ 

• 0 
-J\ )-..y 

- e SIV\ \<., )-._~ 
e-~1 )-.y (O!:: K.1 >,._y 

\ 

A :;; -\<. -~ \<i ~:q 

• -~ • 1 

j l\-'fLl-;,u)]-k -\<. t 5-vt, -,,l' >1-S - j\ [, +VLb«l-k1 'K1 tJ+v-(,~./4<~]-j; 

-~ -xl' :»> ~ ,-v(1~) '\ 

8 ~ ~ +~(1~) 
_, 

. ~ ... \f ( t+,M l . -
-K f \-(' (\-+--µ)]-) -) ( ,-v ( H,,tv} +-\<. -¥J\+'{(l~)1 +j\ -jt L l+v{ l ~J J -l<., 

~ 1 .. 
' 
) -K .)1 -k, 
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2.7.3 Determination of arbitrary constants 

For a symmetrically loaded symmetrical cylindrical shell 

and the complementary function solution. becomes 

= J AF-;z-] Os, 

For an antisymmetrically loaded cylindrical shell 

a == -b :a · aC\ 

and the complementary function solution becomes 

nC\ [AF~ + 1 ~ F2 ]ao. , .. .. .-

UC\ C&Fy ! 8 t= 2
] Oo , • • -

where subscript s ,~ symmetrical , 

subscript a 't antisymmetric al. 

(J 5) 

Cl 6) 

( 11) 

u %) 
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Equations (13), (14) can be split into two parts 

n - [A FY --

u ~ 
[ 81=':j + 

which are the 

in which 

Qs 

Let 

1~Fz]"1~ -t- [~F':) + '.S~I=:.] o;b' . . - (19'> 

j t, F'z] o; ~ + [BF~- 19 F2] o;b t, • u (2-0'> 

sums of symmetrical and antisymmetrical solutions 

~ 

.. 
Q+ b 

2 

' 
\:, 9-+-1\'3F., 

QC\ 
0 - b 

-::-
2. • 

A2 "v '1-. + l A F'o 

B.2 = 8 - l 8 F'i> 
} · ·(21) 

where y = 0, z = p and y = b, z = 0 are the left and right 

hand edges of the shell. 

Then 

Y\o ::::::: ~,Os + '4--:20e1 

\Jo = 81 0s- + 820q 
• . ~ .. • (22) 

"''b - -T ~1 a.s + J' "2aa 

\,.\t> = l' 81 Os - l'BzOa 

subscript 0 stands for the left hand edge , . 

subscript b stands for the ri~ht hand edge. 
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It follows directly that: 

for a given edge displacement 

Os - ~ t!>-1, [ Uo+ 1U\:.] 
9 .. . • (2 s) 

I ~1 [ 1 0o :::: z B2 ,.t, - 1 u \::. 
' 

and for given edge acti6ns · 

Os :=: ~~~ [Y\o~ 1n~] , 

0a "" ½ I\~ [ Y\o + 1 f\ b] . 
0 • • (24) 

a,b can be obtained directly, if necessary: 

Q = Cle; ~ a~9 
} . · (25) 

= Q.._ - QC\ • 



2.8 PARTICULAR INTEGRAL SOLUTIONS 

2.8.1 Form of the solution 

An exact particular integral solution has been used 

rather than a solution based on the membrane theory. Hji..ther 

Fourier terms than those usually considered for self weight 

are necessary to obtain a reasonably accurate representation 

of the effects of a point load or a prestressing cable. 

From these higher terms,bending rather than membrane 

stresses predominate and a particular integral solution that 

excludes bending stresses would be unsatisfactory. 

Equation (9) is of the form. 

22. 

= (2-G) 

If Q(y) is of the form cos '<sy or sin '6y 

then the particular integral is of the same form. 

i.e. w(y) = P 2 cos ~y or P2 sin 'g'y, 

where P1 , P2 , t are constants. 

I ~ = (2 7) 
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2.8.2 Particular integ_£al tables 

Loads Symmetrical axial X = X sin «x cos ¥j 
Symmetrical tangential y = y cos QtX ~0 S- ~y ( 2 8 ) 

Symmetrical radial z = z cos tx.X sin ty 

n,u can be expressed in terms of F, H, such that 

H':l( _R_ ,,,,u_ - 4/~ 
X ::::. 

o<.-\_ ' + ~ (__ ~ + 'J/-)4-

\-\~ R '? s. -+ ~ ( :2_ +A) y -
oi-.. :"l, ~ -4-- ~ (' + "?J.)4 

-;· 

'(:2..4 ! 

~ 0-:z.,! \-\ .i :::.. i 1 - ~ u ~ -,2.y+Z t i J,--

F-:i< = 1 'St(\ + AJ-:z./t "'}'< ~) X·I o<s 1 + ~ ( 1 -+ '7~)4-

i:~ - ~ [~c, +~~ic 1 ~AJ~) + 1] '( 
o<-2·0 \ +· v-t C 1 +- /l-JJ.) L\--

f='..z :::. R 1 t:' 
I:)(' 2-

\ + '4t (t-+ '7.a.J4 

H - \--\ ":,( -+- \-\ Lj +- t-\z. 

F - r-x + t::Lj + r-2. -

t) 
t s 

- ~2( 1-~~) 



n,2 == 

\"\ .2. = 

\"iz. :,a. 

M:t. :::. 

Ev ::::: 

-ex. 'cs" l= ~ir.O(X s'ln '6''3 

t~J_ F + ~ ] Ct½ ~x w~ Yllj· 

....,D1X3 [1:? -+-(2:;,M)')]\-\-w~<Xx s,;,¥LJ 

Do/ [_µ + ~ 2 ] H 

[
tx, (_,M-A/) ,V/ _2tz:_ 

'l t, + to<~ 

I~iµt~l,._1) F _ ~ 
t ¥ to<~ 

~ol.. )( L() ~ () lj 

AA- YJ , v. - -V Stntx.:::x u9S ~lj tt>C G 

24. 
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C H A P T E R T H R E E 

MULTI-SHELL THEORY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the material in section 3.2 is a summary of portions 

10 of a paper by Powell . Its main use, in this thesis, is as a 

definition of terms used in multi-shell theory and as an 

illustration of how multi-shells are usually solved. 

In section 3.3 a solution for cylindrical shells with line 

loads along any number of generators is given. The solution has 

been arranged for symmetrical loads or antisymmetrical loads on 

any number of pairs of symmetrically placed generators. Any 

load on a symmetrical structure can be expressed as the sum of 

symmetrical plus 'ant;_isyrnfuet:i;ical'loads with the solution normally 

requiring less arithmetic manipulation when the loads are split 

in this manner. 

The problem is reduced to the solution of sets of 4th 

order simultaneous equations rather than the solution of much 

higher order (at least four times the number of pairs of loaded 

generators) simultaneous equations that is required for the usual 

multi-shell theory. Such a solution is suitable for programming 

for limited computer facilities. 

Various subscripts and su?erscripts are used in this 

chapter for a variety of purposes. 



Subscripts i or j indicate general shell junctions 

i or j and a superscript s implies that a stiffness or 

carry-over matrix has been defined in shell axes while no 

superscript usually implies junction axes. 

In chain-type multi-shell structures, as in figure 3.3, 

26. 

· where there is only one structural member between two adjacent 

junctions, subscripts and superscripts are used in the following 

manner with: 

subscripts ij shell from junction i to j ' 

ii edge-beam at junction i ' 

i of junction i 
' 

superscript f fixing action. 

In tube structures, as in figure 3.4, where there is more 

than one shell between the junctions i and j , a different 

system is used in which subscripts o and b stand for left 

and right hand edges of a shell and a general superscript i 

means through shell i . 

e.g. "1b " means the stiffness of the right hand edge of 

shell l . 



3.2 ORDINARY MULTI-SHELL THEORY 

3.2.1 Sign_s.Q.Dvention for edge actions and displacements in 
juncti-0n axes. 

27. 

Before the actions and displacements of members meeting at 

a junction can be easily compared, they must be defined in a 

common set of junction axes. Actions and displacements can be 

chapged from expressions in one set of axes to expressi-ons in 

another set of axes by simple orthogonal and translatory 

f . 2,9,10. trans ormat1.ons. 

When considering the signs of edge actions it is convenient 

to think of the junction exerting actions on the members meeting 

there. The sign convention for edge actions and displacements 

is given in figures 3.1 and 3.2. Upper case letters signify 

actions and displacements in junction axes corresponding to the 

lower case letters for actions and displacements in shell axes. 

The column vectors q and V , corresponding to n and \,\ , are 

defined by. 

C\ = Nl2 , V = E u 

N2 E V 

R2 E W 

M2 E ®2 



na 
In shell axes 

;,~o ra )(" / R2 

In junction axes qs N12 

N,2 

/ 
Na 

u 

Ra 

· Fi~. 3.1 Conventionally positive actions In 
shell and Junction axes 

In shell axes 

/ 
In junction axes 

w 

w 

Ra 
Ma 

V 

V= EU 
EV 
EW 
E0:a 

Fig. 3.2 Conventionally positive displacements 
In shell and Junction axes 
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3.2.2 Stiffness and carry over 

Most workers in multi-shell theory have defined the 

stiffness and carry over as follows. Consider a shell, carrying 

no external load, extending from junction i to j . If 

junction j is held clamped, any action ~ij , applied to the 

shell through junction· i , will produce a displacement Vq 

at junction i .ahd -a carried over action q)l at junction j . 

The relationships between these effects can be expressed by 

4 x 4 stiffness and carry over matrices I( and T such that 

qq ~ Kqvq (31) ., . . . . . . . 

Cf it = Tq Vy (32) . .. . . . . . 

It is not necessary to restrict the definition of stiffness 

and carry over to the case of a cla~ped far joint. 

Consider a symmetrical shell with both edges symmetric~lly 

loaded. If the stiffness is defined by 

= when ::: 

and :::: 

then Tlj = 0 and, in many cases, only one junction of the shell 

needs to be considered, as no actions are carried over £rom one 

junction to the other. This process is carried out in section 

3.3. 
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The conc·epts 9f stiffness and carry over in shell analysis 

are analogous to those in frame analysis with 4 x 4 matrices to 

deal with the 4 actions and 4 interrelated displacements rather 

than numbers dealing with moments and rotations as in most frame 

analyses. 

3.2.3 Slope deflection equations 

Figure 3.3 shows actions that can exist on the boundaries 

of a shelL. As the loading is a general loading, stiffness and 

carry over matrices as defined by equations (31) and (32) have 

been used. For convenience in drawing, the actions are shown as 

moments and the displacements as rotations. Slope deflection 

equ~tions can be set up for each member at any junction. 

e :g:. the edge i of the shell in figure 3. 3. 

Cf i:s -
I 

({ tj + ,; + q'!'. 
\j 

-()· 
l<ij Vij+ "ljlVjl • - q(1 -1-

Consider the structure shown in figure 3.4. Because the 

displacements of all members meeting at a joint must be identical 

~ K,~ V1 ~ Cf\, - q,1 -+ 

q1:2- fl 
K1.2 \/1 +- 7';1 V2 , ·- q12 +-

~ T,:2. V1 K21 V2 t q2'\ - q21 +- +-



I I 
junction .i junction j 

1c:::C11-Ct:r I l 
I . ~ 

C\~i = q,j 

(a} Fixed edge state 

,, 
v,; = V,'j 

,, 
Ki; v~; <lij = 

Junction 

'" T <,li; . = - ji Vji 

(c} Junction j displaced 

Fig. 3.3 Actions on the edges of a shell 

3 

II 
VH:: 0 

,, 
<\Ji = Tii Vii 

v!!' :: V
1
• 

)\ 

0
11

' - K· v· "'\jl - I' . \i 

Fig. 3.4 Typical chain type multi -shell structure 

31. 



etc. where shells referred to by subscripts 12, 23 etc., 

edge beams referred to by subscripts 11' 33, 

~ fixed edge action for shell 12 , C\~i' = 
~· 

Ct:u = fixing action for edge beam 11 , 

V1 = displacement of joint 1. 

For equilibrium 

l<t 12-1 V1 ,~ ' 
T12 \(2 T32 • V2. ct: 
• Tzs K~ T43 V-;;; f (t3 

• • T34 I( V4 ~ 
where K2 ::;::. K:21 + K22+ K2s ' q; = applied external action at joint 1. 

3.3 LINE-LOADS ALONG GENERATORS OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL 

3. 3 .1 Symmetrical loads applied along symmetrical pairs of 
generators of a cylindrical shell · 

32. 

The solution is carried out in the two stages diagramat

ioaJ.ly shown in figure 3.5 and described below: 

(1) For each pair of loaded generators the shell is treated 

as a complete tube with the loaded generators forming the 

junctions between a pair of shells. If the stiffness is 



defined by '(i. ::: l<L V( when Yt:::=J Vj there is no 

carry over from one junction to the other and only 

one junction of the tube need be considered because 

'lj - r q~ . This step can be repeated for each pair 

of loaded generators. 

33. 

(2) The cylindrical tube can now be cut at the shell edges 

and the ordinary complementary function solution can be 

used to remove the unwanted edge actions or deflections 

and to restore the shell edges to equilibrium. Edge-beams 

could be included in this step or fixing actions could be 

calculated so that the shell with loaded generators could 

be included in a multi-shell structure without the 

necessity of treating each loaded'generator as a general 

shell junction. 

i:1,e \ "'/.. Shel\ 7-
I 

lo pairs of multi-shells 
with loaded junctionso 

2o ordinary C.F. 
solution to 
remove unwanted 
edge actions. 

Fig. 3.5 Symmetrically loaded generators - method of 
solution 
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Stiffness and carry over for symmetrically loaded shells 

For the left hand edge· 

<; r Lio • no :: Ko \Ao with \Ab ::: 

From section 2. 7. 3 

Y'\ c:, ·- A1Q, 

\.lo = B1 a. 
i-I:ence 

-·\ 
Q ,:: 81 Ua . 

K: A.1 8-1 = 1 • • • 
superscript s in shell axes, 

By definition 
subscript 0 left hand edge, 

s 
Tcb = o. subscript b right hand edge, 

For the right hand edge 

s 1 \.lb• \'\'o .- Kb \..lo with ""'0 -
From section 2. 7. 3 

nb ::::, -1 A1 a ' 
\..lb -- ,. 81 Q • 

Q =- 8~1 lib>. . . 
K: -'\ - -1 A" B1 1 

s 
== -1 \<.o T. 

By definition 
s 

Tbo - o. 



As the shell is continuous through the junctions no 

rotation or translation transformations are necessary to 

change from shell to junction axes. Only a sign change for 

actions at the left hand edge is necessary. 

Ko = -Ks 
' - • 0 

Kb= K: Q 

Tob = ibo = 1:b T:o - o. 

Slope deflection equation 

Consider junction j of the 

shell in figure 3,6. 

Ci} 
·1 

- Kbj Vj., 

Cl_j 
2 - Koj Vj, 

f . . ::;; -ct.1 

35. 

[ K~J-\- K~Jvi 

where superscript 1 ' 2 

Fig. 3.6 Complete tube 

of shells 1, 2. 



3·.3-c·.·2 Antisymmetrical loads ~J2.1ied along symmetric pairs of 
generators 

36. 

The process of solution is identical with that for 

symmetrical loads except that different stiffnesses are used. 

Stiffness and c~ry over 

For the left hand edge 

W\c ::: with 

From section 2.7.3 and equations (21), (22) in a manner 

similar to that for symmetric loads 

::;; 

Similarly for the right hand edge. 

= -JI(~ 1 . 

In junction axes 

Ko - -K! 

Kb - K: ' 

Tbo = 
<,;. s o. Tob :=. T(!)b - Tbo = 



C_HAPTER F OUR 

PRESTRESSING CABLES WITHIN THE CURVED SURFACE 

4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Figure 4.1 gives dimensional details of a prestressed 

cylindrical shell. The notation of these d~mensions 

corresponds with dimensions already given in chapter 2. 

The anchorage eccentricity d, the drape f, and y m' 

37. 

are distances measured around the shell middle surface in the 

direction of the y axes. ~k is half the shell opening angle 

in radians. 

Of the loads on the shell from the anchorages, only 

the longitudinal component need be considered in the theoretical 

analysis as all other components are directly absorbed by the 

diaphragms. 

From the curvature of a prestressing cable there is, in 

the direction of the principal normal of the cable, a line

load Lt per unit cable length given by 

Le p E<: ' where P = cable tension at a point, 

~ = cable curvature at that 
point • 

In the direction of a cable, from frictional effects, there 

is a line-load Lr per unit cable length given by 



Lf == µLC + 'v.J , 

whereµ. = coefficient of friction, 

W = force per unit length to bodily 
move the cable. 

38. 

For the purpose of this thesis, W has been assumed insignificant 

compared with frictional forces dependent on normal pressure, 

and the following equation has been assumed to apply for 

fricti-on effects; 

The coefficient of friction can be obtained from the 

friction loss in prestress force along a cable from 

B 

Friction loss from A to B = .l ~ Le. c\ s , 
A . 

where s = distance along the cable.: 

Cables with a parabolic profile in the devploped shell 

surface are th~ only frofiles for which general expressions 

for the curvature, unit tangent, and principal normal have 

been given in this thesis, although other profiles could be 

easily consi-dered. The rest of the analysis applies for 

general cable profiles. 

Two different methods are given for expressing these 

loads on a shell in a suitable form for the solution of the 

D.K.J. equation. Initially, computer programs were written 

for the first of these, method A, in which the loads are 
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treated as surface loads and expanded as double Fourier series. 

Some of the shell actions did not appear to converge satisfactorily 

and the use of this method was discontinued. 

A computer pro~ram written for method B, in which the 

loads are replaced by actions along a number of generators, 

quickly gave satisfactory results and therefore was used for all 

theoretical investigations. 

The difference between these methods is in the manner in 

which the transverse variation of load is considered. The load 

on a shell from a prestressing cable can be considered as a 

series of point loads making up a line-load. In method A these 

point loads are replaced by a loading made up from terms of 

Fourier series while in method B the point loads are replaced 

by actions along generators. Experimental results show that 

the transverse stresses are very dependent on the prestressing 

cable position. In method B the loads are more precisely 

defined with respect to the prestressing cable positions than 

in method A, where the loads are spread out over considerable 

portions of the shell width by virtue of the poor approximation 

of point loads by a reasonable number of terms of Fourier series. 

The computing time for method B was about one half that used 

for the nonconverged solutions from method A. 



Fig. 4.1 Notation of shell and prestressing details 

d~~1...----

(a) 

' _______ ........,__,.._',j 

:z' ( b) 

Fig. 4.2 Mathematical expression of a parabola In 
the- developed shell surface 

40. 
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4.2 PROPERTIES OF A PARABOLA IN THE DEVELOPED SHELL SURFACE 

Consider the symm~trical parabolic cable as shown in 

figure 4.2. The parametric equation of the parabola :in the 

xy plane of figure 4.2(a) is 

t b 
t2 -4ab - t2 

X = 2a , y = - 4a = 4a • 

i.e. b 2 y = ax 

where b = d + .f , 

4f a = 
L2 

. 
In figure 4.2(b) the y axes has become the arc of a circle 

ih th~ y'z' plane of radius R. If B is a point on the 

cable, 

cp = y 
R 

= 4ab - t
2 

4aR 

y' and z' are rectangular axes through the centre of 

curvature of the shell. 

Hence z' = R cos q> ' 

y' = R sin q> 9 

and 
t 

X = . 2a 

This is a parametric form of the cable profile and, as such, 
I 

is in a suitable form for obtaining the curvature, principal 

11 normal and the unit tangent • Let the path of the prestressing 
! 

cable be defined by the position vector r . With respect to 

the axes x, y', and z' 
' 
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I"" = ( 2ta ' 
R sin <p - R cos cp ) , 

dr- 1 1 cos er sin q> ) f = 2a ( t - t 
dt ' 
d2r" 1 0 cos~ c sin cp sin Cf) C COS Cj) ) !} 

dt 2 = 2a ( ' - + 

where 
t2 

C = 2aR 0 

And in the axes x ,Y, and z 

di"' 1 1 0) 9 dt = 2a ( ' - t 
' 

d2r 1 0 1 C) ' 
dt

2 = 2a ( ' - ' -

ds 1 
)1 + t2 = 2a dt 

where s = distance along the 
cable . 

Now dW" ds •'l dt = dt 

dr dz\"" /y (ds) 
3 

and X 

dt
2 = ~, dt dt 

where 1. = unit tangent, 

~ = unit binormal. 

Le~ b)(.t = unit principal 
normal. 

Therefore 

2a [t2c2 + C 
2 + 1] \ 

k ' = 
[1 + t2]~ 

the principal normal has the direction cosines of 

1 ( t 1 C ( t 2 + 1) ) 
l1+t2}½ [t 2c 2 2 JI - ' - ' - ' + C + l ?z: 
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and the unit tan~ent the direction cosines of 

1 ( 1 ' t 0 ) . 
[1 + t2 J\ - ' 

The l.ine-loads are given by 

Lie. L ds p I<; }1 + t2 = c dx = 
' 

and 
+ w)j 1 L'f = L~ ds = ()A-P~ + t2 

dx 

where t: .-r and le are loads per unit length in the X 

direction. 

4.3 FOURJER ANALYSIS 

Consider a fur}4t;i6n f(x) symmetrical about x; 0 and 

antisymmetrical about 

in figure 4.3. 

+ x = - e with period of 

·-e 0 e 

4 e as is shown 

Fig. 4.3 General symmetric load f~nction. 

Divide the .function into a sufficiently large number of 

strips of width such that the pulse function, formed by 

mal<ing each strip a rectangle, is a reasonable approximation 

of f(x). 
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Consider the i th strip as shown in figure 4.4. 

~~ '' -Xi 

I I nr I I I 
-

I I I I ~ 

I I 
I I I I I I 

~3~ -2el -el 0 ·e ·ie ,~e 
I I I 
I - I ... I I - I r 

X 

Fig. 4;4 General symmetric pulse function 

Let gi(x) = equation of the i th rectangular strip. By 

Fourier analysis 

g. (x) .f (x;) 8 E ani cos[~ :>4] , = 
l. l. iT n 

where 1 
sin ~;]cos[~! xi], a = ni n 

and n = 1 ' 3' s, O O O 0 

From the sum of all the strips 

r 
f(x) = I: gi(x) 

i=l 

8 z: a [:n1T X] ' = cos Ze 1T n n 

r 
where a = [ a f (x. ) , 

n ni l. 

i=l 

n = 1 ' 3, 5, 0 0 Q 0 

In a similar manner, functions, antisymmetric about X = 0 and 

' + x = - e with a period of 4e, can be expanded as a sine series. 



f(x) 8 
Lan . [:n1T ] ::; sin Ze x , 1T n 

r 
where a = L f(x.) a 

n l. ni 
i::;l 

n ::; 

1 ' 3, 5' • 0 0 0 

;4.4 PRESTRESSING LOADS TREATED AS SURFACE LOADS, METHOD A 

The loads from the prestressing cables can be expanded 

in the form 

L 
n 

{ sin o<,. x), 
an cos ex xJ 'm am 

{ sin 
co~ 

where n and 

't 
D<. 

'(y 1 
~y J ' 

m are integers ~ 

= constant times 
n11 

::; 

L 

m ' 
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and treated as surf ace loads on the shell. Consider the i th 

section of the cable~ Each component of load from this section 

can be considerect·as a block load as shown ,in figure 4.5. Over 

the i th block 

[ x. Yi z-J r 
[ ~ci + ~~i]' ' ' 

::; 
. l. • l. Ym 

where 
Ym 
r 

::; transverse width of the block. 

The double Fourier expansion for such a load, obtained by 

multiplying the Fourier series for the variation of load in 

the x · direction with that in the y direction is 
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F. (x,y) 
Intensity 64 I: 1 sin 

:~}[ ami 
{ sin 'iy} = of block • 1T2 a 

1. load ni cos cos 'l{y 1 
n m 

where 1 sin n1T l sin CX Xi, 1 a = 4r o< xt , ni n cos 

1 sin m1T { sin ){ y. 1 a = 4r 
' 1. 

' mi m cos . tyi 

n, m = 1, 3, 5, 

At the r th block there is an additional X surface load from 

the anchorages of intensity P /< 21r • : m). 

The sum of the loads from all the blocks gives 

For symmetrical prestressing cables the loads will be of the 

form 

X = X sin o<.x cos oy' 0 

y -- y cos «x sin 'l(y ' 0 

z = z 
0 

cos Olx cos ~y' 

where X , Y , Z are constants depend:i.Jng on n, m, and the 
0 0 0 

prestressing. The particular integral solution, given in 

section 2.8, can be used as the first .. ,part of the solution of .. 

the D.K.J. equation. 

When a term of the form 

expressions it is implied that 

and cos for even functions. 

{co. s 1 
sin appears in any of the above 

sin applies for odd functions 
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Fig. 4.5 Block surface load from a prestresslng cable 

Fig. 4.6 Curvature loads split between generators 



4.5 PRESTRESSING LOADS TREATED AS LOADS ALONG GENERATORS -
METHOD B. 

4.5.1 Mathematical representation 

48. 

The loads from a prestressing cable can be represented by 

sets of actions along a finite number of closely spaced generators. 

The sets of actions can be then treated as loads on the junctions 

of multi-shells or as line-loads along generators as described 

in section 3. 3 •. 

L The shell is divided into transverse strips of width 2r • 

Throughout each strip the cable position and the line-load 

intensity can be considered to be constant. Consider the i th 

str•ip where the cable lies between the j th and the j+l th 

generator at distances of g and h from the j th and the 

j+l th generators as shown in figure 4.6. The line-load from 

the i th strip can be divided between the two generators such 

that 

[Ni 2, i' 
j 

R1 ,i] 
h 

[ ~c··+ ~~ i], N2 . i = g+h ,1. . l. 

~ j+l j+l Rj+~J _.:&... [ t'. . + t'.; i] . NL2 •·' N2 '' = 
,.1. 'l. 2,1. g+h - Cl. 

In figure 4. 7, 

[N 12, i' N2 . ' R2 ·] 'l. 'l. 
= [L~ i + \.!h], 

where subscript i i th strip, 

superscript j j th generator. 



The anchorage load is considered to be a shear load 

spread a short distance into the shell from the anchorages 

along one or two generators passing through the anchorages 

and is expanded as a Fourier series along with the loads from 
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cable curvature, using the method outlined in section 4. 3, ~. 

4.5.2 Physical interpretation 

One must remember that the anchorage forces are, in 

reality, applied to the shell as boundary forces and not as 

actions spread along generators. These shear actions do not 

exist and, if they are of appreciable size relative to the 

actual shear stresses in a shell near the anchorages, the_ 

theoretical shear stresses, and possibly other stresses, i~t 

the vicinity of the anchorages must be in error. By Saint

Venant Is principle12 the stresses and displacements away from 

the anchorages will not be affected if the applied shear actions 

are statically equivalent to the anchorage loads. The stresses 

OT'C.l'\O'<CIO,"'~ 
tn the vicinity of the actions will be dependent on the 

anchorage loads and not shell action. They can be calculated 

from local considerations. 

Similar problems do not arise from replacing the 

line-loads along the cables by actions along generators, 

because these actions are of a lower order of magnitude than 

the actions existing from shell action. Consider, as an 

example, the section of a shell between two loaded generators 
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(say 1.711 wide, 40 11 long, and 20 11 radius - similar dimensions 

to those used in calculations for the model tests). Provided 

that the transferred actions at the edges of the section are 

equivalent to and of the same form as the loads on the section 

from the prestressing cable, the o:v~rall behaviour of the shell 

will hardly be altered as the-.::s:tressesj resulting from 

transferring the loads, will be a small part of the overall 

$tresse$ that result from supporting the long straight edges of 

the section of the shell as part 
I 

of the shell. Small local 

errors will arise from transferring the loads. 

e.-g. error in m2 at cable b 
j 

g R2 . • 
,i 

Errors in longitudinal actions will be negligible. 

Curvature of the shell was neglected when the loads 

were being divided between the generators. Errors from this 

source are of the same order as the differences between (J>s and 

sin ~s compared with CJ)s where 2 <Vs is the angle subtended at 

the centre of curvature of the shell by two adjacent loaded 

generators. For the generators at 1.7" spacing and 20 11 radius 

these errors are less than 0.2 percent. 

The validity of applying the loads from prestressing as 

line-loads along generators,can best be checked by comparisons 

of theoretical solutions with other theoretical solutions using 

the same method and different parameters such as generator 

spacing, comparisons with results from other ·methoqs of solution 

(section 11.1), and comparisons with experimental results. 
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C H A P T E R F I V E 

SOLUTIONS USING THE GENERATOR LINE-LOAD THEORY 

5. 1 GENERATOR LINE-LOAD COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program, written to solve prestressed 

cylindrical shells with draped cables within the curved surface, 

consisted of five separate chapters, with the card output from 

one chapter being fed directly into the nexto The program was 

named "P.C.S. gen. line-loads" and the five chapters are as 

follows: 

Chapter 1 calculated the curvature, principal normal and unit 

tangent at a number of points (usually 20 on half the 

shell length) along each cable. A coefficient of friction was 

assumed (initially calculated for a circular cable profile) and 

a numerical integration process was used to determine friction 

losses along the cables from mid,.span to the diaphragms. If the 

friction losses so obtained did not agree with the given friction 

loss, a new estimate of the coefficient of friction was made and 

the numerical integration process was repeated. Thus, the 

distribution of prestressing forces and hence the line-loads 

along the cables could be Aalculated. The line-loads were then 

transferred to th~ gener!"ltors and Fourier coefficients of their 

distributions were calculated and then punched. 
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. Chapter 2 used the complementary function solution given in 

section 2.7 and the generator line-load theory given 

in section 3.3 to obtain:the arbitrary constants necessary to 

describe the actions and 1displacements originating from all the 

loaded generators and the shell edges. 

Chapter 3 calculated the column vectors n and y at a number of 

points on the shell cross section (usually _7 on half 

the cross section). Tp.is chapter took about two-thirds of the 

total computing time. 

Chapter 4 calculated the required actions and displacements at 

a grid of points spread over one quarter of the shell 

surf ace. Fro~ rt and \A all the shell actions and displ-~cements 

can be obtained as is shown in section 2.6, equations (10). 

Chapter 5 added multiples of the solutions given by chapter ·4, 

for the same shell with different prestressing cable 

lay-outs,to obtain the effects of superposition of different 

·prestressing syst.ems or to obtain curvature and anchorage effects 

separately. 

Block diagrams for chapters 1 - 4 are given in figures 

5.1 to 5.4 and in appendix IV listings of all the chapters are 

given. 



-

Read then punch 
Shell dimensions, 
Prestressing details, 
Control inf Orll\a.tion.o 

-· -

-

Calculate line ... loads on shell from cable. 
Numerical integration to find the distribution 
of friction along the cable. 

Divide the ·line-load between loaded generators. 

I( 

Calculate Fourier coefficients for-- the loads 
on generators from cable curvature. 

Calculate Fourier coefficients for the anchorage 
loads and add these to·'"t'he::Poo~ier coefficients 
from curvature effects. ' 

Punch Fourier coefficients. 

Fig. 5. 1 Blo~k diagram for Chapter 1 of the 
computer program 
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r-4 
.-l 
Q) 
,q 
(/) 

~ 
s:1 

0 
.µ 

0 
c.!J 
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~ 

Read then punch 
Shell dimensions, 
Prestressing details, 
Control information. 

' ' 
Read N 

' 
the order of the Fourier loading 

terms, and set the sum of edge <act-ions to zero. 

Calculate shell consta,nts and matrices dependent 
on N for C.F. solution. 'O 

~ 
(1) 

Punch shell constants and matrices. 'O 
·r-1 
Cl) 

r 

' 
s:: 
0 

Read load on a symmetrical pair of generators. CJ 

Cl) 

~ 
Calculate the deflection of the loaded generators (1) 

µ r-l 
treating the shell as a tube. r-l 

b() (1) 
s:: ..c: 

·r-1 Cl) 

'O 
From the deflections the arbitrary constants for !U ~ 0 the parts of the shell on each side of the r-l s:: 

loaded generators can be calculate<;l then punched. r-l 0 
r-l µ 
!U 

0 
Calculate the actions at the shell straight edge r-l C!J 

·r-1 
and add to the sum. µ 

s:: 
;::l 

' µ 
Use ordinary C.F._solution to reduce the actions !U 

(1) 
at the shedJ:' -edge •t"l:)l '2'ef:!0:,. -Calculate· then: punch ··p. .. 

the requiF.ec\ -bit.i,ary coefficients. (1) 

~ 

i 
~ 

Fig. 5.2 Block diagram for Chapter 2 
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Read then punch 
Shell dimensions, ' 

Prestressing details, 
Control information. 

--

Read constants and matrices dependent on N . 

Set sums of n,u to zero. "O 
' 

Q) 
1-1 
Q) 

"O 
.,4 

Read arbitrary constants for the tube with (/) 

s:: 
pair of loaded generators. 0 

LJ 

(/) 

e 
Calculate ti\,..,_ at all required positions Q) 

.µ 

(usually 7) and add to the respective sums. ..-l 
tlO ..-l 

. s:: Q) 
;;,.r ..c: - "O (/) 

m 
0 ~ Read arbitrary constants to reduce the edge ..-l Q) 

s:: actions to zero. ..-l 
..-l 0 
m .µ 

..-l 0 
,,-1 CJ 

Calculate n,""' at all the required positions .µ 

and add to the respective sums. § 
.µ 
m 
Q) 
Pi 

Punch N sum of 11, \A for all required positions. 
Q) 

' ~ 

. 

Fig. 5.3 · .Block diagram for Chapter 3 
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Read 
Shell dimensions 
Prestressing details, 
Control information. 

Set sum of actions and displacements to 
zero for the grid of points -
5 cross sections and 7 points on each 
cross section were usually considered. 

.g r-1 

Read N and the maximum values of 
r-1 

I'\' "" • IU ~ <I) z 1/) 

1-l 
~ 0 

4-1 4-1 
Calculate the increment to the required Ci I:: 

µ 
actions and displace~ents for each point IU (I) 0 

(I):;;!. µ 
on the grid and add to the sums. P,..-1 

(I) IU 0 
0::: :> C, 

t 
Punch actions and displacements 

and/or surface stresses and displacements. 

Fig. 5.4 Block diagram for C_hapter 4 
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5. 2 0 1 

NUMERICAL DETAILS OF SOLUTIONS 

General discussion 
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While the generator line-load computer program was being 

written provision was made so that the various parameters, 

describing the replacement of loads from prestressing cables by 

loads made up from a finite number of terms of Fourier series 

expansions of actions along a finite number of generators, could 

be varied. These parameters were then chosen so that a sufficien

tly accurate solution could be obtained from as little arithmetic 

as possible. 

In the following discussion, the anchorage and the 

curvature loads are treated sep¢'ately because they are of 

completely different natures. They are therefore, handled most 

satisfactorily by different combinations of the various 

parameters. Some of the points that are raised in this 

discussion are fairly trivial while others can bring considerable 

improvements to accuracy with a reduction in the amount of 

arithmetic manipulation. 

5. 2. 2 .Anchorage loads 

A study of the convergence of Fourier series expansions 

of rectangular pulse functions soon shows by the expansion of 

the anchorage loads, as block shear loads spread a distan9~ 0.'05 L 

down the she_ll, -rather than their expansion as point shear loads, 

leads to a quicker solution. The Fourier expansion for a 
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rectangular pulse converges more slowly as the period over which 

the pulse is spread decreases. 

However, the shear loads are supposed to be applied at 

the anchorages and they should not be spread too far down the 

shell. 

In figure 5.6 the sums of the first 10 terms (n = 1,19) of 

Fourier expansions of the same anchorage load as block shear 

loads spread down the shell distances of 0.05 I.:a and 0.0125 L are 

shown, with the series for 0.05 L clearly converging most rapidly. 

In figure 5.8 the longitudinal stresses obtained from using the 

first 10 terms of these series are compared with experimental 

results from one of the model tests. The solution for the shear 

load spread over 0. 05 L , shows no sign of the disturbances along 

the line of the prestressing cables that are evident in the 

solutions for the shear load spread over 0.0125 L. 

Chapter 2 of the computer program listed the vector I'\ for 

the actions at the shell edges before the complemerttary function 

solution was applied to reduce the edge actions to zero. Thi~ 

gave an indication of the contribution to the total solution of 

each term of the Fourier series loading. Table 5.1 gives a 

typical listing of these actions. At the tenth term (n = 19) 

the contribution to the total solution from each term has become 

insignificant compared with the sum of the first 3 or 4 terms. 
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n 

Term 
n12 nz rz mz 

n lb./in. lb./in. lb./in. lb. 

1 1 -40.38 -4.20. .53 -1.98 

2 3 21. 62 .15 - .575 .33 

3 5 -11.53 2.19 .43 .05 

4 7 5.31 -3.34 .27 - .04 
\ 

5 9 - 1. 72 3.70 .16 .06 

6 11 - .06 -3.42 - .07 - .05 

7 13 0 73 2.74 .03 .04 

8 15 - • 7 5 -1.84 - .oo - .oz 

9 17 .48 .98 0.00 0.00 

10 19 - .15 - .27 o.oo 0.00 

Table 5.1 Contributions to the total solution from each 
Fourier term - Pa.,; 1200 lb., d = 0.833ym' f = O, 
shear load over O. 05 L 

In fact, the sum of the first 5 terms (n = 1,9) gave a 

reasonably satisfactory solution over much of the shell surface. 

But,along the line of the anchorages,there were appreciable local 

variations in longitudinal stresses caused by the small oscillat

ing loads that are the sum of the first 5 terms. The solution 

from the sum of the first 10 terms did not show these local 



Fig. 5.5 Fourier series for anchorage loads. 
- sum of 5 and 10 terms 

. I 
I 

0·1L 0·2 L 0·3L 

Fig.· 5.6 Decrease .In convergence of 
Fourier series as the load 
approaches a point load 
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disturbances, as can be easily understood from figure 5.5 where 

the sums of the first 5 and 10 terms of the Fourier expansion 

of a block shear load spreading 0. 05 L down the shell are shown. 

When the anchorage loads were spread down two closely 

spaced generators there appeared to be an improvement in 

theoretical stresses as can be seen from figures 5.7 and 5.8. 

This is probably due to a lowering of the intensity of the shear 

loading by spreading it between two generators. 

Thus, the sums of the first 10 terms (n = 1,19) of Fourier 

expansions of block shear loads spread a distance 0. 05 L down 

two closely spaced generators were found to give satisfactory 

solutions for the anchorage loads with a minimum of arithmetic 

manipulation and, therefore, were used for all the results given 

in this thesis. 

5.2.3 Loads on the shell from cable curvature 

For the loading on the shell from curvature effec~~· 

(normal pressure and friction) the first 6 terms of the Fourier 

series expansions of the actions along the generators produced 

a solution of similar accuracy to that of 10 terms for anchorage 

loads. When the curvature loads are replaced by actions along 

generators, the actions are of a lower order of magnitude than 

those from anchorage loads. As the curvature effects are spread 

_ al-0x,i1LE'onsiderable Lengths of the shell the Fourier expansions 



of these loads converge more rapidly than those for the 

anchorage loads. 

In section 4.5 the shell was divided into r transverse 

strips between mid-span and the diaphragms. Throuph each of 

these strips the line-load on the shell from cable curvature 

was considered to be constant. From each of these strips the 

line-load was transferred to adjacent generators. This r was 

also the r used in finding the Fourier expansion of the actions 

along the generators .. (analysis as in section 4. 3). For 
1

all the 

curvature effects a value of r equals 20 (the maximum value; 

allowed by storage requirements of chaprter 1 of the co:inputer 

program) was used although identical solutions were obtained for 

r equals 15. This process becomes more accurate in both the 

transferring of the actions and in the Fourier analysis as the 

value of r increases. 

The generator spacing is another parameter that could be 

varied. Figure 5.9 shows the mid-span transverse moments, the 

action most affected by transferring the line-loads along tlie 

cables to the generators, for various generator spacings for the 

theoretical analysis of model set-up 8 (see section 8.1). 

Although there is little difference between the actions with the 

generator spacing at 1. 65" and 2. 4 7 5 11 a spacing of/ about 1. 7" 

or its equivalent for shells of other dimensions was used. 
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C H A P T E R S I X 

MODEL SHELL 

6.1 MODEL MATERIAL~ 

601.1 General discussion 

Before the choice of a model material can be made, the 

aim of an experimental investi!gation must be fully understood. 

If, as in this case, the model t9\$t is to check the validities 

of mathematical theories that assume elastic, isotropic, and 

homogeneous materials, then the model should, in the first 

instance, be made fro~ a material closely meeting these 

requirements. If the behaviour of a prototype structure before 

and after cracking or the mode of failure is required, the model 

must be made from a material such as micro-concrete that exhibits 

the same properties as reinforced or prestressed concrete 

13 . 14 
(Rowe , Haas and Bouma ). 

Investigators have found that the problems in making and 

testing micro-concrete shell models are considerable. Satisfact

ory strain readings have seldom been obtained (Scrivener15) 

because of the uncertainty of Young's modulus and Poisson's 

ratio 16 and cracking within or just outside gauge lengthso 

Accurate stresses can be readily obtained from the 

strains recorded from an elastic model. Provided that the 



stresses in a model are kept within the elastic limit of the 

model material, tests can be repeated as many times as is 

necessary and different load¥1,g,systems can be used on any 

one model. 

66.-

As prestressing tends to eliminate high tensile stresses 

it should be noted that prestressed concrete, under normal 

working loads, behaves closer to an· elastic material than does 

reinforced concrete. 

Plast',ic;s-, such as "Perspex" have been commonly used in 

shell models (Powe11
9

, de Sitter6 , Arcan and Nicolau17 , 

Hergenrader and RUsch
18

) as so called "elastic" materials 

because of their low Young's moduli and ease of moulding into 

shapes of double curvature. But they suffer from the 

drawbacks: of creeping under load; of elastic constants 

varying with temperature; and the difficulty of accurate 

strain measurement, because of the stiffening effect of electric 

resistance strain gauges on thin models and the warm up drifts 

that occur as a result of the low heat sink properties and 

high coefficients of expansion. 

If a model can be constructed from a metal and high 

enough loads applied to produce reasonable strains and 

deflections (Young's modulus of aluminium is about 20 times 

that of most plastics), a metal model will usually give more 

accurate results because of the stable elastic properties with 
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no appreciable creep or temperature effects. Accurate strain 

measurements can easily be made because of the availability of 

temperature compensated strain gauges and the high heat sink 

properties of metals. Thickness tolerances on metal sheets are 

much better than those on plastics. 

High strength aluminium alloy was chosen as the most 

suitable of available metals because of its low Young's modulus 

(about one-third1that of-~teel). 

6.1.2 Properties of H30-WP aluminium alloy as used on~ 
model shell 

Typical From tests as 
specifications in appendix . II 
(reference 19) 

Type-British 
Standard designation H30-WP 

Thickness 10 S.W.G. 0.1309 in. 

0.1% proof stress 18.5 tons/in~ 

Ultimate tensile . 2 
strength 22 tons/in. 

Bearing yield1 

/' 2 stress 22 tons 1.n. 

Young's modulus 10 X 106 lb./in. 
2 10.23 X 106 

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.307 

B.H.N. 95 

Table 6.1 Properties of the aluminium alloy used in the 
shell model 

lb./in~ 



The model shell was constructed from aluminium alloy 

of the specifications and properties as given in table 6.1. 

In appendix II, the tests, from which the elastic constants 

were accurately obtained~ are described. 

6.2 MODEL DIMENSIONS 

A. shell of intermediate length, L/R = 2, .for which 

approximate methods of solution such as the beam theory of 

Lundgren3 would give doubtful solutions because transverse 

stresses would be a significant part of the shell behaviour, was 

chosen as be:Lng Qf suitable proportions for the model shell. 

Table 6.2 and figure 6.1 give the model dimensions. 

When scaled up to a thickness of 3 11 these dimensions 

give a shell of some 80 foot span. 

Radiq.s - R of shell middle 
surface 19.9411 

Width of shell middle 
surface 19.97 11 

Span - L centre line 
diaphragm to centre 
line diaphragm 39.12" 

Thickness - t 0 0 1309 11 

k 2 opening angle - Cf}k 0.526 rad. 

Table 16.2 Model shell dimensions 
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39.rg7" 22 11 

Ir -spori C 3C/ • 12.") t75" '20 11 
( appro'>') 

,,, 

I' I 

II II 
II II. 

I I\ 

X, sh~et Al. 

Fig. 6.1 Model shell dimensions 

6.3 MANUFACTURE OF THE MODEL 

6.3.1 Shaping of the $hell surface 

The curved surface of the shell was formed by rolling 

a 40 11 x 27 11 sheet of aluminium alloy in sheet metal rollers 

until all the generators were straight and, to within 2\" of 

the straight edges, the radius was constant. 3 11 wide strips 

were then cut off each side of the shell with a band saw. As 

the strips were being cut off, the straight edges of the shell 

bowed up about~". Two 7 lb. weights, hung near mid-span along 

each straight edge, were found to remove this unwanted bowing and 

to restore the shell to a constant radius with straight 

generators all over the surface. 

Although the difference in strains and deflections 

between the preliminary tests in which weights were left hanging 



on the shell edges and those with no weights hanging on the 

shell edges were small, the weights were left hanging on the 

shell edges during all other tests. 

6.3.2 Gluing of structural joints 

70. 

All structural joints on the model shell were made with 

Araldite 106, a gap filling, room temperature curing, epoxy 

resin. 
20 

As suggested by the manufacturer , the adhesive was 

mixed in the proportions of 100 parts by weight of adhesive to 

80 parts by weight of hardener 953U. 

To improve the bond strength and decrease the setting 

time the resin was cured in an oven at 40° C or under infra red 

lamps. All surfaces were roughened with fine emery paper and 

carefully degreased with strain gauge cleaning fluid before 

gluing. 

6.3.3 Shell supports 

1 11 long hardened steel knife edges were glued to thickened 

sections of the diaphragms directly under each corner of the 

shell. At one end .on the model the two knife edges rested on 

rollers (figure 6.2) and at the other end they rested on steel 

blocks (figure 6.3). 

Symmetric longitudinal movement, the only theoretical 

displacement of the diaphragms for symmetrical prestressing, 

could occur without any restraint. A system of supports, 

allowing universal movement, such as Kelly21 , Scrivener
15

, or 
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9 
Powell used was thought to be unnecessary. As the only load 

on the knife edges was the self weight of the shell, the normal 

pressure of the knife edges was very low and the shell could 

easily be bodily moved across the supp;prts. This would have 

allowed any type of movement to take place with little 

restraint. 

6.3.4 Testing table 

As no suitable test bed was available. a table with a top 

of stiffened \ 11 mild steel plate was constructed. To enable 

the bolting down of supports and attachments a grid of \ 11 B.S.W. 

tapped holes at 1" centres was supplied. The table top rested 

on adjustable "Dexion" legs. 

The roller blocks and steel pads of the shell supports 

were glued to the tops of 6 11 high columns that were carefully 

shimmed and bolted to the testing table with their tops true 

and level. The columns were made from 1\" diameter steam 

pipe with\" steel flanges welded to each end. With the shell 

sittini on the columns, the shell curved surface1 was far enough 
I 

from the testing table to allow easy access to the intrados of 

the shell during testing. 

6.4 PRESTRESSING SYSTEM 

6.4.1 Introduction 

The aim of this model study was to investigate the 

effects of prestressif!.g on a cylindrical shelL Considerable 



Fig . 6 . 2 Roller support of 
the model shell 
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Fig. 6.3 Hinge support of 
the model shell 

Fig . 6 . 4 The prestressing system 



time, therefore, was spent on the development of a suitable 

system for the accurate application and measurement of varying 

prestressing forces of up to 1600 lb. per cable position (800 lb. 

per wire for a two wire system having a wire at the intrados and 

one at the extrados of the shell). The prestressing system also 

had to be ~uitable for use throughout a series of repeated 

tests on the same model shell with different prestressing cable 

positions and profiles. 

In the Proceedings of the Symposium on Shell Resea7ch, 

Delft, 1961, there are described several different systems 

18 . 17 22 (Hergenrader and Rusch , Arcan and Nicolau , Franz and Teepe ' 

· and Rontsci/ 3 ) which have been used for prestressing plastic and 

gypsum models. The forces that these prestressing systems apply 

are not high enough for metal models. The interesting demountable 

force measuring device, as used by Bouma and van Koten 24 , 25 on 

a prestressed micro-concrete model tested in a series of model 

shells, was considered to be unsuitable for use on an elastic 

model with wires on the intrados and on the extrados of the 

shell. 

The system developed, consisting of 0.064 11 diameter 

piano wires passing through steel guides glued to the shell 

surface, screw jacks to tension the.wires, and load cells to 

measure the forces, is shown in figure 6.4. 



6.4.2 Prestressingwires 

0.064 11 diameter silver plated piano wire was chosen for 

prestressing wires, because its high ultimate strength of 1100 

lb. would give a safe working load of 800 lb., and its smooth 

surface ·finish would give minimum friction losses. 
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As purchased, the wire was tightly coiled into a 5 11 

diameter spooL It was straightened by pulling it slowly through 

a wire straightener made ·from a bent piece of \ 11 water pipe 

spinning in a lathe at 750 R.P.M. (see figure 6 •. 5). 

Twisted· wire cables were also considered but rejected 

because: they stretched when loaded; it was difficult to grip 

the ends symmetrically and securely; and it was felt that they 

would give high friction losses a~ a result of the cables 

deforming when they passed through guides. 

6.4.3 Prestressing jacks 

The simple screw thread and nut arrangement shown in 

figures 6. 6 and 6. 8 was used to tension the wires. The thread 

of 40 threads per inch was chosen because it gave a low 

mechanical advantage. After the first few tests, Glacier DU 

(polytetraf luoroethylene impregnated bronze with a st.eel back

ing) thrust washers were added between the prestressing nuts 

and the load cells. The setting of prestressing_forces was now 

much easier because "sticking' was eliminated and torsional 

effects were no longer picked up in the load cells. 
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The pre-stre-s--sing wires were anchored in the prestressing 

jacks by wedges made from grinding down 0.125 11 P.C.S. sleeves 

as is illustrated in figure 6.7. Many different solders were 

also tried during the search for a suitable method of anchoring 

the wires but, either the pOlder failed or the wires broke 

prematurely from the effects of overheating during soldering. 

The device used to push the pairs of wedges into the 

prestressing jacks, thus anchoring the wires, is shown in 

operation in figure 6. 11. 

6 .Ab 4. • Load cells for measuring the forces in the prestressing 
wires 

The prestressing force measuring load cells, dimensioned 

in figur~ 6.8, were made from heat treatable steel. They were 

not heat treated, as.was originally intended, because of fear 

of distortion. The heavy end billets were added to an initial 

design, using a straight tube with protecting pieces at each 

end, after inconsistent readings had been obtained in preliminary 

calibration tests. 

After hardening, the bull noses were ground into their 

respective load cells. 

Four Budd, C6 - 121A steel temperature compensated strain 

gauges, wired with two pairs of two gauges in series in 

parallel to give 120 ohms resistance, were used.as active 

strain gauges on each load cell. The load cells were all 

connected to switch-box A (described in section 7.4.1) and 
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Fig . 6 .5 Wire straightener in the lathe 

0 ' T 

Scqle lnche~ 

' lz 2 
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Fig . 6 . 6 Prestressing jack Fig . 6 . 7 Making of wedges 
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read along with the strain gauges on the model shell. One of 

the gauges on an aluminium alloy test piece was used as a dummy. 

6.4.5 Complete anchorage assembly 

The prestressing wires, jacks, and load cells were kept 

in place by anchorage-holding pieces (as in figure 6.4) which 

also served the various functions of: preventing the load cells 

and the prestressing jacks from rotating when the prestressing 

nuts were turned; holding the load cells so that only axial 

forces could act on them; and transmitting the anchorage forces 

from the prestressing wires to the shell. 

6.4.6 Surface guides 

The loads on the shell from cc;tble curvature were applied 

to the shell through mild steel guides glued with Araldite to 

the shell surface at 1 11 centres for draped cables, and at 3 11 

centres for straight cables. The guides are dimensioned in 

figure 6.9. 

Although the forces from the cable curvature were applied 

as a series of point loads, it was considered that this system 

was preferable to one with continuous guides such as Arcan and 

Nicolau17 describe using plastic tube cemented to a plastic shelL 

Since the guides were not continuous they had little effect on 

the shell stiffness (see appendix II). 

The guides were drilled in a bench drill press with a 

simple jig holding the guides so that the holes were accurately 
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positioned with respect to the base and one edge. The top 

corner of the guides, above the edge from which the hol-es were 

positioned, was marked. The guides could be accurately 

positioned on the shell surface by butting this edge against 

a straight edge or a bent steel rod clamped to th~ shell surface 

(figure 8.1). 

The glued joint between the shell and the guiqes was of 

ample strength as can be seen from the test results, shown in 

figure 6.10, on guides glued to a strip of aluminium. The guides 

could be removed from the shell by a sharp tap from a small 

hammer. Soaking the guides in Episolve 299 removed all the, 

adnering Araldite. 

Molybdenum disulphide grease was used to reduce friction 

between the wires and the guides. 

6.4.7 Calibration of the prestressin~load_s.ell's 

During all calibration tests the load cells were held in 

an anchorage-holding pi-ece in the same way that they were held 

during the actual testing of the shell model and loaded through 

a piece of prestressing wire as indi-cated in figure 6.12. 

Calibration tests were made with an. Avery 25,000 lb. 

universal test machine, working in its lowest range of O -

1250 lb., supplying the load. There was doubt as to ·the 

repeatability of the load cells until it was realized that 
''\", 

shifts of up to·lo lb. in the zero of the test machine load 
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indicating mechanism were occurring during some runs, and that 

frictional effects in hydraulic test machines can make them 

unreliable if the direction of loading is changed (BoSo 1610 

recognizes this and only requires hydraulic test machines to be 

calibrated for load incr~asing)o 

A 400 lbo spring balance with a simple bolt arrangement 

to wind the tension up was used to show that the load cells 

gave repeatable results with random load changes. 

A straight line through the readings of 3 runs, with 

strain readings at 100 lb .. intervals going up to 800 lb., was 

taken as the calibration curve for each cell. Before the 

start of the initial calibration the load (e.eTls, were loaded 

up and down five or six times to remove hysteresis effects. 

Between each run the bull hoses and the load cells were rotated 
.. 

iepa~ately in the holding pieces. 

The -sensitivity of the load celLs was such that 100 

_µstrain was equivalent to 100 lb. Thus the prestress forces 

could be set to within 2 lb. of the desired loads. 

Calibratiori tests at the end of straight cable testing 

and at the finish of testing were within 0.5 per cent of the 

initial calibration. 



Fig . 6.11 Pushing in wedges 

load applied 
throu9h wire 
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Fig . 6 . 12 Calibr ation of prestressing 
load ce ll s 
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C H A P ~ E R S E V }!: N 

STRAIN AND DEFLECTION MEASUREMENT 

7 o 1 DISTRIBUTION OF STRAIN GAUGES ON THE MODEL SHELL 

El-ectric resistance rosette strain gauges were positioned 

on the intrados and extrados of one quarter of the shell in the 

rectangular grid pattern shown in figure 7.1. 

120° delta rosette strain gauges were used to measure 

the shear as well as the direct strains at transverse cross 

sections D and E near the diaphragms and to check symmetrical 

behaviour about mid-span and the shell crown. 

At cross section. A, B, and C, where shear strains were 

' 0 
considered to be relatively unimportant, 90 rosettes were 

placed so that the two gauges measured direct longitudinal and 

transverse strains. 

The number of strain gauges which woul.d have be~n required 

to strain gauge more of the shell was prohibitive. Unless 

strcl.in gauges are close together the drawing of stress profiles 

.becomes almost impossible. Investigators have almost invariably 

stated that there were insufficient strain gauges on their 

models at the places that mattered. It was hoped that the 

strain gauges would b~ sufficiently closely spaced on a number 
I 

of transverse cross s~ctions to obtain a good indication of the 

changes in stress over the whole shell surface. 
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fig. 7.1 Distribution of electric resistance 
strain gaug~s on the model sh ell 
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( a) 90° rosette (C12 - 121 - R2VC) 
plus terminal strip 

( c ) Wires soldered from gauge to 
terminal strips 

/'1'/'11/l!Tf'J'l'l' ''I' 
I I 

d) 64THS 

(b) 120° delta rosette (Cl2 - 121 -R3Y) 
plus terminal strips 

(d) Completed waterproofed gauge 
installation 

Fig . 7 . 2 Budd metalfilm strain gauges 

(X) 
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7.2 ELECTRIC RESISTANCE STRAIN GAUGES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES 

Bpdd metalfilm electric resistance strain gauges and 

accesso:i:-ies were used throughout this series of tests to measure 
! 

all strains 0 Points in favour for the use of these gauges were: 

(a) The availability of straight and rosette gauges of 

suitable small size(\" gauge length was chosen as 

being suitable). 

(b) Metalfilm gauges are temperature compensated for a 

wide range of materials. 

(c) The close control of electrical and physical 

characteristics of the metalfilm gauges during 

manufacture. 

(d) The metalf~lm gauges are very thin with high 

flexibility. 

In tables 7.1 and 7.2 the strain gauges and their 

accessories are listed. 

7.3 INSTALLATION OF THE STRAIN GAUGES 

The gauges and the terminal strips were affixed to the 

shell surface with Eastman 910 contact cement according to the 

27 recommended procedures of the Budd Company • Strain gauge 

installation was very fast because of the irqmediate bond 

formation when the gauges were pressed .into the cement. No 

clamps were necessary. 



26 Budd catalogue 
designation 

Cl2 - 121 

Cl2 - 121 - R2VC 

Cl2 - 121 - R3Y 

C6 - 121A 

Description 

straight aluminium 
temperature compensated -
\" gauge length 

2 gauge 90° rosette, 
aluminium temperature 
compensated - \ 11 gauge 
length, 

3 gauge 120° delta 
rosette, aluminium 
temperature compensated -
\" gauge length _ 

straight steel tempera
ture compensated - \ 11 

gauge length 

Use 

test gauges on 
aluminium alloy 
test pieces 

85. 

measuring longitud
inal and transverse 
strains on the model 
shell 

measuring longitud
inal, transverse, 
and shear strains on 
the model shell 

gauges on prestress
ing load measuring 
load cells 

Table 7.1 Strain gauges used during the model tests 

Budd catalogue 26 

designation Accessory Description 

GAl contact cement kit Eastman 910 plus 
accelerator 

GS - 3 terminal strips 

GS - 350 solder 0.015 11 dia. low 
melting point 

" cleaning solvent 2 parts by vol. of 
methyl ethyl ketone 
to.! part of zylol 

"waterproofing" flexible epoxy -
Araldite 106 plus 
20% by weight of 
Thikol as plasticizer 

Table 7.2 Strain gauge accessories 
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The use of terminal strips can be seen from figure 7.2. 

The terminal strips protect the strain gauges. 
' ' 

If the lead wires 

are pulled the terminal strips break in two and the actual strain 

gauge is unharmed. After the soldering of the conn~cting wires 

from a rosette to its terminal strips, the rosette and half the 

terminal strips can be waterproofed before the lead wires are 

attached. Moisture cannot penetrate between the lead wires and 

the waterproofing. 

A flexible epoxy resin coating of Araldite 106 plus 

20 per cent by weight of Thikol as a plasticizer, was pijinted 

over the strain gauges. The main purpose of this so called 

waterproofing was protecting the gauges and wiring from mechan

ical damage. No stiffening effect from the waterproofed strain 

gauges was noticeable on aluminium alloy test strips (see 

appendix II). 

Each. lead wire was made in three sections, as in table 

7.3, with the lengths of each section being measured to ensure 

that the lead wire resistances wer~ all equal and that there 

would be no apparent drifts in strain gauge zeros as the 

temperature of all the lead wires changed. 

To reduce the number of lead wires a common lead wire 

system was used for the gauges of e'ach cross section. To 

prevent interference between the prestressing guides and the 

lead wires, the leao wires were l,<ept in.\" wide bands across 

the shell (see figure 7.4). 
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Type of wire Length 

gauge to 1 strand from 7/.0076" \:" 
terminal strip insulated copper cable 

terminal strip 7/.0040 11 plastic insul- 1 I 1 1 II 
to shell edge ated copper cable -

shell edge to 7/.0076 11 plastic insul- 10 1 0" switch-box ated copper cab le -

Table 7.3 Strain gauge lead wires 

7. 4 STRAIN GAUGE INSTRUMENTATION 

7.4.1 Switch-boxes 

Two switch-boxes were made so that all the strain 

gauges (some 182 separate gauges when the prestress~g load 

cells were included) could be read from one strain indicator. 

Originally, only the making of one switch-box (98 way) was 

intended. For the rest of the readings the use of existing 

equipment or the data logger (an automatic strain gauge ~eader 

and recorder under construction at the time) was envisaged. 

After switch-box A was made and successfully tested, it was 

obvious "that the easiest solution to th\9 switching problems 

was to make another switch-box, B , to handle the rest of the 

gauges. 

Each switch-box was connected to an active set of 

gauges and to a dummy gauge which was a gauge on one of the 
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aluminiu~ alloy test strips. The two switch-boxes were then 

connected together so that one strain indicator could be used 

without any additional switching in the active arms of the 

Wheatstone bridge circuits. 

The switches used in the switch-boxes were type S.P. I. 

Croydon rotary stud switches. The switches performed 
! 

satisfactorily without any noticeable switching resistance 

differences. Switch-box A had zero setting, consisting of a 

10,000 ohm wire wound resistance and a 10,000 ohm variable 

resistance in parallel with each strain gauge, giving a 

balance of :!:' 0.35 ohms for 120 ohm strain gauges. Switch

box B had no zero setting. 

7.4.2 Strain indicators 

A Budd P-350 portable strain indicator (serial number 

1810) was used for reading strains during most of the testing. 

Before the arrival of the Budd instrument, a BLH Model 120 

strain indicator was used during some of the preliminary 

testing. 

The Budd instrument was easier and faster to use and 

did not have the annoying 2 - 3 _ µstrain "backlash" of the 

BLH instrument ( the BLH instrument was d,amaged during deli very 

and the suspension of the micro-ammeter could have been 

damaged). 

The instruments are shown in figure 7.3. 
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Fig. 7 . 3 Switch - boxes and Budd P- 350 strain indicator 

Fig. 7 . 4 Strain gauge wiring across the shell surface 
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7.5. CORRECTIONS TO STRAIN READINGS 

Certain corrections must be made to the readings of 

strain gauges at a strain indicator if accurate surface strains 

are required. 

In appendix I the equation 

Q' C 
GFb 

~p = GF ' ~ 

where Q' = reading of gauge at gauge, 

Qb = reading of gauge at strain indicator, 

C = resistance correction coefficient, 
I 

GFb = gauge factor set on the strcdn 
indicator, 

GF = gauge factor of the strain ga.uge, g 

is obtained for the corrections to strain readings from lead

wire and switch\..box resistance and the gauge factor set on the 

bridge. 

C = 1.017 for strain gauges wired through switch-box A 

and C = 1.008 for strain gauges wired through switch~box B. 

The following equations apply as corrections for strain 
- ,,,. . .,., 28 

gauge cross se-nsitliiey • 

For 120° delta rosettes 

€.' 
2 

= 

= Q' 
2 

K(Q' + Q'), 
3 1 
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= 

and for 90° rosettes 

= Qf 

Ez = 

where K = transverse sensitivity, 

Q! = reading of strain in j directipn, 
J 

f! = strain of· .gauge in j directiono 
J 

For the Budd metalfilm strain gauges K was taken as zero and, 

in reality, no transverse sensitivity corrections were made to 

the model shell strain readings 

The surface strain under a strain gauge is not, in 

general, the same as the strain of the metalfilm of a strain 

gauge because the metalfilm is a small distance t 1 , from the 

surfaceo From figure 7o5 in which surface and metalfilm strains 

are superimposed 

t + 
tb = t + 

t + 
'ct = t + 

tl 
t' 2t

1 
b 

tl 
£ I 

2t 1 
t 

where 

'i:; V 
t 

and 

and 

+ 

+ 

tl 
€' t + 2t 1 t ' 

tl 
f' t + 2t 1 

b ' 

t = model thickness, 

effective strain gauge 
thickness, 

= 

= 

metalfilm strains, 

surf ace strains o 
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Fi~. 7i,.5 Strain gauge and surface strains 

7.6 SURFACE STRESSES FROM SURFACE STRAINS 

If the directions of the gauges of rosettes compared with 

the shell a~es x and y are as shown in figure 7.6 the 

29 following equations apply • 

For the 120° delta rosettes 

E.x = h 

fxy = £ (~ t2) E 3 ' 

fy = l [2<f 3 2 + E3) - ~ 1 J ' 
and for the 9•0 ·rosettes 

€x = tl ' 
Ey = f2 

Stresses can be obtained from strains from the well known 

relati-onships 

= 
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()' 
E 

fxy = 
) (1 xy +µ) ' 

E 
ify = _µ2 (fy + ,.,uEX) 1 ' 

where fx' t,y = strains in the x,y direc-
tions, 

€:.xy = shear strain, 

a- cry = direct stress in the x,y x, directions, 
(Jxy = shear stress·. 

y 
2 

2, y 

...__ _____ 1, X 

3 

(a) 120° delta 1rosette (b) 90° rosette 

Fig. 7. 6 Orientation of strain gauges compared with 
shell axes 
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7.7 DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS ON SHELL MODELS 

The measurement of deflections on a shell model is quite 

a difficult problem because of the three dimensional nature of 

the surface and the deflections. Shells are very sensitive to 

point loads and the deflection measuring system must not load 

the shell with varying point loads. 

Dial gauges have been used to measure the deflections 

on many shell models. Unfortunately, there are certain 

drawbacks to their use which become more noticeable as the 

scale of a model is reduced. A "forest" of dial gauges is 

needed if the deflections of a large number of points is 

required. Dial gauges are usually set up radially to the shell 

surface. If, as is often the case, the shell does not move 

radially, the dial gauge stems will slip over the shell surface 

giving friction in the dial gauges from sideways loadings on 

their stems. The deflection readings so obtained will not be 

the deflection readings of the points on the shell over which 

the dial gauges were set up. If the deflections of the shell 

are small, the point loads on the shell from the dial gauges 

remain effectively constant, and the shell is little affected 

by the dial gauges. But, when the deflections are large 

compared with the total movement of the dial gauges, or when 

the dial gauges are moved during tests, the point loads on the 

shell from the dial gauges could become important. 
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7 o 8 TRAVELLING J.,E~EL .n;r.:FLECTION MEASURE:MENT, 

Wherever vertical deflections were required targets 

were attached to the shelL The height of each target above 

datum could be obtained by raising or lowering a surveying level 

by means of the micrometer drive mechanism of a travelling 

microscope until the line of sight co~ncided with the target, 

and reading the vertical height from the micrometer drive. By 

taking readings before and after loading, the vertical 

deflections of as many targets as was required could be obtainedo 

This deflection measuring system has the advantages of~ 

(a) Measuring the true vertical de! lections of the points·( 

on the shell to which the targets are attached. 

(b) The shell surface is relatively uncluttered and the 

only loads on the shell are the self-weights of the 

targets. 

(c) Only one instrument is required to measure the 

deflections of as many points as is requiredo 

The reading speed was rather slow. 20 minutes were 

required for the reading of 35 deflection points. During this 

time 200 strain gauges could be read. 

7.9 THE TRAVELLING LEVEL 

The travelling level, shown in figure 708, was made up 

from:• 



(a) A travelling microscope, serial number 2843, made 

by Jo Swift and Son. 

(b) An automatic precise level, serial number S07247, 

made by Cooke, Troughton and Simmso 
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A steel base plate was bolted to the travelling microscope 

mechanism instead of the microscope. The level sat on this base 

plate supported by a 7\ lb. counterweight which removed all 

backlash and made the travelling movement easy to operate. 

Different surveying levels were tried in the search for 

the most satisfactory level. The first to be tried was the' 

automatic precise level which was initially rejected because 

of continual vibrations, set up by workshop and laborat6ry 

machinery, in the automatic level of the instrument, giving 

a slightly blurred image and cross hairs. During the first 

preliminary test an ordinary tilting level was used. R~ading 

speed was rather slow because continual adjustments to the 

level of the in~trument were necessary. Then the precise 

level was retried and, because a more consistent set of 

readings was obtained in about one-half the time, it was used 

during all further tests. 

7.10 EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTION READINGS 

Deflection readings were taken at the pattern of points• 

spread over the whole of the shell surface as shown in figure 

7.7. To avoid coincidence between the strain gauges and the 
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Fig. 7.7 Location of deflection targets on the model shell 
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deflection targets, the targets were displaced\-" further from 

mid-span than the adjacent strain gauges. For practical purposes 

the row of deflection targets across the shell,\-" from mid-span 

can be considered to be at mid-span. 

The targets were vertical 1/16 11 diameter brass rods with 

their tops carefully filed square and polished with fine emery 

paper. The targets were glued to the shell surface with Philip's 

PR 9244/05 strain gauge waterproofing compound (used because of 

a setting time of 10 minutes). The targets on the near side of 

the shell to the travelling level were\-" shorter than those on 

the far side. 

A 5 foot 80 watt ;fluorescent light tube with a tracing 

paper light diffuser in front, was placed behind the targets 

(see figure 7.9). The targets stood out as black outlines 

against this bright background. 

A correction, consisting of the average deflection of 

the 6 diaphragm targets, was made to each set of readings to 

allow for relative movements between the shell supports and the 

travelling level tripod. This correction was frequently as 

high as 0.005" for a test spread over 6 hours. 



Fig . 7 . 8 Travelling level 

Fig. 7 . 9 Model shell ready for testing - fluorescent 
light is in the foreground and the level in 
the background 

99 . 
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CHAPTER E I G H T 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL TESTS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE MODEL TESTS 

Strain and deflection readings were obtaiped from tests 

with eight different symmetrical prestressing cable lay-outs on 
I • • 

the model whose construction, prestressing system, and instru-

mentation a;i:-e described in the previous two chap~ers,; In the 

first fiye cable.lay-outs the effect.of·varying the position 

of strai~ht cables was studie~ and in the last' three lay-outs 

the drape of parabolic in the developed shell sµrface cables 

with a constant mid-span cable position was varied. The 

actual lay-out details of the prestressing cables are given in 

table 8. 1. 

In general, for ~ach model set-up, readings were taken 

during at least two runs in which the prestressing forces 

were varied in two different patterns. For.loading pattern A, 

readings were taken at a series of different prestressing 

forces - say O,( 200, 400, 600, 600, 400, 0 lb. •per wire. 

Pattern A was used to show that the model was behaving in a 

linear manner and to determine the effect of friction. This 

was obtained from the differences between readings taken at a 

given load aft-er increases and after decreases in prestressing 

forces. Loading pattern B, for which repe'a"ped read:i.ngs were 
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ta.ken with repeated applications of full prestressed - say 

0, 600, 0, 600, 0, 600, 0 lb. per wire - was used to improve 

the experimental accuracy. 

About 15 minutes were required for the setting of the 

prestress forces on any given load, and about 25 minutes were 

required for the reading and recordLn,g of a complete set of 

strain and 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Test 

1 

4 

3 

5 

2 

6 

7 

8 

deflect~on readings, using three persons as follows: 

A person to read and record deflections. 

A person to read strains. 

A person to record strains. 

Anchorage Drape 
eccentricity 

d f d + f 

'. - -€V"{)41S - 0.048 () 0 ·, '" - ,, 

0.333 - 0.333 

0.6q7 = 0.667 

0.833 - 0.833 

0.972 - 0.972 

0.833 0.138 0.971 

0.667 0.305 0.972 

0.500 0.472 0.972 

straight pre
stressing tendons, 
varying anchorage 
eccentricity 

curved prestres
ing tendons, con
stanft;mid-span 
position, varying 
drape apd anchorage 
eccentricity 

Table 8.1 Prestressing cable lay-out detqils - quantities 
given in terms of y ? d + f = mid- span cable 
position. m 



8.2 DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL TESTS 

In table 8.2 a complete list of all the tests on the 

different model set ups is given, with notes describing various 

special features of individual tests. These, however, were 

later found to be relatively unimportant. 

Model tests 1 and 2 were treated as.preliminary tests. 

Important features of these preliminary tests were~ 

(a) Temperature control of the testing room. Drifts of 

strain gauge zeros of up to 5 }-'strain throughout 

each day were causing concern. Electric heaters, 

controlled by a Satchwell TM20 thermostat and a relay, 

0 + 0 . were installed and the temperature was held at 20 - 1 G. 

No improvement in zero stability was noticed and, when 

it became apparent that electrical interference from 

the heater wiring was occasionally affecting strain 

readings, the use of the heaters was discontinued and 

the electrical wiring was removed. 

(b) Weights on the shell edges. As constructed, the 

edges of the shell were bowed up about~" (see 

section 6.2). Model 2 was tested with bowed edges, 

and with weights hanging from the edges to make them 
. ' 

straight. Although the differences in readings were 

slight (less than 3 per cent for the more sensitive 

readings) the weights were included in all the 

following tests. 
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Model Prestressing Load 
Test d f Test Patt- Notes 

ern 

1 0.048 - A A test model and instruments, 
exercise strain gauges to remove 
zero drift - only some gauges 
read 

B A $ad all gauges and deflection 
points 

C B change from BLH to Budd strain 
indic:ator a,nd ordinary tilting 
to thel precise level 

2 0.972 - A A no wei~hts on the shell edges 

B A weights on the shell edges 

C B weights on the shell edges 

D B no weights on the shell edges 

3 0.667 - A A 

B B 

4 0.333 - A A Glacier DU thrust washers added 
to reduce friction between 
jacks and th~ load cells -
torsion effects no longer 
troublesome 

B B 

5 0.833 A A nut on a prestressing ;ack 
failed in shear (nuts :z." thick)-. 
model dismantled and new nuts, 
3,..11 thick, were made a 

6 0.833 0.138 A A 

B B 

7 0.667 0.305 A A cable friction effects just 
noticeable 

B B 

8 0.500 0.472 A A readings after increases in 
prestress 

B B readings after increases in 
prestress 

C B readings after decreases in 
prestress 

Table 8.2 Notes on model tests - f, din terms of ym 
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(c) Different recordipg instruments were tried until 

the most satisfactory instruments were discovered. 

The results from tests 1 and 2 were then completely 

analysed with the aid of computer programs RRl, RR~, and RR3 

(programs described in section 8.6). As the results appeared 

to be satisfactory, with symmetrical behaviour and an overall 

equilibrium between internal stresses and external prestressing 

loads, the decision to carry on with the rest of the tests was 

made. 

8.3 SETTING UP THE PRESTRESSING WIRES 

Points on the line of the prestressing wires were laid1. 

out an the extrados of the model by measurements from the crown 

of the shell. Ample setting out accuracy could be obtained 

with dividers and a st~el rule as, at any transverse cross 

section, the prestressing cable'position relative to the whole 

cross section and not the thickness of the shell is of 

importance. The prestressing wires on the intrados of the 

shell were radially placed with respect to those on the 

extrados. 

By butting the prestressing guides against a spring 

w~iteel rod or a straight edge clamped to the shell surface 

as in figure 8.1, the guides could be held in position, with 

the holes in the guides forming a smooth cable profile, while 

the Araldite cured. The shell was held upside down as in 



figure 8.2~so that the guides could be glued to the intrados 

of the shell. 

For straight prestressing cables, one could see from 

one end of the shell to the other by looking down the holes 

through the guides. For curved prestressing cables with the 

guides placed at 1 11 centres, the prestressing wires could be 

fed through the guides by pushing from the ends with a force 

105. 

of some 5 lb. The free end of the wire did not require direct

ing from one guide to the next. These points give an indication 

that the local variations of the positions of the holes through 

the guides were small. 

Notches were filed in the ends of the shell so that 

the load cells and prestressing jacks lined up with the 

prestressing wires. 

8.4 SETTING THE PRESTRESS FORCES 

The prestress was always set in the two stages listed 

below and diagrammatic'.ally shown in figure 8.4. 

Stage 1: The tension in each wire, at one end, was jacked 

up (load increasing) or down (load decreasing) until 

the correct tension, at the jacking end, was reached. 

The prestress forces at the far ends of each wire 

were then read to give twice the final friction 

loss. " 
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Fig . 8 . 1 Gluing gu i d e s to the ex t r ados 

Fig. 8 . 2 Gluing guides to the intrados of the she ll 



Fig . 8 . 3 Model shell ready for testing 
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Stage 2: The other end of each wire was jacked up (load 

increasing) or down (load decreasing) until the 

correct tension was indicated at that end. All the 

load c~lls were then read and any slight adjustments, 

if any, were made. 

By this means the prestressing forces were set so that they 

were syrnmetrieal about mid-span with an accurate measurement 

of the friction losses~ 

The repeatability, linearity, and the overall equilibri

um of the experimental results show that the desired prestress 

was satisfactorily obtained at all times .• 

Stage 1 ~ -Stage 2 

1 t 
~t~ge 1 

(/) 
(/) 

(l) 
(/) 1,1 

+J (/) 

qi (I) 

(l) fj 
~ 

P-l in 
m 

._ ~ 
L 0 L - 2 Distanc.e along cable 2 

Fig. 8.4 Friction losses in prestressing cables 
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8.5 FRICTION LOSSES IN THE PRESTRESSING 

For straight prestressing wires no noticeable 

friction losses were·measured. ·As the drape of the prestress

ing wires was increased, the normal pressures between the 

guides and the wires increased, .giving the expected increase 

in friction losses. In table 8.3 these friction losses are 

given. The coefficient of friction, calculated by numerical 

integration as described in section 5.1, remained reasonably 

constant at about 0.16. 

Although included in the theoretical calculations, the 

effect of friction losses on the experimental stresses and 

deflections was slight. In model test 6 (f = .138 yrJ the 

effects of cable friction were not noticeable on experimental 
I, 

stresses and deflections; in model test 7 (f = O. 305 y ) .. they 
m /?:· 

were just noticeable on some readings; and in model test 8 

(f = 0. 4 72 y ) the friction effects accounted for a reduction 
m 

in mid-span actions and deflections of about 3 or 4 percent 

corresponding to friction losses of 7 percent. 

Model f Pre stress Loss Percentage Coefficient 
test Ym lb./wire lb./wire Loss of friction 

1 - 5 0 600 0 0 -
6 0.138 500 13 2 •. 6 0.174 

7 0.305 450 22.5 5.0 0.160 
8 0.472 400 29 7.3 0.155 

Table 8.3 Friction losses in prestressing wires 
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8.6 PROCESSING OF EXPERIMENTAL...llli,SULTS 

All experimental results were recorded directly on 

I.B.M. card punching detail sheets. These results were then 

punched onto cards. A series of three computer programs 

processed these results and ended up with experimental stresses 

and deflections. 

Program RRl: 

(a) Added a constant amount to all the strain or 

deflection readings at each prestressing load to 

allow for zero drift. These corrections were usually 

made only for deflection readings. 

(b) Reduced all readings to an initial zero. 

(c) Checked the deviations of readings from straight 

lines joining no load to the first full load 

readings. If these deviations exceeded the biggest 

of 5 fl Strain or 5 per cent of the readings for 

strains, or 0.002 11 or 5 per cent of the readings for 

·deflections, error -messages were typed by t-he computer .. 

This step was included so that reading or recordi,ng 

errors, such as a reversal of figures or 1999 instead 

of 1899, were eliminated although it did also check 

the linearity of experimental readings. Error€>, if 

any, were manually corrected. 
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(d) Calculated a weighted mean of all the readings. 

Weights were proportional to the loads. 

Program RR2: 

(a) Compared the average readings from each test on 

the same·model set-up. If the differences between 

readings exceeded the biggest of 5 11strain or 5 per 

cent for strains, or 0.002~ or 5 per cent for deflect

ions, the readings were typed out by the computer. 

Recorded readings were checked, but no corrections 

were usually necessary. 

(b) Calculated a weighted average of corresponding 

readings. Weights were obtained from a perusal of 

each day's test on each model set-up. 

Program RR3: 

(a) Solved for surface stresses and deflections and/or 

actions and deflections. 

(b) Sumtned longitudinal thrusts and moments by 

integration of the 12th order polynomials through 

the actic;ms · i=1t each transverse cross section. 
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8.7 LINEARITY OF MODEL BEHAVIOUR 

In all the model tests no evidence of non-linear 

hehaviour could be found. Tables 8.4 and 8.7 give a good 

indication of typical strain and deflection readings from a 

test with an A type loading pattern from which the linearity 

of results can be studied. The linearity of these results 

can be· seep from figures 8.5 and 8.6 where a few of the. 

readings are plotted against the prestressipg loads. Arty 

deviations.iOf f the straight lines can be attributed to inacc-
' 

uracies of individual readings. • 

It should be commented that the loads and hence the 

deflecti-ons of the model were purposely kept low so that there 

would be little danger of non-linear behaviour from the 

changes in shell geometry as the loads were increased. One 

of the purposes .of prestressing in a concrete structure is 

to reduce deflections. Therefore, a prestressed concrete 

shell, under normal working loads, is more likely to behave 
I 

in a linear manner than a reinf arced concrete spell. 

8.8 ACCURACY OF EXPERIMENTAL REA.DINGS 

Tables 8. 5 and 8. 8 give an indicati.on of the excellent f 

repeatability of·experimental readings under repeated appli

cati-ons of the prestressing loads. The accuracy of strain 

and deflection readirtis can best be judged from tables 8.6 

and 8.9 where typical.average readings from two different 



Pa LB 1200 . 0 400 700 1000 1000 700 0 

GAUGE AVERAGE REDUCED STRAIN - MICR0STRAIN 
STRAIN 

1 1 -522 O -179 -305 ~435 -434 -3i5 -5 
1 2 146 0 50 80 117 116 82 -8 

. 101 1 -451 O -156 -266 -374 -374 -270 -3 
101 2 139 0 · 47 76 114 114 80 ... 4 

2 1 -313 0 -106 -183 -259 -258 -187 0 
2 2· -27 0 -8 -18 -22 -22 -15 0 
2 3 -19 0 -6 -12 -16 -16 -12 -1 

102 1 -250 0 -85 -148 -207 -206 -151 -1 
102 2 21 0 6 8 18 18 12 -1 
102 3 -13 0 -5 -11 -9 -9 -8 0 

3 1 =156 0 =54 =94 =130 -129 -95. -2 
3 2 41 0 15 21 31 31 21 -5 

103 1 -105 0 -36 -64 -87 -87 -64 -2 
103 2 28 0 - 7 1 1 22 22 13 -5 

4 1 -37 0 -11 -23 -29 -30 -23 1 
4 2 26 0 9 12 22 22 14 -1 

. ·4 3 24 0 8 11 20 18 11 -3 
104 1 -2 0 -1 -4 0 -1 1 1 
104 2 -30 0 -10 -20 -23 -23 -16 2 
104 3 -28 0 -9 -19 -21 -21 -14 2 

5 1 '29 0 11 15 24 25 18 0 
5 2 72 0 24 39 59 59 41 -2 

105 1 51 0 18 28 43 43 31 1 
105 2 -98 0 -32 -58 -80 -80 ~Go 0 

6 1 65 0 21 35 54 54 39 -1 
6 2 93 0 32 52 77 78 55 -1 

106 1 78 0 27 43 66 66 48 1 
106 ·2 -132 0 -43 -78 -109 -108 -79 0 

7 1 76 0 27 43 66 ~4 50 5 
7 2 97. 0 34 56 83 62 5 
7 3 96 0 35 55 81 . 82 59 3 

107 1 87 0 30 so 74 75 53. 3 
107 2 -88 0 -28 -53 -71 -70 -52 2 
107 3 -88 0 -28 -53 -72 -70 -52 2 

Table 8.4 Typical strain readings for· load pattern A -
from test 6A - output from program RRl 



_ P0 LB 1200 0 1000 0 1000 0 1000 0 

GAUGE AVERAGE REDUCED STRAIN - MICROSTRAIN 
STRAIN · 

1 1 -524 O -439 -3 -436 -3 -.442 -3 
1 2 147 0 121 -2 120 -4 118 -6 

.101 1 -452 O -376 -4 -378 -3 -386 -4 
10·1 2 143' 0 119 0 118 0 119 -1 

2 1 -314 0 -262 -2 -260 0 -264 0 
2 2 -25 0 -23 -3 -21 -1 -23 1 
2 3 -18 0 -16 -1 -15 -1 -17 -·1 

102 1 -248 0 -208 -2 -206 -1 -210 0 
102 2 24 0 18 -2 20 ·-1 19 0 
102 3 -11 0 -9 0 -7 2 -7 . 3 

3 1 -154 0 -129 -1 -128 -1 -13-2 . -2 
3 2 40 0 32 -2 31 -3 29 -4 

103 1 -104 0 -86 0 -86 0 -87 1 
103 2 28 0 23 -1 24 -1 21 -2 

4 1 -37 0 -31 0 -29 1 -30 3 . 4 2 26 0 22 0 23 1 23 2 
4 3 25 0 20 -1 20 -1 20 0 

104 1 -2 0 0 1 1 3 1 4 
104 2 -29 0 -25 0 -22 2 -23 3 
104 3 -26 .· 0 -16 6 -14 8 -17 8 

5 1 '28 0 23 -1 23 0 23 1 
5 2 . 74 0 60 -1 60 -2 61 -2 

105 1 49 0 41 1 42 1 43 2 
105 2 -97 0 -79 0 -80 1 -82 0 

6 1 66 0 56 1 56 1 56 3 
6 2 95 0- 79 0 78 0 . 83 7 

106 1 79 ·o 67 1 68 2 66 2 
106 2 -133 0 -111 -2 -111 -1 -114 0 

7 1 78 0 65 0 65 2 69 4 
7 2 · 100 0 84 2 86 5 90 7 

· 7 3 96 0 81 2 83 ·4 86 6 
107 1 87 0 74 4 76 3 77 6 
107 2 -89 0 -73 2 -71 1 -75 3 
107 3 -90 0 -74 1 -71 3 -74 4 

Table 8.5 Typical ~train readings for load pattern B -
from test 6B - output from program RRl 



Table 8.6 

. 11'6, 

WEIGHTED 
GAUGE AVERAGE AVERAGE STRAIN 

STRAIN 6A 6B 
I 

1 l -523 -522 -524 
1 2 147 146 147 

101 1 -452 · -451 -452 
101 2 142 139 143 

2 1 .. -314 ..:;313 -314 
2 2 -26 -27 -25 
2 3 -18 . -19 -18 

102 .1 "".'249 -250 -248· 
102 2 23 21 24 
102 3 -12 -13 -11 

3 1 -155 -156 -154 
3 2 40 41 40, 

103 1 """.104 -105 -104 
· 103 2 28 . 28 28 

4. 1 -37' -37 -37 
4 2 26 26 26 
4 3 25 24 25 

· 104 1 -2 -2 -2 
104 2 -29 ~30. -29 
104 3 -27 -28 -26 

5 1 . 28 29 28 
5 2 73 72 74 

1 OS · 1 50 51 49 
· 105. 2 -97 -98 -97 

6 1 66 ·. 65 66 
6 2 94 93 95 

106 · 1 79 78 79 
106 2 -133 -132 -133 

7 1 77 76 78 
7 2 99 97 100 
7 3 96 96 96 

107 1 87 87 87 
107 2 -89 -88 -89 
107 3 -89 I . -88 -90 

' 

Typical. comparison of s'trains from two: tests 
with different load patterns on same model 
model test 6 - output from program RR2 
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Pa LB 1200 0 400 700 1000 1000 700 0 

POINT AVERAGE REDUCE.D DEFLN - 0.001 IN 
DEFLN 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
2 22 0 8 14 18 19 14 1 
3 50 0 16 29 41 42 29 -1 
4 80 0 28 48 66 67 47 0 
5 87 0 30 51 72 73 50 -1 
6 77 0 26 45 64 65 45 0 
7 50' 0 18 30 41 41 30 0 
8 22 0 7 13 18 18 13 0 
9 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

Table 8.7 Typical deflection readings for load pattern A -
from test 6A ~ output from program RRl 

P0 LB 1200 0 1000 0 1000 0 1000 0 

POINT AVERAGE REDUCED DEFLN - 0.001 IN 
DEFLN 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
2 22 0 18 0 19 1 19 0 
3 50 0 41 0 42 0 42 0 
4 82 0 67 1 68 0 69 -1 
5 87 0 72 0 73 1 73 -1 
6 79 0 . 66 0 66 1 67 0 
7 50 0 41 -1 41 0 41 0 
8 21 0 19 2 20 · 2 19 1 
9 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 

Table 8.8 Typical deflection readings from load pattern B -
from test 6B - output from program RRl 

WEIGHTED 
POINT AVERAGE AVERAGE DEFLN 

DEFLN 6A 6B 

1 0. 1 0 
2 22 22 22 
3 50 50 50 
4 81 80 82 
5 87 87 87 
6 78 77 79 
7 50 so 50 
8 21 22· 21 
9 0 -1 0 

Table 8.9 Typical comparison of deflections from two tests 
with different load patterns on same model -
model 6 - output from program RR2 
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tests, with different prestressing 1-oad patterns, ort the 

same model set up are compared. The weighted average strain 

readings are usually within l or 2 ),'strain of the individual 

averages from the different tests and the deflections are to 

the nearest 0.001 11 • 

Table 8.10 gives an indication of the overall experi

mental accuracy, as determined from equilibrium between 

internal actions and exterpal applied prestressing Loaqs. 

A full listing of these results is given in appendix V. At 

cross sections A, B, and C the agreement is usually within 

3 per cent. The figur-es for the internal thrust and moment 

at cross section E 1are rather pointless because the polynomial ,, ' 

through all the actions is not a good approximation of the 
' ', t 

I 

action profile when one action is so much bigger than all the1 

others. 

Cross Longitud~·J19,l t:brqs1;:· -. 11?,.' i9~i ~yd;iB.al mo.ment•••, ~ .lb~ irr, 
s•ec- Applied Internal % Applied Internal % 
tion loads A.ctiops diff. Loads Action q'iff. 

A .1169 1172 0.3 -1920 .:.1925 0.3 
B 1177 1229 4.4 -1854 -1821 1.8 
C 1183 1221 3.2 

' 
-1632 -1651 1.2 

D 1186 1178 0.7 -1405 -1387 1.3 
E 1187 1302 9.7 -1271 -1462 14.7 

Tabl-e 8.10 Typical -equilibrium between appli-ed loads and 
internal actions - from test 6 
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8.9 SYMMETRY OF MODEL BEHAVIOUR 

During all the tests the model° shell behaved symmetrically 

as can be seen from: 

(a) Readings •Of delta rosette strain gauges placed along 

the crown and at mid-span of the shell. Gauges 2 

and 3 of these rosettes were symmetrically placed about 

the centre-lines and their readings should be similar 

as is shown in table 8 .11 where the readings of gaug.es 

2 and 3 of these rosettes are generally within 2 or 

3 µstrain of each other. The differences can be 

accounted for by the experimental accuracy of the 

orient~tion of the rosettes on the shell surface. 
I 
; 

(b) Vertical deflection readings recorded from all 

quarters of the shell. . In table 8.12, where the 

deflection of points symmetrically placed about the 

crown and/or mid-span are listed together, it can be 

seen that the deflection of corresponding points are 

usually within 0.002 11 of each other. 



Gauge pauge 
Rosette .,.us train Rosette ..,us train 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

2 -314 -26 -18 102 -249 23 -12 

4 - 37 26 25 104 - 2 -29 -27 

7 77 99 96 107 87 -89 -89 
~/ 

14 69 87 85 114 - 90 -77 -75 

21 56 60 61 121 74 -53 -56 

28 32 41 41 128 42 -29 -31 

35 -13 13 13 135 42 - 4 - 5 

Table 8.11 Typical strain readings showing symmetrical 
behaviour - readings 2 and 3 of each·rosette 
should be .the same - from test 6 

Vertical deflection - 'Q • 001 Ii 

0 22 50 .. 81 
87 

: ·along·strcl,ight 
0 21 50 78 edg~s; '..diaphr:-ggms 
0 20 48 81 90 to ',mid.;. span · 
0 20 49 81 

0 10 17 25 along crown, 

120. 

-1 10 18 25 26 diaphragms to .mid-span 

87 75 62 49 37 29 26 across mid-span, 
90 78 62 

- 4-9 36 29 straight edges to 
the ·crown 

·Table 8.12 Typical deflection readings from points 
symmetrically placed about the crown and/or 
midspan. - readings from corresponding points 
are grouped together - from test 6 
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CHAPTER N I N E 

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR THE MODEL SHELL 

9.1 GENERAL DETAILS OF RESULTS 

The theoretical results given here h,ave been obtained 

from the generator line-load computer program, described in 

chapter 5 along with a discussion of the nujllerical detc;tils .of 

the solutions which cc1-n be summarised as fallows: 

(a) A,nc.q.orage loads were taken as the sum of the ·first 

10 terms (n = l,19) of the Fourier series expansion 
I 

of equivalent block shear loads spre:a,d a distance 

0.05\L into the shell alon~ two generato:i:-s at ~11 

spacing p~ssing through the anc];lorages. 

(b), Curvature loads were consiq.ered to be equc1-l to the 

sum of the first 6 terms (n r= 1,11) of Fourier 

series expansions of actions spread 9-Long generators 

at about 1.7 11 spacing. 

In figures 9.l·to 9.8 experimentc;1.l results for 

Pa= 12qo lb., are plotted against theoretical soluti.pns. The 

Longitudinal stresses are plotted to one half the scale of the 

transverse and shear stresses. Full listings of experimental 

readings, expe'rimental actions ang deflections, and theoretical 

actions and deflections .are g,i ven · in appe111-i1(:, V. 
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Frequent references are to be made to the strain gauged 

transverse cross sections A - E. For easy reference, they are 

given again in table 9.1. Deflection readings were taken at 

targets displaced\" further from mid-span than the strain 

gauged cross sections. 

Cross 
section 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Table 9.1 

Distance from mid-span 

X - ins. x/L 

o.oo 0.000 

6.06 0.154 

12.06 0.308 

16.06 0.411 

18.06 0.462 

. ) . 
Positions of strain gauged cross sections 
on the model 
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9.2 AGREEMENT BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

9 •. ~.J Longitudinal stresses 

At cross sections A, B, and C there is perfect agreement 

between theory and almost all of the experimental longitudinal 

stresses. The direct as well as the longitudinal bending 

moment stresses are-·:accurateiy foree-ast by th,e theory. 

At cross sections D and Ethe agreement is not quite so 

good. Consider the sum of the terms of the Fourier series 

used to apply the anchorage loads as shear actions (see figure 

5.5). At cross section Ethe Fourier series has not applied 

all the shear load and, as expected, the theoretical longitud

inal stresses are rather low. At cross section D, where more 

than the correct shear stress has been applied by the Fourier 

series, the theoretical longitudinal stresses are rather high. 

9.2.2 Transverse stresses 

At all the strain gauged cross sections the theoretical 

solutions showed all the surprisingly frequent changes in si~n 

of the experimenta_L transverse moments and also obtained 

reasonable estimates .of their magnitudes. 

At cross sections A, B, and C, for tests where there 

were appreciable transverse moments at mid-span, the theoret

ical solutions tended to overestimate ttie transverse stresses 

by about 10 per cent. 
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At cr6ss sections D and Ethe agreement between theory 

and experiment was better than expected, with the theoretical 

transverse stresses frequently be\ng_within a few per cent of 

the experimental stresses. 

9.2.3 Vertical deflections 

The theoretical and experimental deflections always 

showed similar trends. A comparison between figures 9.10 and 

9.13 clearly shows the expected relationship between the mid

span deflections and the mid-span transverse moments. 

For the tests where the mid-span prestressing cable 

positions were at the free edges (shell edges deflected by far 

the most for these cases) the theoretical deflections were 

some 10 to 25 per cent greater than the experimental defLections. 

Possibly, it could be argued, these ·low -experimental deflections 

and corresponding mid-span transverse moments were a result of 

the change irt cross sectional shape at mid-span as the free' 

edges lifted more thah the crown. This would give a smaller 

than theoretical eccentricity of the prestressing cables from 

the centroid of the· transverse cross section with a lower· 1~han 

theoretically applied prestressing moment. In this case the 

shell would behave in a non-linear manner. No such non-linear 

effects were noticed. Model set-up 2 was t~sted with the shell 

edges bowed up about\" (as manufactured, see section 6.3.1) 

and with initially straight ·free edges. There was a difference 
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of less than 3 per cent between these two tests for most of 

the actions and deflections. Thus, the changes in cross 

sectional shape as the shell deflects, are very unlikely to 

account for even 3 per cent of the differences between theory 

and experiment because the experimental deflections were less 

than _1. II 
8 • 

For all other tests (mi-d-span prestressing cable 

positions not at the shell edge), where the deflections were 

generally much smaller, the theoretical deflections were 

usually within a few per cent of the experimental deflections. 

9.2.4 Shear stresses 

At cross sections D and E, shear stresses were obtained 

from the strain readings of the triple rosette strain gauges. 

These experimental shear stresses tended to be about twice the 

theoretical values. 

In the vicinity of the anchorages the theoretical shear 

stresses are greatly affected by applying the anchorage loads 

as shear actions and not boundary forces. The number of terms 

considered and the particular Fourier series chosen greatly 

affects these disturbances to the shear stresses. The assump

tion of a diaphragm support at the ends of the shell will also 

make theoretical actions in the vicinity of the diaphragms 

open to question. 
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The experimental shear stresses are also fhe least 

accurate of the given experi~ental stresses (see appendix III) 

although this is unlikely to explain why all the experimental 

shear stresses are high. 

9.2.5 Principal stresses 

Instead of longitudinal, transverse, and shear stresses, 

principal stresses and tpeir directions could have been consid

ered. Using principal stresses is just another way of describing 

the same state of stress that is described by longitudinal, 

transverse, and shear stresses, and, as such, suffers from the 

same theoretical and experimental limitations. . t,ongitudinal, 

transverse, and shear stresses have been used because the theory 

works directly in these stresses; longitudinal and transverse 

stresses were the only strains measured over much of the shell 

surface; and easier comparisons between the stresses at 

different points or cross sections can be made if stre~ses in 

fixed dir~ctions are considered. 

How$ver, a simple computer p:i;ogram was written to 

calculate principal stresses from lonisifudinal, transverse and 

,shear ~tresses. In table 9.2 a sample set of theoretical and 

experimental principal stresses is given. 

Of interest is the agreement in direction of the principal 

stresses between theory and experiment, and the large differen-
- ' 

ces in direction between the principal stresses on the intrados 
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On the intrados On the extrados 
Gauge 8 P1 P2 8 P1 Pz 

degrees lbo/in lbo/in degrees lbo/in lbo/in 

23 Exp 93 34 -318 108 12 -441 
Theor 89 48 -348 99 -4 -446 

24 Exp 68 -13 -218 114 67 -238 
Theor 76 -56 -205 103 41 -169 
Exp 51 -57 -84 129 141 -102 25 
Theor 64 -63 -81 129 89 -47 
Exp 147 13 -14 141 151 -99 26 Theor 147 5 1 147 94 -51 

27 Exp 131 60 44 150 89 -87 
Theor 96 64 51 160 58 -67 

28 Exp 90 78 66 179 37 -59 
Theor 90 86 66 0 36 -69 

30 Exp 95 119, -407 95 -44 -612 
Theor 93 75 -325 94 -1 -426 

31 Exp 67 -4~ -141 70 35 -156 
Theor 76 -58 -130 92 12 -91 
Exp 140 24 -108 134 158 -125 32 Theor 137 -34 -65 134 .102 -60 

33 Exp 136 33 -49 138 194 -151 
Theor 136 3 -8 140 105 -72 

110 21 -10 142 131 -84 34 Exp 
Theor 81 31 23 147 56 -58 

35 Exp 90 26 -8 179 52 -10 
Theor 90 42 31 0 15 -32 

Table·9o2 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
princ~pal stresses 

mode 1 t e st 6 , d = 0 o 8 3 3 y m , . f = 0 o 13 8 y m , 

8 = angle between x axis and p 1 direction, 

measured from x· to y axes 

p 1 , p2 = principal stresses per unit length 

1350 
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anc::l the extrados of the shell due to large twisting moments. 

A reasonable estim~tion of the sizes and the direction 

of the principal stresses near the diaphragmscould be obtained 

from the theoretical solution if the.known theoretical limitat

ions of the solutions - are kept in viewo 

9o3 MODEL SHELL BEHAVIOUR 

Unless otherwise specified the discussion in this 

sectipn refers to experimental results from the model testso 

Theor'etical results would bring out the same points with slightly 

different values to the stresses and deflectionso 

903.1 Longitudinal stresses 

A study of the longitudinal stresses at the five strain 

gauged cross sections shows the expected progressive chan~~s 

along the length of the shelL Near the diaphragms the effect 

of the anchorage loads is clearly visible and the longitudinal 

stresses are reminiscent of point loads on the ends of slabs. 

At mid-span, the longitudinal stresses have become similar to 

those of a prestressed beam with overall bending plus ~ial 

compression stresses predominatingo 

The stresses from longitudinal bending mome~ts are 

generally small compared with the axial compressive stresses 

existing over most of the shell surfaceo 
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For straight cabte prestressing the direct longitudinal 
I 

stresses at cro'ss s~cti6n A (~id-span) and B (0.1541) were 

close to those predicted by the beam theory as is shown in 

table 111.1. But, as the drq.pe of the prestressing cables was 

increased, the longitudin~l stresses became less like those 

predicted by beam theory. The beam theory implies that all the 

draped cable tests would have similar mid-span lon&itudinal 

stresses because all the mid,.,span cabl-e positions were the same. 

This was not the case as can be seen from figure 9.9. For 

d ~ 0.500y ? f = 0~472y the free edge longitudinal stresses m m 
are 1\ times those ford= 

9.3.2 Tr5nsverse stresses 

0.972y, f = o. 
m 

The variation of transverse moments with the positions 

of the prestressing cables is surprising. Figure 9.10 shows 

the mid-span transverse moment profiles for each of the straight 

cable tests and in figure 9oll the mid-s·pan crown transverse 

moments are plotted against the mid-span prestressing cable 

positions. Figure 9.12 shows the distribution of crown 

transverse moments for the straight cable tests and indicates 

that the mid-span transverse moments do not necessarily bear 

any relationship to the transverse moments near the diaphragms. 

For the draped cable tests, the mid-span transverse 

moments have similar profiles (a coincidence as the theoretical 

analysis of shells of other lengths did not show this similarity, 
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section 10.~) with the sign change of moment near fhe str9-ight 

edges becoming more pronounced as the drare increases. At 

other cross sections the moments change so much that simple 

trends are not obvious. 

9.3.~ Vertical deflections 

Figure 9.13 shows the mid-span deflection profiles for 

the straight cable tests and in figures 9.14 and 9.15, where the 

crown and straight edge deflections are plotted against the 

prestressing cable positions and the applied prestressing 

moments, the correspondence between mid-span deflections and 

applied prestressing moment is easily noticeable. In figures 
' ' 

9.16 and 9.17 the crown qnd free edge longitudinf1-l deflection 
! 

profiles for the straight cable tests are drawn. The free edge 

deflection for 

4 times that for 

times as much. 

d = O.972y is of particular ~nterest as it is 
m 

d = 0.833y for an applied moment of 1.7 
m 

For d = O.667ym the deflection of the free 

edge at .lz; span i~ &reater than that at mi,d-spi3-n. 

The mid-span deflections are essentially the same for 

all the draped cable tests and the longituqinal deflection 

profiles of the crawn are similar. As the drape increases 

the applied moment, at cross sections .away from ~id-span, 

decreases. The! effect of this reduction in moment can be seen 

from the deflection profiles of the straight edges as shown in 

figure 9.18. The longitudinal deflection profiles of the 



straight edges become less like those for ·a. prestressed beam 

as the drape increases. This correlates with the changes in 

mid-span longitudinal stresses from those predicted by beam 

theory. 

9.3.4 Shear stresses 

139. 

From test to test, and from gauge to gp.uge during ~ach 

test, the shear stresses varied considerably. Bearing in mind 

the limitations in the measurement of ihese shear stresses and 

in the method of theoretical analysis of the prestressed shells 

(discussed in section 9.2.4), it is rather difficult to make 
-·~ 

any worthwhile comments. 

There seemed to be no',connection betwe~n the magnitude 

and distribution of the shear stresses as tq.e prestressing was 

' 
varied. . In the draped cable tests .the pres.tressing applied 

membrane loads to the shell in the directions of the x and 

y axes. The effects of·these loads were not noticeable in 

the shear stresses. The shear stresses for t~e tests with 

f = 0.472ym ·and f = O.Oym were higher than those for 

f = 0.305ym and f = 0.138y. 
m 

9.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE MODEL TESTS 

From the aluminium alloy model cylindrical shell with 

piano wire prestressing, accurate experimental strains and 

deflections, and hence stresses and deflections, could be and 

were obtained· from a variety of prestressing cable lay-outs. 
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Replacing the loads on a shell from prestressing cables 

within the ~urved surface by actions spread along generators 

if a s~tisfactory method of consided,lng the loads so that the 

D.K.J. equatton can be solved and theoretical stresses and 

deflections obta~ned. 

Deflections and direct stresses obtained from such 

solutions agreed well with the experimental values. Because 

diaphragms were assumed at the shell ends and, the anchorage 

loads were applied as shear actions and not boundary stresses, 

the theoretical shear stresses, in the vicinity of the diaphragms, 

were not estimated particularly well by the theoretical solutions. 
! 

One must remember that the stresses at the anchorages are predom

inantly compressive stresses resulting from the high anchorage 

point loads and not shell action. Also, the shear stresses are 

a sm~ll part of the total stresses as can be seen from a study 

of the principal stresses. 
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CHAPTER T E N 

EFFECT OF SPAN ON THE STRESSES IN PRESTRESSED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 

10.1 DETAILS OF THE SHELLS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS 

With the aid of the generator line-load computer program 

a series of shells with spans as given in table 10.l was analysed. 

Apart from the spans, all dimensional and prestressing details 

were exactly the same as those used for the theoretical analysis 

•Of the model tests. Stresses and deflections were calculated 

at cross secti-ans A - Eat ·the fractional distances from mid-

SBan as given in table 9.1. Numerical details of the solutions, 

as regards Fourier series and number of loaded generators, were 

the same as those summa:r;-is~d in section 9.1 for the theoretical 

soluti-ans for the model te~ts. 

If it is assumed that the beam theory applies, the 

longitudinal stresses should be the same and the transverse 

stresses should be inversely proportional to the span for 

shells with the same prestressing cable lay-outs and varying 

spans. 

10.2 COMPARISON OF STRESSES 

There were only small changes in the longitudinal 

stresses as the span was altered. For straight cable pre

stressing with the same prestressing cable positions the mid-



I Spa,n L/R Sheli 
I 

,, in. X L m 
,I,. 
' 

A 28.34 00724 L42 

B 39012 LO L97 

C 580685 LS 2o95 

D 78.24 2oQ 3o93 

' E 117036 3oQ 5 089 

Table lOol Spans of shells analysed 

Lm = span of model shell 

span longitudinal stresses hardly changed as L/R went from 
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1.97 to 5089. As the span increased, the longitudinal stresses 

remained similar to the mid-span values for a greater proportion 

of the span. For curved cables, the mid-span longitudinal 

stresses became closer to those of the straight cable tests 

with the same mid-span cable positions as the span increased. 

The transverse stresses did not necessarily reduce 'as 

the span was increasedo Figure lOol shows the transverse 

moments at cross sections A, C, and D for the series of shells 

with d = 0.972 y and f = Oo At cross section A (mid-span) 
m 

the transverse moments reduced considerably with the increase 
{ 

in span but at cross sect~on D (0. 411 L ) they increased with 

the spano This can be clearly seen from figure 10.2 where the 



crown transverse moments at cross sections A and Dare plotted 

against the L/R ratio. 

For draped prestressing cables the transverse moments 

did not even reduce over much at mid-span as the span was 

increased. This is shown in figure 10.3 where the mid-span 

moments ford= 0.500y and f = 0.472y are plotted for m m 
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L/R ratios of 1.97 and 3.93. These moments are also contrasted 

with those for d = O. 972 y and f = 0 (straight cables with 
m 

the same mid-span position). 
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C H A P T E R E L E V E N 

OTHER :METHODS OF SOLUTION 

11.1 SOLUTIONS OF de SITTER 

de Sitte~•s6 series of tests consisted of straight 

cable tests on a plastic model of a cylindrical shell without 

edge beams. The mode+ shell dimensions were L = 51.4 om, 

R = 33.0 cm, t = 0.2 cm, and fk - 0.597 radians. The model 

was strain gauged with transverse and lo~gitudinal strain 

gauges at transverse cross sections at x = O, \L, and ;>/12L • 

The model was prestressed at d = 0, \ ym , 5/6 yrrr and ym by 

loading the shell as a column with loads applied at the curved 

ends of ·the shell. The shell, under such a loading S)7istem, 

is unstable and much of the non-linearity in experimental 

re~mlts is probably from this cause and not from non-linear 

shell bebaviou~. This non-linearity w~s not discovered until 

the tei;;ting was almost complete. 

The theoretical solutions were based on the D.K.J. 

equation. The shell was considered to be infinite in the y 
' 

direction with the prestress applied through Fourier series 

b d · +L ·ct 1 ' b . d as oun ary stresses at x = - I, an a so ution was o taine 

for each Fourier term with actions and displacements varying 

as sine or cosine functions in the y direction and damped 



oscillating functions in the x direction. The actions;now 

existing along the straight edges as a result of consi-d~ri:rig 

the shell as infinite in the y direction, were expanded as 

a Fouri-er series and removed by ordinary compl-emerttary function 

solutions of the type described in section 2.7. 

Although de Sitter's method is more complicated than the 

generator line~load method of solution it does have the advantage 

of allowing any boundary conditions at the curved ends and it 

should not upset the shear stresses near the diaphragms as does 

the generator line-load method when the anchorage loads are 

applied as shear loads. .The transverse stress~s are very 

1ependent on the position of the prestressi~g c4bles and, 

because the 'Fourierseri-es expansion of' the anchorage loads· as 

a boµnda:ry stress sp:i:;-eads the anchorage lo~ds over a con·sider9-bl-e 

portion of the shell ends, there is a possibility that the 

t~ansverse stresses of de Sitter could be in error. There is 

no easy extension of the solution of pe Sitter ~o .handle the 

loads from cable. curv~ture as accurately as those·from the 

anc}:lorages, although de Sitter does suggeqt and use in an 

example a method where the Y component of curvature loads 

is applied at the straight edges and the Z component is 

applied as a dome shaped surface :J.~a,1

d's by the first 2 terms of, 

presumably, Fourier series in the x and y directions. 

The generator line-load method for straight prestressing 

cables is just a simple case of the draped cable solution. 
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The generator line-load solution is suita~le. for use in 

ordinary multi-shell computei;- programs such as that described 

by Scordelis and Lo
7 

~r computer programs can be ~asily 

written for limited computer facilities. 

Figures 11.1 and 11. 2 give an indication of the agreement 

between the theoretical solutions of de Sitter and those from 

the generator line-load computer program. 

11 •. 2 'THE BE AM THE ORY 

The beam theory30 , first put forward by Lundgren
3

, 

treats the shell as a beam spanning between diapbragms for 

the determination of longitudinal and shear stresses. To 

determine the transverse stresses the shell is divided int:ilb 

transverse strips which are Loaded with surf ace·· loads, membrane 
I 

forces (shear differences) ~lon~ the curved edg~s, and actions 

at the st~aight edges if the shell is continuous. Nasser and 

Jopnson31 give a semi-graphical method for the analysis of 

long pr~stressed cylindrical shells. 

The users '.of beam theory have always expressed their 

doubts on the applicability of the beam theory for short and 

intermediate single sl:l.ells. The question is: how long must 

'cyl~ndrical shells be before the beam theory gives satisfactory 

sol'i-Itions for longitudinal and transverse stresses over most 

of tp.e sh.ell surf ace? 
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Direct longitudinal stress lb./in. 

d 0.972 0.833 0.667 0.333 0.021 
Gauge h M -1973 -1175 -368 722 1082 

beam -598 -400 -203 62 150 
1 1 .. 667 exp. -581 -416 -223 78 165 

2 0.980 beam -396 -261 -167 -11 38 

exp. -392 -279 -164 -2 36 

beam -203 -167 -130 -82 -65 
3 0.307 exp. -215 -167 -124 -72 -71 

beam -50 -76 -102 -137 -149 
4 -0.221 exp. -54 -72 -94 -132 -155 

beam 57 -8 -82 -179 -208 
5 -0.602 exp. 55 -16 -75 -177 -212 

beam 125 29 -69 -202 -246 
6 -0.831 exp. 123 24 -63 -193 -247 

beam 147 41 -65 -210 -257 
7 -0 0 908 exp 149 42 -57 -204 -256 

Table 11.1 Comparison of beam theory and experimental 
longitudinal direct stresses for straight 
prestressing cables 

d = 

M = 

cable eccentricity in fractions of Ym, 

total applied prestress moment, 
h = height of strain gauges above centroid 

of cross section. 
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The model shell tested was well outside the limits 

for which the beam theory is considered to apply. However, 

the model t~st mid-span longitudinal direct stresses for 

straight cable prestressing agreed surprisingly well with those 

calculated from beam theory (table 11.1). The prestressing 

force and the cable,eccentricity at any cross section determine 

the beam theory longitudinal stresses. Thus, all the draped 

cable model tests should have similar mid-span longitudinal 

stress distributions for the shell to be behaving according to 

the beam theory. This was not the case as is evident from 

figure 9.9. When L/R was increased to 3.93 the longitudinal 
I 

stresse~ at midspan from the draped cable testft were close to 

the beam theory stresses. 

For straight prestressing cables, however, the beam 

theory dof?s not give any· indication of the size or even the 

existence of transverse stresses because the beam shear is 

zero. Even when L/R was increased to 5.89 the transverse 

moments from straight cable prestressing, one of the controll

ing design values, were still significant (bigger than those 

for L/R.;; 1.97 near the diaphragms - see figures 10.1, 10.2). 

Extending the beam theory for curved cables and using 

shear differences to calculate the transverse stresses would 

be rather pointless for these exampl-es with L/R less than 6, 

because the transverse stresses from the anchorage loads, a 

significant portion of the transverse stresses, cannot be 

estimated by the beam theory. 
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C H A P T E R TWELVE 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

12. 1 THE SHE'LL MODEL 

The aluminium alloy proved to be an ideal model material. 

The shell was easily fabricated. The model tests showed that 

accurate and reliable strain readings could be obtained from 

el-ectric resistance strain gauges with readings being repeata,ble 

t:o within ~ 2 f'strain. The travelling level was very suitable 

for measuring vertical deflections to the nearest 0.001". 

The desired- prestress could be applied to the model shell 

with the prestressing system developed. Cable lay-outs could be 

easily altered and accurately set in position. The prestressing 

forces could be easily altered and set on any given loads with 

the screw jacks, and the load cells measured the prestressing 

forces to the nearest 1 - 3 lb. 

The model shell behaved symmetrically 'and there was no 

evidence of non-linear behaviour. 

An indication of the overall experimental accuracy is 

given by the agreement between internal actions and applied 

pr~stressing forces. Over the central half of the shell the 

differences between the sums o'f the inte+nal actions and the 

applied prestressing forces were usually less than 3 per cent. 
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12.2 THEOR:E-TICAL SOLUTION BY GENERATOR LINE-LOADS 

Th1= method of replacing loads from the curvature and the 

anchorage'S of pre-stressing cables by actions along generators 

gave solutions that rapidly converged to unique values as the 

various par.c!,meters of replacing the loads were changed. The 

solut:ions obtained are true- solutions to the D.K.J. equation, 

for the loads on a shell from prestressing cables within the 

curved surface, over a great part of the shell surfaceo Nei:ir the 

anchorages, the stresses (especially the shear stresses) were 

upset by applying the anchorage loads as shear loads and not 

boundary stresses. In this region the stresses can be considered 
I 

as local effects arising from the high anchplt'age point loads. 

Because of the limited available computer facilities, 

edge beams and surface loads were not included in the computer 

program written to solve prestressed cylindrical shells. Edge 

beams and surface loads could have been included with a consequ

ent increase in the number of chapters of the computer program 

and an increase in the computing time required. 

12.3 AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MODEL TESTS AND THEORY 

When the usual agreement between shell theory and 

experiment ·is considered it must be concluded that the model 

shell was definitely behaving according to the DoK.Jo equation. 

Over a great part of the shell surface theoretical stresses and 

deflections were frequently within a few per cent of the 



experimental: stres"Ses 'and deflections. 

In the vicinity of the diaphragms, the theoretical 

solution did not give a very good estimate of some of the 

stresses. The differences between theory and experiment for 

longitudinal and transverse direct stresses can be explained 
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from the limitations '.Of theoretical method of solution. However, 

theoretical shear stresses near the diaphragms, tended to ,be about 

half the experimentql shear stresses. 

12.4 ANALYS·IS OF· SHELLS OF VARIOUS SPANS 
. ~ 

The analysis of shells of varying L/R ratio soon showed 

that, although the longitudinal stresses behaved in, a straight 

forward manner with the longitudinal stresses becoming closer 

to those of beam ·•the·ory as L/R was increased to 6, the ·transverse 

stresses did not. At cross sections near the diaphragms the 

transverse stresses increased with the span. This is in direct 

contradiction to the beam theory and there is no way of calcula

ting these tran·sverse moments from the beam theory. 

It must be remembered that this discussion is on single 

shells without edge-beams and the same points do not, necessarily, 

apply to shells of multi-shells or shells with edge-beams. 
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A P P E N D I X I 

ANALYSIS OF STRAIN GAUGE CIRCUITS 

The readings of a strain indicator depend not only on 

the strain gauges but also on the lead wire and switch-box 

resistances and the strain indicator and, if accurate strain 

readings are to be obtained, corrections must be made to the 

indicated strain readings. 

163. 

A simplification of the strain gauge circuit, as seen 

by the strain indicator in the model tests, is shown in figure 

I.1. 

Q' = C 

as = 

and· Q' = 

Now = 

Hence C = 

R GF g g 

Rb(R + R) __ g_ s 

Rb+ R + R g s 

GFb = gauge 

GF = gauge 
g 

R + R _g__ __ s 
R 

g 

factor set 

factor of 

Q' = reading of gauge 

Qb = reading of gauge 

on bridge, 

strain gauge, 

at gauge, 

at strain indicator, 



C 

Rb 

R g 

R 
s 

·= 

= 

= 

= 

resistance correction coefficient, 

zero setting resistance, 

strain gauge resistance, 

series resistance of lead wires and 
switch-box, 

= total resistance as seen by strain 
indicator. 

R R g s 
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Fig. I. 1 Simplified strain gauge circuit as seen by the strain 
indicator. 

Resistance in ohms 
Switch- R R Rb box g s .c 

. 

A 120 0.91 20,000 1.014 C 1.017 + 0.003 10,000 1.020 = -

B 120 0.91 - 1.008 C = 1.008 

Table I.l Lead wire and switch-box resistance correction 
coefficients 
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A P P E N D I X I I 

TESTS ON H3O-WP ALUMINIUM ALLOY 

II.l BENDING TESTS ON H3O-WP ALLOY TEST PIECES 

Two carefully machined and measured strips of the alumin

ium alloy used on the model shell were loaded in the test rig as 

shown in figure II.2 and measurements of central deflection and 

longitudinal and transverse strains were taken with: 

(a) No strain gauges on the strips . 

. (b) A longitudinal and a transverse Cl2 - 121 strain 

gauge glued to the centre of each face of- each strip 

and no waterproofing. 

(c) The strain gauges from (b) waterproofed. 

The strips were tested in 4 positions (end for end and upside

down end for end) with readings taken at loads of W = O, 2, 4, 

6, 8, 8, 6, 4, 2, 0 lb. 

From theoretical considerations of an elastic beam loaded 

as in figure IL 1 the following equations apply: 

From the central deflection E = Wd (3L2 4d2 ) 
24 Iy -

and from &train readings E = _jig_ 
Z E,t 

p f:.t 
= 

' ti 
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where z = section modulus, 

I = section moment of inertia, 

€.P = .longitudinal strain, 

ft = transverse strain. 

ffiEf ':t,erti.ntent dimensions of both strips turned out to 

be t_q.e same;: 

width (average of 12 micrometer readings) = 0.9856", 

thickness (average of 12 micromt-er readings)= 0.1309", 

thickness of strain gauges 

span L 

load distanced 

= 0.0011 11 , 

= 11. 00 11 , 

= 2.50". 

Tests (a), (b), and (c) gave no discernable differences 

in readings. and it was concluded that the strain gauges and 

wat-erproofing had negligible stiffening effect. 

Average readings from all the tests were: 

y = 0.0374"/2 lb. .increment of each 

E1, = 17 3. 4 _µ.strain/2 lb. .increment in 

'ct = 52. 9 µstrain/2 lb. increment in 

which give from deflection 

E = lo. 26 X -106 lb /. 2 • - 1.n. , 

and from strain readings 

E 

fl 

= 

= 

10.23 x 106 lb./in. 2 , 

0.305. 

load, 

each 

each 

load, 

load. 



w 

--- -;r, ---- ----

d 
L 

Fig. II.1 Bending of test strip 

II. 2 TENSION TESTS ON H30-WP ALUMINIUM ALLOY TEST STRIPS 

The same two strips as were used in the bending tests 

were tested in tension in an Avery 25,000 lb. universal test 

machine. 

167. 

During an initial test readings were taken wit:h a 

Hounsfield extensometer as well as with the strain gauges. As 

the Hounsfield extensometer was of insufficient sensitivity 

compared with the strain gauges and it caused odd strain 

readings its use was discontinued and strains were only 

measured with electric resistance strain gauges. 

A strip was placed in the test machine and loaded up 

and down three.times before three sets of strain readings were 

taken at 100, 350, 600, 850, and 1100 lb. load. The strips 

were then removed, turned around, and retested. Th~ r~sults 

were: 

area strip = 0.1307 in.
2 



E;.l = 187.3 µstrain/250 lb. tension, 

f\ = 58. 2 _µstrain/250 lb. tension, 

which give E 10.21 106 lb./in. 
2 = X 
' 

j-A- = 0.310. 

II.3 THICKNESS OF MODEL SHELL AND STRAIN GAUGES 

Micrometer measurements of the aluminium shell, test 

strips, and offcuts gave a thickness of 0.1309 ~ 0.0005°~ 

168. 

Strain gauge and glue layer thickness (distance from the 

surface of the shell to the metalfilm of the strain gauges) was 

0.0011". 

II.4 STIFFENING EFFECT OF THE PRESTRESSING GUIDES 

The central deflection of a one inch wide strip of 

aluminium alloy, loaded as in figure It. 3, was measured for 

tests with no guides and then with prestressing guides glued to 

both surfaces at 111 centres. The strip with guides is shown in 

figure II.3. 

The prestressing guides increased the stiffness of the 

strip by 5 per cent. Since there were 2 rows of guides on the 

' model shell in a width of 21'', the average st~ffening effect of 

the guides would not be noticeable: The strain gauges near the 

line of the prestressing wires might have been slightly affected 

by their proximity to the prestressing guides and their strain 
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Fig. 11 .2 Bending test on aluminium alloy test strips 

F i g. 11 . 3 Stiffening effect of prestressing guides 
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readings could possibly have been a few per cent out. No such 

effects were noticeable in the experimental strain readings. 

11.5 SUMMARY OF TESTS ON ALLOY STRIPS 

From 

From 

From 

(a) The strain gauges and waterproofing have negligible 

stiffening effect. 

(b) Manufacturer's gauge factors were within their stated 

tolerances (! 0.5%). 

(c) Prestressing guides have little effect on the shell 

stiffness. 

(d) The thickness of the shell was 0.1309" and the strain 

gauges had an effective thickness of 0.0011". 

(e) Experimental values of elastic constants are given 

in table 11.1. 

E lb./in. 
2 
~ 

strain gauges in tension test 10.21 X 106 0.310 

deflection readings in bending test 10.26 X 106 -
strain readings in bending test 10.23 X 106 0.305' 

Values taken for determination of 10.23 X 106 0.307 
stresses and deflections in model tests 

Table IL 1 Elastic constants of H30-WP aluminium alloy 
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A P P E N D I X I I I 

EFFECT OF STRAIN GAUGE ROSETTE SIZE 

The 120° delta rosettes strain gauges were glued to the 

shell with gauge 1 in the longitudinal direction and gauges 2 

and 3 at 120° on either sideo Thus, 

= 

= 

= 

El' 
2 ff <~3 _-e2), 

½ [ 2 < <r: 2 + f
3

) _ \ 1] , 

as given in section 706. 

The strains obtained from rosettes, such as were used in 

these model tests, are not average strains over the whole of the 

rosettes. They are the average strains of the individual gauges 

of the rosettes. The readings of gauges 2 and 3 of the rosettes 

commonly changed sign 2 or 3 times between the shell crown and 

the free edges while the longitudinal strains obtained from 

gauge 1 of each rosette gradually changed along the length of 

the shell. Therefore the readings of gauges 2 and 3 of the 

delta rosettes are likely to be considerably different from 

the strains in corresponding directions at the centres of the 

rosettes while the reading of gauge 1 will be close to the 

correct value. 



The estimated shear stresses, obtained from the 

differences between gauges 2 and 3 of each rosette, could 

easily be very different from the actual shear stresses. The 

transverse stresses are generally more accurate because they 

depend to a large extent on the reading of gauge 1. 
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A P P E N D I X I V 

THE GENERATOR LINE-LOAD COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The five chapters of the computer program for solving 

cylindrical shells with symmetrical prestressing cables within 

the curved surface are listed in this appendix. 

The program can be operated by reading the cards as 

described in table IV.l. The meanings of the input symbols are 

given in table IV.2. 

Chapter Cards Format 

R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 4El4.8 

1 P ,FA~FB ,FR 4E14.8 

NN,NB,NS,NC,IDENT 1015 

2 Output from chapter 1 

3 NY 13 

Output from chapter 2 

ND,NDO 1015 

4 X( I), I=l ,ND 4El4.8 

Output from chapter 3 

II,M,IDE 1015 

5 W(I),I=l,II 4E14.8 

Outputs from chapter 4 

Table IV.1 Input to computer program 



Chapter 

1 

3 

4 

5 

Program 

R 

XL 
T 

PHIK 

E 

XU 
p 

FA 

FB 

FR 

NN 

NB 

NS 

NC 

IDENT 

NY 

ND 

NDO 

X(5) 

11 

M 

IDE 

W(5) 

Theory 

R 

L 
t 

f{)k 

. ··E 

fl 

p 
a 

d 

f 

pf 

-
r 

-
-

-
-

-
-

Meaning of symbol 

shell radius 

shell span 

shell thickness 

\ shell opening angl~ 

Young's modulus 

Poisson's ratio 

anchorage prestressing force 

anchorage eccentricity 

cable drape 

friction loss 

1740 

number of Fourier terms to be considered 

number of points along cable for 
Fourier analysis 

number of loaded generators 

= 1 for straight cables with anchorage 
loads along 1 generator, 

= 2 for draped cables with anchorage 
effects, 

= 3 for draped cables without anchorage 
effects, 

= 4 for straight cables with anchorage 
loads along 2 generators 

identification number 

number of points on transverse cross 
section for which actions required 

number of transverse cross sections 

= 1 for actions and deflections, 
= 2 for surface stresses and deflections 
= 3 for both 1 and 2 

posit~ons of transverse cross se~tions 

number of solutions to be added 

= 1 for actions and deflections 
= 2 for surface stresses and deflections 

identification number 

multiples of solutions to be added 

Table IV.2 Meaning of input to computer program 



C P.c.s. GEN. LINE-LOAD. CHAPTER, 
C 
C 
C READ DIMENSIONS AND CONTROL STATEMENTS 

C 

DIMENSION Q(5,20,4),H(5,12,4),Y(5),X(20,5) 
19 READ100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 

READ100,P,FA,F,FR 
READ101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IDENT 

101 FORHAT(1015) 
100 FORHAT(4E14.8) 

C INITIALIZE 

C 

xu1-1.-xlJlrl<2 
BETA•(3.*XU1/(R*T)""'2)-.25 
P 1•3- 1415927 
YHAX•R*PH I K · 
D051•1,5 
D05K-1,20 
DOSJ•l ,4 
H(l ,K,J)..O. 

5 Q(l,K,J).O. 
Y(l)•FA 
SNB•2*NB 
GO TO (1,2,11,2),NC 

C CURVATURE "LOADS 
2 SNS•NS-1 

DY•F/SNS 
D031=2,NS 

3 Y( I )•Y( 1-l}+DY 
DX•XL/SNB 
X(l,l)•DX/2. 
D041•2,NB 

4 X(l,l)•X(l-1,l)+OX 
CALL LINE(F,XL,X,PA,P,R,NB,FR) 
CALL EDGE(X,Q,DY,NB,NS,Y) 
CALL FOUR(Pl,SNB,NB,NS,Q,H,X,XL,NN) 
GO TO (1,7,11,34),NC . 

C ANCHORAGE LOADS 
11 Y(l)•FA-.25 

Y(2)•FA+.25 
NS•2. 
PA•P/2. 
GO TO 7 

1 PA•P 
7 PIT•Pl/(2.*SNB) 

PA•8.*SNB/(Pl*XL)*PA 
008N•1 ,NN 
XN-2*N-1 

8 H(1,N,1)=PA/XN*SINF(XN*PIT)*SINF(XN*Pl/2•)+Hll,N,1) 
C 
C OUTPUT 

34 PUNCH100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
D09K•l ,4 
D091•1,NS 
D09J•I ,NN 

9 H(l,J,K)-H(l,J,K) 
GO TO (12,12,13,12),NC 

13 D014K-1 ,4 
0014J•l,NN 

14 H(2,J,K)•H(1,J,K) 
12 PUNCH100,P,FA,F,FR 

PUNCH101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IOENT 
PUNCH100,XU1,BETA,YHAX,PI 
PUNCH100,(Y(l),1•1,NS) 
0015J•1,NN 
PUNCH101,J 

JS PUNCH100,((H(l,J,K),K•1,4),1•1,NS) 
TYPE102 

102 FORHAT(//12HEND OF SHELL//) 
GO T019 
END 

-----3 
(.II 



C SUBROUTINES FOR CHAPTER 1 
C 
C 
C TO CALCULATE LINE-LOADS ALONG CABLES 

SUBROUTINE- LI NE (F, XL, X, PA,P, R, NB, FR) 
DIMENSION X(20,5),E(20,8),PB(20),PC(20),PR(20) 
BN•2*NB 
A•4.*F/XL**2 
DX•XL/BN 
A2•2.*A 
0011•1,NB 
T•X( I, 1 )*A2 
T2•T**2 
X(l,2)•F-T2/(4.*A) 
D•-T2/(A2*R) 
02•0**2 
AB•SQRTF(l.+D2+T2*D2) 
AC•SQRTF(l .+T2) 
E(l,l)•A2*AB/AC**3 
AD,.;-1./(AB*AC) 
E(l ,2)•T*AD 
E(l,3)•AD 
E(l,4)•D*(T2+1.)*AD 
E ( I , 5 )•DX*AC 
E ( I ,6)•1 ./AC 
E ( I , 7)•-T / AC 

1 E(l,8)-0. 
XU-FR*XL/(4.*P*F) 
PR(l)•P-FR*(BN-1.)/BN 
PB(l)•Ell,l)*PR(l) 

5 PC(l)•XU*PB(l) 
0021•2,NB 
PR( I )•PR( 1-1 )+PC( 1-1 )*E ( 1-1.5) 
PB(l)•E(l,l)*PR(I) 

2 PC ( I )•XU*PB( I) 
PRINT200,XU 

200 FORMAT(2HXU,F7,3) 
IF(XU)8,3,8 

8 PUN•(PR(NB)+PC(NB)*E(NB,5)*0.5-P)/FR 
IF(ABSF(PUN)-.02)3,3,4 

4 XU•(l.-PUN)*XU 
GO TO 5 

3 D061•1,NB 
006J•l,3 

6 X(l,J+2)•-(E(l,J+l)*PB(l)+E(l,J+5)*PC(l))*AC 
AL•ATANF(4.*F/XL) 
PA•P*COSF(AL) 
RETURN 
END 

C TO DIVIDE LINE-LOADS BETWEEN GENERATORS 
SUBROUTINE EDGE (X,Q,DY,NB,NS,Y) 
DIMENSIQN X(20,5),Q(5,20,4),Y(5) 
DOIM•l,NB 
0021•1,NS 
CA•X(M,2)+Y(1)-Y(I) 
IF(CA)3,3,2 

2 CONT I NUE 
3 A•-CA/DY 

B•l.-A 
DOlJ•I ,3 
Q ( 1-1 ,M,J )-Q ( 1-1 ,M,J )+A*X (M,.1+2) 
Q( I ,M,J)-Q( I ,M,J)+B*X(M,J+2) 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C TO OBTAIN FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR DISTRIBUTED LOADS 

SUBROUTINE FOUR (Pl ,SNB,NB,NS,Q,H,X,XL,NN) 
DIMENSION X(2D,5),H(5,12,4),Q(5,20,4) 
TQ•8./Pl 
TS•Pl/(2.*SNB) 
D03N•l, NN 
XN•N*2-1 
Sl•TQ/XN*SINF(XN*TS) 
AN•XN*Pl/Xl 
D03M-1, NB 
C•X(M, 1 )*AN 
cu-cOSF(C) 
SU=SINF(C) 
003 l•l, NS 
D03L•l ,3 
G-Q(I ,M,L) 
IF(G)4,3,4 

4 GO TO (5,6,6),L 
5 CB•SU 

GD TO 7 
6 CB•CU 
7 H(l,N,L)•H(l,N,Ll+CB*Sl*G 
3 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

.....:J 
a, 



C P.c.s. GEN. LINE-LOAD. CHAPTER 2 
C 
C 

C 

C 

DIMENSIONA(4,4),B(4,4),QF(4),F(4,2),EN(4),C1(4,4), 
1C2(4,4),A1(4,4),B1(4,4),B2(4,4),A2(4,4),E1(4,4), 
2E2(4,4),AK1(4,4),AK2(4,4),V(4),AB1(4),AB2(4),ABT(4), 
3EB(4),G(4),VA(4),EU(4) 

COMMON AJ,AK,BJ,BK,BM 
TYPE102 

102 FORHAT(20HSWITCH 1 ON TYPE ANS) 
5 REA0100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 

REA0100,P,FA,FB,FR 
REA0101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IOENT 

101 FORHAT(l015) 
100 FORHAT(4E14.8) 

REA0100,XU1,BETA,YMAX,PI 
REA0100,(V(ll, 1•1,NS) 
PUNCH100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
PUNCH100,P,FA,FB,FR 
PUNCH101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IOENT 
PUNCH100,(V(ll,1•1,NS) 
TYPE100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
TYPE100,P,FA,FB,FR 
TYPE101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IDENT 

D•T-3/(12.*XUl) 
Y2•2.*Pl*R 
0021-1,4 

2 QF( I )-0. 

C COMPLIMENTARY FUNCTION SOLUTION 
1 REA0101,N 

XN•2*N-1 
00141•1,4 

14 ENCi ).Q. 
AN•XN*Pl/XL 
AN3•AN**3 
BM•SQRTF(AN*BETA) 
CMsAN/BETA 
AJ•SQRTF((SQRTF(1.+(1.+CM)**2)+1.+CM)/2.) 
AK•-5/AJ -
BJ-SQRTF((SQRTF(1.+(1.-CM)**2)-1.+CM)/2.) 
BK•-5/BJ 
A(l,ll•-AK 
A(l ,2)-AJ 
A(l,3)-BK 
A(l ,4)-BJ 
A(2, 1 )sO. 

A(i,2)-1. 
A(2,3)m0. 
A(2,4)•1• 
EP•l.-CM*(l.-XU) 
EQ•l-+CM*(l.-XU) 
A(3, 1 )•AJ*EP-AK 
A(3,2)-AK*EP-AJ 
A(3,3)-BJ*EQ-BK 
A(3,4)•BK*EQ-BJ 
A(4,1)•EP-2. 
A(4,2)•1. 
A(4,3)•EP 
A(4,4)-1. 
EB(l)•T/2.*AN3/(R*BH**3) 
EB(2)-EB(1)/BM*AN 
EB(3)-EB(2)/(2.*R*BM) 
EB(4)mEB(3)/BM 
EQ•l.+CH*(l.+XU) 
EP•l--CM*(l.+XU) 
B(l,1)-1. 
B(l ,2)-EQ 
B(l,3)-1. 
B(1,4)sEP 
8(2,1)-AK*EP-AJ 
8(2,2)•-AJ*EP+AK 
8(2,3)•-BK*EQ+BJ 
B(2,4)c-BJ*EQ-BK 
B(3, 1}•1. 
8(3,2)-0. 
8(3,3)•1. 
B(3,4)c0. 
B(4, 1 )•AJ 
B(4,2)-AK 
B(4,3)-BJ 
B(4,4)•-BK 
G{l)•AN/(2.*R*BM**2) 
G(2)•1./(2.*R*BM) 
G(3)•1. 
G(4)•BM 
D0131•1 ,4 
D013J•1,4 
A( I ,J)•A( I ,J)*EB( I) 

13 B(l,J)•B(l,J)*G(t) 
PUNCH104,N,AJ,AK,BJ,BK,BM,AN 

104 FORHAT(l3,2E14.8/4E14.8) 
PUNCH100,A,B 

~ ..... 



C ARBITARY CONSTANTS FROM LOADED GENERATORS 
D0151•1,NS 

C 

READ100,QF 
Y•Y2-2.""V( I) 
CALL COMFUN(Y,F) 
CALL FMULT(Cl,F,B) 
CALL JADD(Bl,B,Cl) 
CALL FMULT(C2,F,A) 
CALL JSUB(A1,A,C2) 
CALL INVER(B1,E2,K0,4) 
GO TO (5,4).KO 

4 CALL MMULT(AK2,Al,E2) 
Y-2.*V( I) 
CALL COMFUN(Y,F) 
CALL FMULT(Cl,F,B) 
CALL JADD(B1,Cl,B) 
CALL FMULT(C2,F,A) 
CALL JSUB(A1,C2,A) 
CALL INVER(B1,El,K0,4) 
GO TO (5,6).KO 

6 CALL MMULT(AKl,Al,El) 
D08L•l,4 
D08J•l ,4 

8 AK1(L,J)•AK1(L,J)-AK2(L,J) 
CALL I NVER(AK 1 ,AK2-,K0,4) 
GO TO (5, 7),KO 

7 CALL RMULT(VA,AK2,QF) 

C CAL COM FUN 

C 

CALL RMULT(A81,E1,VA) 
CALL RMULT(AB2,E2,VA) 
Y•YMAX-V( I) 
Z•Y2-2.*V( I )-Y 
CALL COMFUN(Y,F) 
CALL FMULT(C2,F,A) 
CALL COMFUN(Z,F) 
CALL FMULT(Cl,F,A) 
CALL JSUB(A1,C2,C1) 
CALL RMULT (EU,A1,AB2) 
D09L-1 ,4 

9 EN(L)•EN(L)-EU(L) 
15 PUNCH100,AB1,AB2 

C ARBITARY CONSTANTS FOR EDGE OF SHELL 
CALL COMFUN(2.*YMAX,F) 
CALL FMULT(C2,F,A) 
CALL JSUB(A1,C2,A) 
CALL INVER(A1,A2,K0,4) 
GO T0(5,54),KO 

54 CALL RMULT(ABT,A2,EN) 
PUNCH100,ABT 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)10,J 

JO TYPE106,N,EN 
106 FORMAT(/15,(4Et4.8/)) 

IF(NN-N)16, 16, 1 
16 TYPE107 

107 FORMAT(/12HEND OF SHELL////) 
GO TO 5 

END 
~ 
CX) . 



c p.c.s. GEN- LINE-LOAD. CHAPTER 3 
C 
C 

C 

COMMON AJ,AK,BJ,BK,BM 
DIMENSION V(10),VA(5),EU(4),EN(4),FY(4,2),FZ(4,2), 

1A(4,4),B(4,4),AB1(4),AB2(4),ABT(4),A1(4,4),A2(4,4), 
2B1(4,4),B2(4,4),H(35,8) 

Pl•3-1415927 

C READ AND PUNCH DIMENSIONS AND CONTROL 
TYPE103 

C 

103 FORMAT(19H1ST CARD 13 LESS 10) 
READ104,NY 

104 FORMAT( 13) 
XNY•NY-1 
V(l)cO. 

14 READJOD,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
READ100,P,FA,F,FR 
READ101,NN,NB,NS,NC,!DENT 

JOO FORMAT(4E14.8) 
101 FORMAT(1015) 

READ100, (VA( I), l•I ,NS) 
NX•2*NN-1 
Y2•2.*P l*R 
YMAX•R*PHIK 
DY•YMAX/XNY 
DOll•2,NY 

1 V(I l•V( 1-l)+DY 
PUNCH100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
PUNCH!OD,P,FA,F,FR 
PUNCH101,NN,NB,NS,NC, IDENT,NY 
PUNCH100,(V(l),1•1,NY} 
PUNCH100,(VA(l),1•1,NS) 

C OBTAIN VECTORS N AND U 
15 READ105,N,AJ,AK,BJ,BK,BM,AN 

105 FORMAT(13,2EJ4.8/4E14.8) 
READ100,A,B 
D021•1,NY 
D02J•1 ,8 

2 H(l,J)sO. 
KA•2 
D06K•1 ,NS 
READ100,AB1 ,AB2 
Yl•VA(K} 
D061•1,NY 
IF(Yl-V{!))4,5,5 

5 KU•2 
Y•Yl+V( I} 

Z•Yl-V(I} 
GO TO 7 

4 KU•3 
Y•V( I )-YI 
Z•Y2-2.*Y1-Y 
GO TO 7 

6 CONTINUE 
KU•l 
KA•l 
READ100,ABT 
D0131•1,NY 
Y•V ( I }+YMAX 
Z•YMAX-V( I) 
GO TO 7 

13 CONTINUE 
PUNCH104,N 
PUNCH100, ((H(l,Jl.J•I ,8), 1•1 ,NY) 
IF(NN-N}14,14,15 

7 CALL COMFUN (Y,FY) 
CALL COMFUN (Z,FZl 
CALL FMULT (Al,FY,A} 
CALL FMULT (A2,FZ,A) 
CALL FMULT (B1,FY,B) 
CALL FMULT (82,FZ,B) 
CALL JSUB (A1,A1,A2) 
CALL JAOD (81,B1,B2) 
GO TO (8,9,10),KU 

9 CALL RMULT (EN,A1,AB1} 
CALL RMULT (EU,81,ABl) 
GO TO 11 

10 CALL RMULT (EN,A1,AB2} 
CALL RMULT (EU,B1,AB2) 
GO TO 11 

8 CALL RMULT (EN,Al,ABT) 
CALL RMULT (EU,B1,ABT) 

11 D012J•1 ,4 
H(l,J)•EN(J)+HCl,J} 

12 H(l,J+4)•EU(J)+H(l,J+4) 
GO TO (13,6,6),KA 
END 

..., 
U) 



C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINES FOR SHELL MATRICES 

TO INVERT MATRICES 
SUBROUTINE INYER(A,B,KO,N) 
DIMENSIONA(4,4),B(4,4} 
0031=1 ,N 
D03J•l ,N 
IF( 1-Jll ,2, 1 

1 B(t,JlsD. 
GO TO 3 

2B(l,J)•l• 
3 CONTINUE 

00121•1,N 
BIG•ABSF(A(I, I)) 
JJ=I 
IF(I-Nl14, 15, 15 

14 MM•N-1 
D06J•I ,MM 
IF(BIG-ABSF(A(J+l,1)))7,6,6 

7 BIG=ABSF(A(J+l,1)) 
Jj.J+l 

6 CONTINUE 
15 IF(BIG-1.E-07)8,8,9 
8 PRINT36 

36 FORMAT(22HILL CONDITIONED MATRIX) 
KO•l 
RETURN 

9 IF(JJ-1118,4,18 
18 D010K•1,N 

C•A( I ,Kl 
D=B( 1,K) 
A(l ,K)=A(JJ,K) 
B(l ,K)aB(JJ,K) 
A(JJ,K)•C 

10 B(JJ,K)•D 
4 P•l-/A(I, I) 

D011L•1 ,N 
11 B(t,U•P*B(l,L) 

D016L•I ,N 
16 A(l,L)=P*A(l,Ll 

D012L•l,N 
IF(L-1 )13, 12, 13 

13 P•A(L, 1 l 
D017M-l ,N 

17 A(L,M)•A(L,M)-P*A(l,M) 
0024M•1 ,N 

24 B(L,Ml•B(L,Ml-P*B(l,M) 
12 CONTINUE 

K0-2 
RETURN 
END 

C C=A+J*B 
SUBROUTINE JAOD(C,A,B) 
DIMENSION C(4,4),B(4,4),A(4,4) 
0011-1,3,2 
D01J•1,4 
C( I ,J )•A( I ,J l+B( I ,J) 
C(l+l,J)•A(1+1,J)-B(l+1,J) 
RETURN 
END 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C•A-J*B 
SUBROUTINE JSUB(C,A,B) 
DIMENSION A(4,4),B(4,4),C(4,4) 
0011-1 ,3.2 
D01J•1,4 
C(l,J)=A(l ,J)-B(I ,J) 

1 C(l+1,J)•A(l+1,J)+B(i+l,J) 
RETURN 
END 
B•A*F 
SUBROUTINE FMULT(B,F,A) 
DIMENSION B(4,4),F(4,2),A(4,4) 
0011-1,4 
001 J•l ,2 
B(l,J)•A(l,1)*Ffl,J)+A(l,2)*F12,Jl 

1 B(l,J+2)•A(l,3)*F(3,J)+A(l,4)*F(4,J) 
RETURN 
END 

C•A*B 
SUBROUTINE MMULT(C,A,Bl 
DIMENSION A(4,4),B(4,4),CC4,4) 
0011•1 ,4 
D01J•1,4 
sc0. 
D02K•l ,4 

2 S•S+A(l,K)*B(K,Jl 
1 C( I ,J)=S 

RETURN 
END 

C•B*A 
SUBROUTINE RMULT(C,A,Bl 
DIMENSION C(4),A(4,4l,B(4) 
0011=1,4 
sc0. 
D02J=1,4 

2 S•S+A(l,Jl*B(J) 
1 C(l)•S 

RETURN 
END 

TO OBTAIN MATRIX F FOR Y=Y 
SUBROUTINE COMFUNCY,Fl 
DIMENSION F(4,2) 
COMMON AJ,AK,BJ,BK,BM 
P•BM*Y . 
Ql-EXPF(-AJ*P) 
Q2•EXPF(-BJ*P) 
Pl•COSF(AK*P) 
P2=SINFCAK*P) 
P3•COSF (BK*P) 
P4=SINF(BK*P) 
F(l, 1 )-Ql*Pl 
F(1,2)-Ql*P2 
F (2, 1 )--Q1*P2 
F(2,2)-Q1*Pl 
F (3, 1 )-Q2*P3 
F(3,2)-Q2*P4 
F(4, 1 )--Q2*P4 
F(4,2)-Q2*P3 
RETURN 
END 

--0:, 

-~ 



C P.c.s. GEN. LINE-LOAD. CHAPTER 4 
C 
C 

DIMENSION X(5),CH(10),SH(t0},EN(4},EU(4l,0(40,t0), 
1V(tO),C(tDl,S(10),HC(7l,VA(5),HD(7),QA(40,JO) 
Pl-3.1415927 
READ101,ND,NOO 
READ100,(X(I), 1•1,NDl 

27 REA0100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
READ100,P,FA,FB,FR 
READ101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IDENT,NY 
READJOO,(V(ll,1•1,NY) 
READ100, (VA( I I, 1-1 ,NS) 

100 FORHAT(4Et4.8) 
101 FORHAT(t0l5) 

KUaNO"'NY 
CA•T"""3/(t2.*(1.-XU-2)) 
KUP.0 
ZAT--6./T 
D031•1 ,KU 
D03J•1 ,7 
QA( I ,J).O. 

3 Q(l,J).0. 
DOll•l,NY 
CH( I )-COSF(V( I )/R) 

1 SH(I l•SINF(V(I )/R) 
16 READ104,N 

104 FORMAT( 13) 
XN•2*N-1 
AN•XN*PI/XL 
0021•1,ND 
C( I l•COSF(AN*X( I)) 

2 S(l)•SINf(AN*X(I}) ) 
CAT-CA*AN"""l ~1\,-'<v•~, 
CAS-CA*(t.-XU)*AN 
D041•1,NY 
READJOO,EN,EU 
HC(2)•EN(2) 
HC (4)•EN(4) 
HC(7)•(EU(2)*SH(l)+EU(3)*CH(l))/E 
HC(l)•XU*HC(2)+AN*T*EU(l) 
HC(3)•XU*HC(4)+CAT*EU(3) 
HC(5)-EN(l) 
HC(6)-CAS*EU(4) 
HD(l)-HC(l)+HC(3)*ZAT 
H0(2)-HC(l)-HC(3)*ZAT 
HD(3)-HC(2)+HC(4)*ZAT 
HD(4)-HC(2)-HC(4)*ZAT. 

HD(5)•HC(5)+HC(6)*ZAT 
HD(6)-HC(5)-HC(6)*ZAT 
HD(7)-HC(7) 
D04K-1 ,ND 
L-K*NY-1+1 
D09Jal ,4 
Q(L,J)-Q(L,J)+HC(J)*C(K) 

9 QA(L,J)-QA(L,J)+HD(J)*C(K) 
D08J•5,6 . 
Q(L,J)-Q(L,J)+HC(J)*S(K) 

8 QA(L,J)-QA(L,J)+HD(J)*S(K) 
. Q(L,7)-Q(L,7)+HC(7)*C(K) 
·4 QA(L,7)-QA(L,7)+HD(7)*C(K) 

IF(NN-N)t5,15,16 
15 PUNCH100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 

PUNCHJOO,P,FA,FB,FR 
PUNCH101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IDENT,NY,ND,NDO 
PUNCH100, (X(I). l•l,ND) 
GO TO (20,21,20),NDO 

20 IF(KUP)22,22,21 
22 KUP•l 

PUNCH110 
110 FORMAT(//) 

PUNCHl 11 
111 FORMAT(5HGAUGE,8X,2HN1,8X,2HN2,8X,2HH1,8X.2HH2,7X,3HN12,8X,3HH12,5 

1X,5HDEFLN/11X,5HLB/IN,5X,5HLB/IN,7X,2HLB,8X,2HLB,6X,5HLB/IN,7X,2HL 
28, 7X,2HI N/) 

D023l•l,KU 
PUNCHl 12, I, (Q( I ,J), J•l ,7) 

112 FORHAT(l3,3X,2F10.1,2Fl0.3,F10.1,F10.3,F10.4) 
IF(I/NY*NY-1)23,24,24 

24 PUNCH113 
113 FORMAT(/) 
23 CONTINUE 

GO TO (27,21,15),NDO 
21 PUNCH213 . 

213 FORHAT(/17HSTRESSES IN LB/IN) 
PUNCH114 

114 FORHAT(5HGAUGE,9X,11HLONG STRESS,8X,12HTRANS STRESS,8X,12HSHEAR ST 
1RESS,7X,5HDEFLN/13X,3(3HINT,7X,3HEXT,7X),2HIN/) 
D0251•1,KU 
PUNCH115,l,(QA(l,J),J•l,7) 

115 FORHAT(l3,3X,6F10.l,F10.4) 
IF(I/NY*NY-1)25,26,25 

26 PUNCH113 
25 CONTINUE 

GO TO 27 
END 

a> 



c P.c.s. GEN. LINE-LOAD. CHAPTER 5 
C 
C 

DIMENSION A(40,10),B(40,10),W(5),IDENT(5).X(7) 
READ101, I I ,H, IDE 

17 D021 l•l ,40 
D021J•1,10 

21 B(l,J)•O. 
!DO FORMAT(4E14.8) 
101 FORMAT(1015) 

READlOO, (W( I), l•l, I I) 
1-1 

11 READ100,R,XL,T,PHIK,E,XU 
READlOO,P,FA,FB,FR 
READ101,NN,NB,NS,NC,IOENT(l),NY,ND,NOO 
READ100,(X(L),L•1,ND) 
READ107 

107 FORMAT(/23H12345678901234567890123/) 
READ108 -

108 FORMAT(79H 
1 
2/79H 
3 
4/) 

NDE•NY*NO 
7 GO TO (1,2),H 
1 READ105,K,(A(K,J),J•l,7) 

105 FORMAT(l3,3X,2F10.1,2FI0.3,F10.l,Fl0.3,F10.4) 
GO TO 3 

2 READ104,K,(A(K,J),J•l,7l 
104 FORMAT(l3,3X,6F10.1,F10.4l 

3 D04J•l ,7 
4 B(K,J)aB(K,Jl+A(K,J)*W(I) 

IF(K/NY*NY-Kl5,6,5 
6 READ106 

106 FORMAT(/) 
5 IF(NDE-K)8,8,7 
8 IF(ll-119,9,10 

10 l•l+l 
GO TO 11 

117 FORMAT(19HTHEORETICAL RESULTS,15//) 
9 PUNCH!!], IDE 

PUNCH109,(IDENT(l),W(ll,1•1,II) 
109 FORMAT(6HSUH OF/(12X,15,2H *,Fl0.4)//) 

PUNCH100,R,XL,T,PH!K,E,XU 
PUNCH100,P,FA,FB,FR 
PUNCH101,NN,NB,NS,NC,NY,NO,NDO 
PUNCH100,(X(l),l•l,ND) 
PUNCH 107 
PUNCH 108 
DOl2K•1,NDE 
GO TO (13, 14),H 

13 PUNCH105,K,(B(K,J),J•l,7l 
GO TO 15 

14 PUNCH104,K,(B(K,J),J•l,7) 
15 IF(K/NY*NY-Kl12,16,12 
16 PUNCH106 
12 CONTINUE 

GO TO t7 
END 

Ci' 

"" 
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A P P E N D I X V 

LISTING OF MODEL SHELL RESULTS 

The results in this appendix are given in three sections: 

(a) Average reduced strains and deflections are given in 

pages 184 - 187. The numbers in the first column of 

the listings refer to the location of the strain gauge 

rosettes as given in figure 7.1. 

(b) On pages 188 - 195 listings of experiment,1 and 

theoretical actions and deflections for each of the 

8 model tests are given: 
I 

(c) In table V. 2 figures are given for the equilibrium 

between internal actions and applied external pre

stressing loads for all the model tests. 

Symbol Meaning 

Ml ml 
M2 mz 
M12 m12 
Nl nl 
N2 nz 
N12 n12 
DEFLN vertical deflection 

GAUGE location of strain gauge ·rosettes 
as given in figure 7. 1. 

Table V.1 Meaning of symbols in listings of actions and 
displacements 



EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS ANO DEFLECTIONS EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS ANO DE-FLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 1 HODEL TEST 4 
P•1200 LB FRsOO LB P•1200 LB FRcOO LB 
Os0.048 YH F•0.000 YH Ds0.333 YH F-0.000 YH 

STRAIN IN HICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN INCHES STRAIN IN HICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN INCHES 

I NTRAOOS STRAIN EXTRADOS STRAIN INTRAOOS STRAIN EXTRAOOS STRAIN 
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT 

POINT l 2 3 r 2 3 DEFLN POINT 1 2 3 1 2 3 OEFLN 

1 137 -42 110 -35 -.0025 1 58 -1]. 43 -12 .Ot60 
2 41 -3 -5 15 -3 4 .0040 2 -2 1 0 -15 -2 2 .01"60 
3 -40 10 -64 17 .0090 3 -54 19 -65 21 .• 0150 
4 -108 7 10 -122 -17 -16 .0100 4 -98 -2 -2 -105 -3 1 .0145 
5 -153 84 -163 10 .0215 5 -131 35 -132 46 .0140 
6 -176 117 -192 -6 .0250 6 -144 45 -155 49 .0135 
7 -186 52 42 · -197 -54 -50 .0270 7 -153 -2 -2 -160 -2 -1 .0140 

8 103 -32 97 -33 -.0050 8 54 -17 38 -13 .0142 
9 36 -19 35 -5 9 0 3 -14 2 

10 -33 6 -44 17 10 -55 19 -65 18 
11 -98 43 -111 19 11 -100 37 -103 32 
12 -145 91 -163 9 12 -125 .39 -.134 43 
13 -176 120 -194 · -3 13 -142 ·41 -,153 51 
14 -187 !,9 64 -210 -51 -60 .0255 14 -147 -9 -1 -164 0 -3 .0125 

15 28 -i4 69 -25 -.0082 15 4q -16 45 -13 .0085 
16 15 -18 52· -8 i6 -1 0 -10 4 
17 -24 -17 -2· 17 17 -54 23 -67 15 
18 -76 4 -76 31 18 -100 4q -112 21 
19 -136 66 -156 23 19 -128 so -139 35 
20 -197 143 -223 -3 20 -143 38 -148 53 
21 -227 73 73 -250 -60 -72 .0210 21 -143 -17, -19 -151 16 7 .0080 

22 14 -5 28 -10 -.0050 22 23 -8 41 -12 .0035 
23 6 34 -37 29 -8 15 23 -6 4 -17 12 5 4 
24 -12 · 35 -57 21 7 19 24 -43 -14 -1. -40 -11 15 
25 -42 11 -68 -11 -8 50 25 -113 -12 48 -129 -29 4 
26 -97 -29 -20 -94 -56 80 26 -187 38 19 -187 2 -19 
27 -208 -17 98 -270 -118 32 27 -141 37 -51 -130 43 -29 
28 -292 95 128 -399 -84 -104 .0125 28 -105 -42 -42 -87 27 23 .0040 

29 35 -11 -8 -4 29 16 -6 · 17 -6 
30 16 29 -31 -11 -13 -3 30 2 14 -21 5· 8 -8 
31 -1 37 -45 ,-1 3 1 31 -20 -6 -22 2 -8 13 
32 -25 34 -51 5 -1 25 32 -81 -78 44 -75 -76 63 
33 -74 -3 ..i,4 5 -53 94 33 -321 38 54 -346 0 -46 
34 -254 -107 ·. 96 -151 -187 198 34 · -88 53 -97 -80 99 -9q 
35 -621 65 109 -539 -12 -28 35 -38 -34 -39 -8 13 14 

... 
CD 
.i-, 



EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTIONS EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 3 HODEL TEST 5 
P•1200 LB FR•OO LB P•1200 LB FR•OO LB 
D•0.667 YH F•0.000 YH D•0.833 YH F•0.000 YH 

STRAIN IN HICROSTRAIN· DEFLECTION IN iNCHES STRAIN IN HICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN INCHES 

INTRADOS STRAIN EXTRADOS STRAIN INTRADOS STRAIN EXTRADOS STRAIN 
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT 

POINT 1 2 3 1 2 3 DEFLN POINT 1 2 3 1 2 3 DEFLN 

1 -182 55 -151 47 .0185 1 -337 101 -283 86 -.0210 
2 -136 0 2 -112 3 -3 .0125 2 -227 -15 13 -185 2 -10 -.0215 
3 -101 37 -88 34 .0055 3 -135 46 -114 30 -.0225 
4 -77· -18 -2 -68 17 16 -.0015 4 -62 -2 1 -47 -1 3 -.0230 
5 -63 -18 -51 62 -.0085 5 -21 0 -3 7 -.0245 
6 -51 -46 -45 80 -.0125 6 10 -13 27 0 -.0240 
7 -47 -55 -56 -41 56 57 -.0150 7 23 -7 -7 40 10 9 -.0250 

8 -144 45 -134 43 .0195 8 -306 94 -268 85 -.0182 
9 -127 43 -124 35 9 -222 71 -200 60 

10 -110 35 -104 33 10 -135 39 -119 38 
11 -84 11 -77 41 11 -68 14 -51 22 
12 -63 -20 -53 60 12 -20 -4 -3 10 
13 -47 -59 -39 81 13 12 -15 29 2 
14 -41 -61 -61 -33 55 58 -.0140 14 23 -7 -7 42· 10 7 -.0225 

15 -58 22 -120 38 .0197 15 -287 90 -283 85 -.0090 
16 -107 47 -154 37 16 -219 66 -210 71 
17 -123 48 -146 40 17 -141 36 -127 51 
18 -99 21 _.109 47 18 -66 -4 -52 39 
19 -62 -20 -55 60 19 -15 -18 l 19 
20 -32 -52 -14 6q 20 13 -13 32 2 
21 -19 -53 -52 4 56 58 -.0120 21 24 1 3 43 1 6 -.0160 

22 10 3 -64 23 .0127 22 -188 66 -301 88 -.0012 
23 -101 -48 94 -170 -4 -29 23 -205 l 29 -278 -9 -31 
24 -166 -6 65 -218 18 -50 24 -122 -6 -38 -142 31 -15 
25 -112 3 -13 -128 68 -59 25 -48 -45 -32 -23 37 16 
26 -51 -44 -27 -76 73 -24 26 -10 -35 -4 23 10 25 
27 -23 -49 -25 17 54 11 27 8 -9 10 31 -5 14 
28 -14 -32 -34 28 32 32 -.0070 28 12 9 8 29 -4 0 -.0090 

29 -37 10 50 -4 29 -156 56 -177 61 
30 -112 -95 91 -66 -24 38 30 -357 12 73 -364 38 -41 
31 -327 5 86 -338 47 -73 31. -100 -10 -40 -82 98 -79 
32 -77 8 -53 -83 123 -123 32 -14 -54. 0 0 19 7 
33 6 -49 -6 -11 51 -46 33 7 -31 10 7 -18 25 
34 29 -35 -1 -13 13 -15 34 11 -9 6 7 -21 13 
35 36 -13 -17 -11 -3 -3 35 13 3 -1 11 -6 -3 

-a> 
c.n 



EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTIONS 
EXPERIMnJTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTION~ MODEL TEST 6 
MODEL TEST 2 P=1200 LB FR=31 LB 
P=l 200 LB FR=OO LB D=0.833 YM F=0.138 YM 
0=0.972 YM F=0_.000 YM 

STRAIN IN KICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN lNCHcS 
STP.Altl IN MICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN INCHES 

INTRAOOS STRAIN EXTRAOOS STRAIN INTRADOS STRAIN DTP.ADOS STP.A IN 
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAIJGE Gft'JGE · Vf PT 

POINT 1 2 3 1 2 3 DEFLN POINT 1 2 3 1 2 3 DEFI N 

1 -449 131 -416 126 -.0810 1 -516 145 _1,47 140 -.0885 
2 -305 -i6 -15 -282 -10 18 -.0715 2 -311 -18 -25 -248 -12 22 -.0765 
3 -170 39 -149 51 -.0615 3 -153 39 -103 ,o -.0~20 -V 

4 -50 8 7 -29 -13 -12 -.0500 4 -36 24 25 -2 -26 -28 -.0490 
5 30 44 53 -72 -.0405 5 28 71 49 -94 -.03f.5 
6 77 69 105 -121 -.0335 6 6< 91 72 -i 30 -.0290 
7 99 80 82 121 -72 -72 -.0310 7 77 94 97 8c -87 -f7 -.0260 

6 -481 141 -403 130 -.0782 8 -h98 144 -.?99 131 -.0797 
9 -318 74 -281 99 9 -31 1 65 -245 92 

10 -164 31 -134 48 10 -151 39 -104 32 
11 ,..50 24 -20 -11 11 -4L 43 -P -7.7 
12 27 48 53 -73 12 22 62 43 -79 
13 68 76 93 -123 13 58 81 74 -115 
14 85 86 82 108 -77 -72 -.0275 14 69 85 83 89 -75 -73 -.0250 

15 -619 174 -46q 143 -,0647 15 -423 122 -378 110 -.0492 
16 -341 67 -241 100 16 -276 64 -240 75 
17 -140 13 -66 41 1 7 -152 25 -113 46 
18 -7.6 22 20 -23 18 -51 12 -26 s 
19 30 55 55 -77 19 11 24 34 -40 
20 52 ?.1 58 -109 20 47 47 63 -77 
21 57 77 77 58 -74 -72 -.0175 21 56 60 59 73 -55 -52 -.0175 

22 -723 201 -535 166 -.Olf17 22 -234 79 -330 97 -.0207 
23 ·-343 17 -145 -180 23 51 23 -2Li5 4 20 -291 -77 35 
24 -101 -18 -76 29 -22 83 24 -131 7 -55 -144 -42 54 
25 -6 20 0 53 -84 76 25 -39 -30 -41 -11 -30 72 
26 30 56 34 32 -101 38 26 5 -8 2 37 -50 53 
27 38 61 47 12 -79 -7 27 26 24 31 43 -53 12 
28 36 55 55 8 -45 -45 -.0085 28 32 40 40 42 -30 -28 -.0100 

29 -821 228 -770 212 29 -68 34 -238 74 
30 -192 -2 . -180 -100 6 -10 30 -328 32 72 -443 -54 -13 
31 -35 -27 -45 48 -117 140 31 -81 -19 -47 -103 30 -21 
32 -23 26 1 54 -129 137 32 -10 -56 0 6 -50 70 
33 -42 45 14 54 -82 100 33 -3 -22 12 27 -69 76 
34 -54 43 21 59 -29 57 34 -9 .5 13 39 -45 42 
35 ~2 30 35 56 15 14 35 -12 13 13 41 -5 -4 

~ 

co 
en 
•. 



EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTIONS EX~ERl~£NTAL STRAINS AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 7 MODEL TEST 8 
P=l200 LB FR=60 LB P=l z.l)O LB FR=87 LB 
D=0.667 YM F=0.305 YM D~0.500 YM F=0.472 YM 

STRAIN IN MICROSTRAl·N DEFLECT I ON IN INCHES STRAIN IN MICROSTRAIN DEFLECTION IN !~CHES 

INTRADOS STRAIN EXTRADOS STRAIN INTRADOS STRAIN EXTRADOS STRAIN 
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT GAUGE GA'.JGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE VERT 

POINT 1 2 3 I 2 3 DEFLN POINT I 2 3 -1 2 3 DEFLN 

1 -627 171 -416 142 -.0895 1 -611 173 . -481 141 -.0870 
2 -327 -43 -22 -191 15 17 -.0770 2 -316 -55 -47 -171 11 32 -.0745 
3 -136 38 -53 16 -.0625 3 -121 26 -15 8 -.0595 
4 -23 35 40 20 -27 -34 -.0475 4 -17 40 42 37 -31 -37 -.0450 
5 28 84 45 -100 -.0350 5 24 89 40 -102 -.0325 
6 52 102 53 -124 -,0275 6 39 100, 34 -114 -,0255 
7 59 95 . 98 57 -88 -86 -.0240 7 44 87 90 33 -84 -80 -.0230 

8 -506 145 -361 116 -.0742 8 -474 130 .,.329 112 -.0622 
9 -301 55 -206 89 9 -282 44 -202 83 

10 -143 37 -82 30 10 -133 16 -73 40 
11 -44 45 -10- -27 11 -47 32 -10 -8 
12 17 62 34 -71 12 8 47 29 -51 
13 49 74 61 -97 13 39 63 49 -81 
14 57 74 74 70 -64 -63 -.0240 14 45 68 67 54 -58 -56 -.0230 

15 -178 61 -285 82 -.0315 15 -1"2 14 -185 52 -.0150 
16 -197 68 -260 52 16 -126 58 -249 34 
17. -156 18 -164 62 17 -148 25 -203 43 
18 -80 0 -67 38 18 -102 -17 -102 57 
19 -10 -·1 15 -2 19 -33 -25 -6 27 
20 38 14 67 -43 20 21 -16 60 -9 
21 55 30 32 88 -25 -22 -.0195 21 45 3 5 86 -1 4 -.0215 

22 15 5 -124 38 -.0087 22 72 -19 -19 11 -.0022 
23 -115 -78 122 -249 -62 15 23 -49 -54 68 -Jl,8 -46 5 
24 -165 -16 68 -259 -99 22 24 -135 -69 176 -198 -152 -10 
25 -94 -41 -27 -117 -15 48 25 -154 -105 82 -194 -59 42 
26 -18 -55 -18 17 -4 55 26 -70 -74 -12 -50 3 51 
27 17 -19 13 65 -17 30 27 -2 -53 -18 66 17 41 
28 29 16 16 74 -5 -5 -.0120 28 18 -21 -23 100 23 25 -.0145 

-29 5 -3 11 5 29 -18 -1 38 -10 
30 -100 -90 96 -128 -86 62 30 -54 -37 21 -5 -11 24 
31 -298 -29 129 -377 -65 -16 31 -89 . -147 152 -107 -136 72 
32 -65 -66 -15 ~71 46 -23 32 -264 -119 157 -336 -81 9 
33 5 -79 18 18 -28 47 33 -33 -90 -6 -49 30 -26 
34 14 -34 16 33 -39 35 34 27 -81 7 28 -17 15 
35 16 -1 -1 36 -7 -9. 35 38 -22 -25 36 -7 -7 

~ 

(0 

~ 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS THEORETICAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 1 MODEL TEST 
P=1200 LB FR=OO LB D=0.048 YM F=0.000 YM 
D=0.048 YM F=0.000 YM P=1200 LB FRsOO LB 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 N12 M12 DEFLN GAUGE N! N2 Ml M2 N12 M12 DEFLN 
LB/!N LB/!N LB LB LB/!N LB IN LB/!N LB/!N LB LB LB/!N LB IN 

1 165.0 -.9 .400 .009 -.0025 1 167.0 o.o • 199 0.000 o.o 0.000 -.0072 
2 36.4 -4.5 .352 -.105 2.9 -.113 .0040 2 38.6 -1.2 .235 -.013 o.o 0.000 0.0000 
3 -70.6 -3.8 .358 .010 .0090 3 -66.8 -2.2 .333 .204 o.o 0.000 .0074 
4 -155-2 -3-3 .358 .519 2.3 .025 .0100 4 -JL,9.8 -1 .3 .521 .803 o.o 0.000 .0149 
5 -212. 1 -1.6 .522' 1 .238 .0215 5 -208.7 .7 .755 1.651 0.0 0.000 .0217 
6 -246.5 -1.6 .856' 2.051 .0250 6 -243-5 2.7 .950 2.398 o.o 0.000 .0265 
7 -255-7 2.5 .820 2.115 -3-5 -.176 .0270 7 -255.0 3.6 1.026 2.695 o.o 0.000 .0282 

8 132.9 -2. 1 .098 .044 -.0050 8 139.9 o.o -.094 0.000 o.o -.153 -.0088 
9 46.4 -1 .6 -.051 -.214 9 41 .5 -1 .3 -.014 -.127 -6.0 -.164 -.0020 

10 -51 .8 -.6 .135 -.114 10 -54.4 -2.8 • 138 -.013 --7 -.120 .0051 
11 -139.9 -1 .2 .323 .454 11 -141 .o -2.0 .410 .573 6.1 -.030 .0125 
12 -205.1 3.8 .690 1.418 12 -209.1 .7 .748 1.560 9.0 .052 .0195 
13 -247. 1 2.8 .908 2.081 13 c.251.6 3.8 1 .030 2.514 6,2 ,063 .0246 
14 -263.1 8.7 1.080 2.404 3.5 .327 .0255 14 -265.4 5.0 1.137 2.910 o.o 0.000 .0265 

15 62.8 -6.s -.605 -.029 -.0082 15 63.6 o.o -.605 0.000 o.o -.526 -.0094 
16 43.8 -3-7 -.643 -.339 16 43.4 --5 -.533 -.251 -13.3 --556 -.0046 
17 -18.9 -5.8 -.sos -.638 17 -16.0 -3-6 -.428 -.511 -6.9 -.575 .0004 
18 -104.3 -8.2 -. 134 -.438 18 -102.4 -6.7 -.109 --361, 10.8 --457 .0062 
19 -195.2 -.4 .540 .790 19 -200.7 -3.4 .528 .757 26.7 -. 162 .0126 
20 -278.5 8.4 1.144 2.480 20 -284.0 6.5 1 .235 2.586 24.3 .066 .0181 
21 -314.0_ 16.1 1 .260 2.992 -7.0 .151 .0210 21 -320.8 13.4 1.552 3.567 o.o 0.000 .0203 

22 27.3 -1 .5 -. 195 .010 -.0050 22 14.5 o.o -.424 0.000 o.o --674 -.0056 
23 23.8 1.7 -.360 -.105 -28.7 -1.222 23 27.9 1.7 -.439 -.072 -14.0 -.666 -.0033 
24 6.5 1.7 -.627 -.511 -46.9 -1.335 24 7.5 .3 --578 -.367 -18.9 --744 -.0010 
25 -37°8 -6.2 -.777 -1.046 -12.3 -1 .751 25 -41.9 -8.7 -.749 -.818 -3.2 -.883 .0017 
26 -131-0 -8.9 -.280 -.775 85.7 -1.637 26 -136.7 -19.8 -.427 --599 40.6 -.874 .0053 
27 -318.2 6.8 1.455 1.768 156-7 -.466 27 -314.3 -1.1 .927 1.580 90. 1 -.435 .0096 
28 -453.2 30.5 2.911 4.373 7.6 .692 .0125 28 -501.3 56. 1 2.077 3.891 o.o 0.000 .0119 

29 17.0 -4.6 .655 • 101 29 3.4 o.o -.185 0.000 - o.o --679 -.0025 
30 .7 -8.4 ,429 · .146 -29.9 -.894 30 12.a 1.3 -.202 -.006 -12.0 --638 -.0015 
31 -1 .9 -1.9 -.038 --125 -50.5 -1.033 31 6.2 1.4 --324 -.141 -23.1 -.647 -.0006 
32 -11.9 4.3 --559 -.428 -35-2 -1 .436 32 -13.4 -4.7 -.588 -.464 -17.9 -.807 .0004 
33 -46.3 -1 .6 -1.434 --911 63.4 -2.419 33 -60.6 -20.3 -.721 -.631 23.9 -1 .106 .0019 
34 -268.7 7.8 -1.569 -. 186 347.6 -2.343 34 -207.4 -25.4 .011 .438 145.5 -1.084 .0041 
35 -749.1 88.6 -.481 2.333 17.0 .768 35 -518.7 51 .o 1.149 2.371 o.o 0.000 .0054 

.:, 

~ 

CD 
CD . 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 4 
P=1200 LB FR=OO LB 
D=0.333 YM F=0.000 YM 

GAUGE N1 N2 Ml M2 N12 M12 DEFLN 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB LB/IN LB IN 

1 67.9 1.6 .226 -.001 .0160 
2 -11.0 .8 • 186 .005 1 .7 -.062 .0160 
3 -79-3 2.0 • 162 .021 .0150 
4 -135-9 1.0 .092 -.023 2.3 -.050 .0145 
5 -176-5 o.o -.042 -.183 .0140 
6 -199-7 2. 1 • 153 -.009 .0135 
7 -208.5 2.6 .095 -.013 .5 -.012 .01-40 

8 61.1 -1.0 .247 .019 .0142 
9 -9.1 .5 .224 .083 

10 -80.7 --3 • 161 .063 
11 -134.0 5. 1 .075 .108 
12 -172• 7 1.8 • 132 -.030 
13 -197-4 .8 • 119 -.119 
14 -208.1 -.3 .217 -.080 2.9 .138 .0125 

15 63.6 .3 .048 -.027 .0085 
16 -7-1 .4 • 121 -.019 
17 -81.2 .1 .242 • 187 
18 -140.3 3.8 .327 .512 
19 -177.8 2.2 .264 -308 
20 -194-7 1 .o .001 -.226 
21 -196.9 -.6 -.077 -.622 -6.4 .088 .0080 

22 42.9 o.o -.278 -.028 .0035 
23 3.3 -2.0 -.325 -.223 -12.9 -.251 
24 -56-3 -3-7 -. 103 -.198 22.9 --163 
25 -158.9 10.5 .425 .644 55.1 .352 
26 -241 .5 27.3 .241 .787 -24.0 .012 
27 -179-9 4.7 -.248 -.299 -94.5 -.214 
28 -132-2 -12.9 -.713 -1.440 -2.3 .050 .0040 

29 21 .4 -1.3 -.015 -.004 
30 3.5 -3-5 -.064 -.072 -29.9 -.239 
31 -15.3 -10.9 -.417 -.337 2.9 -.466 
32 -110.6 -20.4 -.169 -.228 155.0 -.226 
33 -435-6 35.9 .821 1.469 -18.2 .793 
34 -118.7 -18.7 -.258 -.469 -206. 1 .617 
35 -37-8 -21.5 --773 -1.078 -2.3 -.075 

THEORETICAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 4 
P=1200 LB FR=OO LB 
D=0.333 YM F=0.000 YM 

GAUGE NT NZ Ml M2 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB 

1 77.0 o.o .212 0.000 
2 -12.2 o.o 0 197 .030 
3 -83. 1 o.o • 180 .043 
4 -137.6 o.o .167 .038 
5 -177.1 o.o • 163 .023 
6 -201 .3 o.o • 167 .010 
7 -209.5 o.o · .169 .005 

8 78.4 o.o .245 0.000 
9 -12.7 o.o .227 .051 

10 -83.6 .1 .207 • 109 
11 -137.4 .2 .186 • 132 
12 -176. 1 o.o .169 .079 
13 -201.3 -.1 • 163 -.017 
14 -210.0 --3 • 163 -.067 

15 73.4 o.o .053 0.000 
16 -9.0 -1 .1 • 114 -.046 
17 -82.4 --5 .237 .155 
18 -142.9 2.7 .341 -562 
19 -184.7 4.0 .294 .550 
20 -198.2 -1.9 • 117 -.160 
21 -201 .3 -5.6 .018 --631 

22 41.7 o.o -.361 0.000 
23 3.1 -2.4 --329 -.205 
24 -55.9 -8.0 -.190 -.257 
25 -151.6 --7 .345 .523 
26 -276.0 35.7 .728 J.425 
27 -177-6 -8.3 -.170 -.375 
28 -133.4 -22.4 -.773 -1.462 

29 17.5 o.o -.269 0.000 
30 4.3 -1.3 -.297 -.123 
31 -23.8 -8-7 --348 -.268 
32 -94-6 -14.2 -.058 .095 
33 -315.7 45.4 .488 1.105 
34 -103.8 -18.4 -.426 -.390 
35 -57-6 -2T .O -.890 -1.028 

N12 
LB/IN 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

0.0 
.1 

0.0 
-.2 
-.1 
0.0 
o.o 

0.0 
-.5 
3.5 
2.7 

-4.2 
-7-2 
o.o 

o.o 
-7-3 

7.7 
32.9 

-12.6 
-50.3 

a.a 

a.a 
-13.1 
-1.5 
53.8 

-15-6 
-79-5 

a.a 

M12 
LB 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

.069 

.069 

.057 

.020 
-.022 
-.031 
0.000 

.076 

.076 
• 131 
• 114 

-.059 
-.159 
0.000 

-.099 
-.132 
-. 134 

.017 

.051 
0.000 
0.000 

-.164 
-. 157 
-.246 
-.265 

• 165 
.432 

0.000 

DEFLN 
IN 

.0163 

.0156 

.0150 

.0144 

.0140 

.0138 

.0137 

.0143 

.0138 

.0134 

.0131 

.0127 

.0123 

.0122 

.0080 

.0083 

.0088 

.0091 

.0088 

.0080 

.0075 

.0030 

.0033 

.0039 

.0047 

.0049 

.0036 

.0027 

.0011 

.0013 

.0015 

.0020 

.0022 

.0013 

.0008 

C0 
<D 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 3 
P•12DO LB FRsOO LB 
Ds0.667 YH Fs0.000 YH 

GAUGE NI N2 HI H2 N12 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB LB/IN 

1 -222.7 .3 -.447 -.D23 
2 -164.3 5.8 -.332 .030 -2.3 
3 -123.5 9.0 -.189 -.015 
4 -94.2 9.1 -.312 --552 8.8 
5 -74.8 6.1 -.582 -1.342 
6 -63.2 3.0 -.734 -2.070 
7 -57-6 2.6 -.819 -2.390 o.o 

8 -185.7 2.5 -.147 -.016 
9 -168.4 .5 -.003 .126 

10 -142.4 1 .2 -.084 .002 
11 -107. 1 2. 1 -.258 -.519 
12 -77• 1 2.7 -.551 -1.332 
13 -58.5 -3-4 -.833 -2.299 
14 -so.a -2.9 -.883 -2.505 1.7 

15 -117.7 4.1 .920 .041 
16 -173.7 2.8 .804 .403 
17 -178.6 4.0 .419 .256 
18 -137.8 3.3 .026 -.374 
19 -77-9 2.5 -.504 -1 .318 
20 -30.5 1.8 -.898 -2.049 
21 -8.5 4.6 -1 .043 -2.331 1.7 

22 -33-6 6.8 1.094 .052 
23 -177.8 11 .6 1.264 .820 69.8 
24 -250.8 20.6 1.048 .954 1.7 
25 -159.7 3.6 .161 -.216 -84.5 
26 -54-5 -8.7 -.763 -1 .280 -47-5 
27 -s.9 -4.2 -1.033 -l .463 -11.1 
28 9.5 -1.2 -1.039 -1.388 -1. 1 

29 10.8 7.2 -1.327 -.208 
30 -116.4 8.3 -.722 -.169 146.8 
31 -431.4 45.2 .556 1.254 -23.4 
32 -113.6 -19.3 -.063 -.485 -182.0 
33 -10.9 -24.8 .043 -.647 -32.2 
34 5.3 -19.4 .494 --385 4.1 
35 11. 7 -18.1 .601 -.271 -2.3 

THEORETICAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 3 
Psl200 LB FRsOO LB 
D~0.667 YH Fs0.000 YH 

H12 DEFLN GAUGE NI N2 HI H2 
LB IN LB/IN LB/IN LB LB 

.0185 1 -211.3 o.o -.119 0.000 
• 100 .0125 2 -164.8 1.2 -.132 -.035 

.-0055 3 -130.0 2.3 -.208 -.290 
.214 -'-.0015 4 -102.9 1.5 -.386 -.917 

-.0085 5 -83. 1 -.6 -.629 -1.792 
-.0125 6 -70.8 -2.9 -.842 -2-564 

-.025 -.0150 7 -66.6 -3.8 --927 -2.872 

.0195 8 -184.8 o.o • 142 0.000 
9 -167.1 1.5 _.086 .054 

10 -141.8 2.7 -.046 -.165 
11 -112.6 1.8 -.298 -.831 
12 -83-~ -.8 -.629 -1.791 
13 -62.0 -3-5 -.917 -2.638 

-.037 -.0140 14 -s4.o -4.7 -1.032 -2.973 

.0197 15 -94.1 o.o 1 .078 0.000 
16 -175.9 2.3 .866 .414 
17 -187.9 5.0 .526 .348 
18 -143.8 1. 1 -.005 -.572 
19 -82.9 -3.2 -.602 -1 .741 
20 -33-3 -4.8 -1 .052 -2.476 

-.012 -.0120 21 -14.7 -4.8 -1.213 -2.692 

.0127 22 12.7 o.o 1.321 0.000 
2.-154 23 -175.0 1 • 1 1.331 .557 
1.776 24 -297 .5 32.4 1 .237 1.190 
1 .436 25 -161 .2 -6.8 .114 -.487 
1.474 26 -56.8 -11.9 -.753 -1.559 

.869 27 -5-9 -3-3 -.949 -1.573 
-.025 -.0070 28 8.7 .6 -.934 -1.451 

29 34.3 o.o .544 0.000 
1.587 30 -106.3 -10.7 .588 • 188 
2.595 31 -329.3 42.9 .820 .967 
2.393 32 -100. 1 -18.2 -.170 --435 
1 .801 33 -24.4 -10.9 -.613 -.895 
.793 34 .5 -1.3 -.545 --726 

-.050 35 6.8 1.8 -.468 -.605 

N12 H12 
LB/!N LB 

o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 

o.o .051 
6.0 .060 

.9 .031 
-6.0 -.002 
-9-3 -.017 
-6.7 -.013 
o.o 0.000 

o.o .488 
15.1 .507 
1.0 .393 

-16.3 .285 
-20.9 .274 
-13.2 .202 

o.o 0.000 

o.o 1.024 
37.4 1.038 
-3-4 1.016 

-47.8 .944 
-22.3 .840 
-5-3 .476 
o.o 0.000 

o.o 1.121 
46.2 1.054 
-7.8 1 .343 

-67.5 1.473 
-9.6 1.016 
3.6 .464 
o.o 0.000 

DEFLN 
IN 

.0262 

.0173 

.0083 
-.0005 
-.0083 
-.0138-
-.0157 

.0270 

.0182 

.0092 

.0002 
-.0076 
-.0132 
-.0152 

.0249 

.0175 

.0098 

.0017 
-.0055 
-.0106 
-.0124 

.0153 

.0113 

.0068 

.0014 
-.0034 
-.0063 
-.0072 

.0070 

.0052 

.0033 

.0005 
-.0016 
-.0029 
-.0033 

<D 
0 . 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES ANO DEFLECTIONS THEORETICAL STRESSES ANO OE•LECTION~ 

MODEL TEST 5 MODEL TEST 5 
P=1200 LB FR=OO LB P~1200 LB FRsOO ~B 
0=0.833 YM F=0.000 YM D=0,833 YM F=0.000 Yl1 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 N12 1112 DEFLN GAJJGE N1 N2 111 112 N12 M12 DEFLN 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB LB/IN LB IN LB/IN LB/lN LB LB LB/!N LB IN 

1 -416-2 -2,7 -.sos -,034 -.0210 1 -427 .3 o.o -,344 0.000 o.o 0.000 -.0204 
2 -274,8 3.1 -,588 .080 9.3 .503 -.0215 2 -281.0 .z -,325 -.047 a.a 0.000 -,0212 
3 -166,7 -,2 -,262 , 160 -.0225 3 -164.8 .4 -,320 -,121 o.o 0.000 -.0222 
4 -72,3 2,6 --235 -,024 4,1 -.012 -.0230 4 -75.8 .4 -,340 -.247 o.o 0,000 -.0233 
5 -15.9 -,2 -,315 -, 196 -,0245 5 -11 .8 o.o -,385 -.414 o.o 0.000 -,0244 
6 24-1 -1 .1 -,328 -.285 -,0240 6 27 .2 · --5 -,431 -,560 o.o 0.000 -.0252 
7 42.2 1 .2 -,346 -,339 -,5 .012 -.0250 7 40.3 -.8 -.451 -,619 o.o 0,000 -.0254 

8 -383,6 1,9 -,567 -,046 -.0182 8 -423,7 o.o -,349 0,000 a.a -,092 -.0172 
9 -281 ,9 1.3 --307 .061 9 -280.2 .2 --325 -.073 1.1 -.087 --0183 

10 -170,1 -.6 -.256 -,050 10 -167,0 .5 -,317 -.184 .3 -.057 -.0197 
11 -79,5 -.6 -,320 -.211 11 -78.1 ,2 -,342 -,336 -1.0 -.025 -.0210 
12 -15,4 -,7 -,333 -,301 12 -12.3 -.1 -,393 --472 -1 .8 .015 -.0221 
13 27.7 o.o -,363 -,352 13 29,0 --5 -.444 -,551 -1,3 .024 -.0229 
14 43,2 ,2 -,368 -,317 -1.7 .037 -.0225 14 43,3 -.6 --465 -,575 o.o 0.000 -,0231 

15 -381 .6 -.1 --054 .054 -.0090 15 -402.2 o.o -.07'3 0.000 o.o -.161 -.0078 
16 -285.7 4.2 --180 -.126 16 -287,9 1.6 -, 154 -.042 2,7 -,159 -.0101 
17 -178-1 3.5 -,311 --322 17 -175,8 --5 -,305 -,455 -3,0 -.139 -.0125 
18 -79.5 -.6 -.430 -,756 18 -79,8 -2.8 --454 -,834 -3-6 .oos -.0145 
19 -9-9 -2.4 -.438 -.688 19 -8.8 -2.0 -.495 -,739 -.l .131 -.0155 
20 31. 1 2.2 --385 -,331 20 32,1 .a -,428 -,365 l .6 , 117 -.0158 
21 45.7 4.0 -.278 -.023 4. 1 -.037 -.0160 21 45.2 2,3 --390 --170 o.o 0.000 -.0158 

22 -326.4 2.9 1 • 727 .218 -.0012 22 -312.0 o.o 1,298 0.000 o.o .334 -.0006 
23 -322-3 4,5 1,292 ,724 3,5 .655 23 -356,8 26,9 .892 ,620 4.0 ,288 -.0031 
24 -179,2 -8.0 ,086 --648 -46.3 • 188 24 -177,2 -10.5 -.201 --754 -28.5 ,244 -.0060 
25 -51 .o -10.3 -,799 -1.395 -4.6 .428 25 -53,9 -13.3 -.814 -1 .300 -.8 .263 -.0079 
26 7,8 -2.6 -,708 --773 27.5 ,214 26 3.1 -3-3 -,559 --737 13.2 .139 -.0085 
27 27,1 4,1 -,350 -.074 22.3 0.000 27 24,3 3.4 -.291 -.055 10.6 .033 -.0082 
28 28.9 5.5 -.172 ,227 1. 7 -.062 -.0090 28 29.1 5,4 -- 1 27 .21,; o.o 0.000 -.0080 

29 -219,4 11 .3 ,304 .022 29 -140.8 o.o 1.178 1).000 o.o .815 ,0004 
30 -466.4 54,6 ,385 ,931 -11.1 1,801 30 -359,8 43.5 ,938 .703 -5,9 .866 -.0009 
31 -125.2 -11,6 -.497 -, 737 -122.7 1 .902 31 -108.5 -20.8 --272 -.629 -46.8 .830 -.0026 
32 -13.4 -13,4 -.462 --854 24,6 ,856 32 -22.8 -12.4 -.669 --837 13.6 .3.,., -.'.l'.l37 
33 7.1 -7,1 -,090 --293 49.3 -.025 33 4-3 -1 .a -.432 -.385 23.5 0.000 -.003a 
34 10.2 -5,7 .072 .050 28,7 -,239 34 12.0 2.5 -,143 .016 14,5 -.089 -.0036 
35 14.7 -3,8 .063 , 114 --5 -.088 35 13.4 3,4 -.031 • !51 •).O o.•J'.l1 -.0035 

CD 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES ANO DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 2 
P=12:00 LB FR=OO LB 
D•0.972 YM F•0.000 YM 

GAUGE Nl l'f2 Ml M2 Nl2 
LB/IN LB/!N LB LB LB/IN 

I -581.3 -6.5 -.503 -.069 
2 -392.7 .1 -.450 -.399 17.0 
3 -215.4 -5-9 --391 -.304 
4 -54.2 -3-3 -.182 .428 o.o 
5 55.0 -1 .6 .201 1.764 
6 123.2 . 2.7 .483 2.915 
7 148.9 4.5 .700 3.305 I. 1 

8 -592. I -,5 -1,211 -.201 
9 --403.2 -8.o -.715 -.574 

10 -201 .8 -9.0 -,572 -;431 
11 --48. 7 -5.6 -,312 .414 
12 53,5 o.o , 178 1 .828 
13 108,4 2,2 .594 3.091 
14 13Q,6 5.5 ,708 3,421 .5 

15 -732,2 -13, 1 -2,274 -,244 
16 -392,2 -8.6 -1.772 -1.012 
17 -139.5 -6.4 -1.330 -.819 
18 -4.6 -2.0 -.525 .505 
19 57,8 3.2 ,246 2.005 
20 75.5 4.6 .848 3,042 
21 76,9 1.6 ,978 3,233 1. 1 

22 -846,9 -13.9 -2.866 --369 
23 -355,4 -16,7 -3,027 -2.103 -79,2 
24 -53,0 -14,7 -2.392 -1.613 27.5 
25 32,7 4.9 -, 771 .319 82.2 
26 44.8 12.0 .477 1,648 68.7 
27 36,2 9.7 1.011 2,088 34,0 
28 31.9 8.9 1.053 2. 129 o.o 

29 -1076.6 -36,2 -,748 .011 
30 -221.9 -86.2 -1-.915 -1 .871 -115,0 
31 1.2 -24,2 -1.513 -.982 141.5 
32 25,6 16,5 -1.055 .232 142,6 
33 19.3 36,9 -1 .249 .481 89.2 
34 17.2 45,4 -1,506 .436 38,1 
35 10. 1 46,l -1,580 .427 2.3 

THEORETICAL STRESSES ANO DEFLECTION!' 

MODEL TEST 2 
P•1200 LB FRsDO. LB 
D=0.972 YM F=0.000 YM 

M12 DEFLN GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 
LB IN LB/!N LB/IN LB LB 

-.0810 I -633.2 o.o -.326 0.000 
-.340 -.0715 2 --400.9 -2.0 -.322 .091 

-.0615 3 -203.2 -3.8 -.214 .530 
.;..025 -.0500 4 -48. 1 -2.6 - .065 1.562 

-.0405 5 61 .6 .9 .461 2.993 
-.0335 6 126.6 4.8 .813 4.255 

.025 -.0310 7 148.0 6.4 .954 4.758 

-.0782 8 -674.1 o.o -.697 0,000 
9 -397,6 -2.2 -.640 -.009 

10 -182.9 -4.4 -,455 .401 
11 -31 .8 -2.9 -.061 1.501 
12 62,6 1,3 ,470 3.032 
13 112.1 5.7 ,936 4,362 

-.113 -.0275 14 127.1 7.5 1.121 4.886 

-.0647 15 -830,8 o.o -2.215 0.000 
16 -381.6 -5,1 -1.868 -,437 
17 -113.1 -5-7 -1 .269 .058 
18 16.8 --6 -.408 1.482 
19 60,7 4,5 .489 3.006 
20 66,5 6,7 1. 130 4.000 

-.025 -.0175 21 65,1 7.0 1,355 4,324 

-.0417 22 -1095.7 o.o -5,241 0.000 
-2.456 23 -326.3 -32,0 -4,384 -1.561 
-2. 104 24 -25.3 -8,6 -2.631 -.421 
-2.318 25 43,8 10.0 -.705 1,413 
-2.078 26 39.9 10.7 ,478 2,348 
-1. 108 27 25.4 5.0 .932 2,523 
0.000 -.0085 28 19.5 2.2 1,024 2.500 

29 -1001 .o o.o --4.609 0.000 
-2.091 30 -185,4 -59.5 -3,964 -1.512 
-3-565 31 5,4 -10.8 -2. 163 -.381 
.;.3.741 32 28. 1 8.6 --525 .814 
-2.746 33 18.6 7,6 ,265 1.217 
-1.398 34 9.4 2.6 .485 1,186 

.075 35 6.2 .5 .510 1.127 

N12 
LB/!N 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
-9.9 
-1.6 
10.0 
15.3 
11.0 
o.o 

o.o 
-24. 1 

o.o 
25.3 
31.9 
20,6 
o.o 

o.o 
-38,5 
24,3 
42.2 
31.9 
15.5 
o.o 

o.o 
-9,0 
66.7 
50.6 
25.8 
9.6 
o.o 

M12 DEFLN 
LB IN 

0.000 -.1074 
0.000 -.0895 
0.000 -.0716 
0.000 -.0546 
0.000 -.0400 
0.000 -.0300 
0.000 -.0264 

.007 -.1035 
-.012 -.0856 

.005 -.0678 

.021 -.0507 

.017 -,0360 

.005· ~.0258 
0.000 -.0222 

--478 -.0856 
-,522 .;..0694 
-.462 -.0531 
-.481 -.0373 
--495 -.0240 
-,333 -.0150 
0.000 -.0119 

-1 .880 --0541 
-1.857 -.0431 
-1,753 -.0317 
-1 .689 --0207 
-1,349 -.0120 
-.738 -.0066 
0.000 -.0048 

_:3: 154 -.0262 
-2,965 -.0207 
-3.067 -,0149 
-2.621 -.0094 
-1.781 -.0052 
-.868. -.0027 
0.000 -.0019 

u::, 
1') 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 6 
P•1200 LB FR•31 LB 
D•0.833 YM F•0.138 YM 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 N12 M12 DEFLN 
LB/!N LB/IN LB LB LB/IN LB IN 

1 -647-1 -7-5 -1.088 -.263 -.0885 
2 -375-8 -5.2 -1.095 --550 15.8 -.541 --0765 
3 -173.8 -8.4 -.741 -.057 -.0620 
4 -26.4 -1.6 -.149 1. 137 --5 .037 -.0490 
5 51.5 .o.o .473 2.557 -.0365 
6 97. 1 4.0 .888 3.494 -.0290 
7 110.5 5.1 t.060 3.919 1.7 .037 -.0260 

8 -600.7 --5 -1.530 -.271 -.0797 
9 -374.7 -9-8 -1.195 -.750 

10 -112.2 -5.2 --713 -.105 
11 -38-7 -1.3 -. 155 .974 
12 44.3 2.3 .352 2.166 
13 90.2 5.2 .720 3.087 
14 107.7 6.7 .747 3.409 o.o -.050 -.0250 

15 -539-5 -10.2 -.673 -.022 -.0492 
16 -350.2 -14.2 --632 --350 
17 -179.5 -7-5 --732 -.537 
18 -52-4 -2.8 -.388 -.062 
19 30.0 -1 .3 -.058 .918 
20 74.3 2.9 .349 1.923 
21 87.4 3.3 .486 2.421 1.1 -.050 -.0175 

22 -377 oO 1.9 1 .464 • 194 -.0207 
23 -358.4 1.6 .897 .693 75. 1 -1.234 
24 -188.0 -12.7 -.012 -.645 20.5 -2.028 
25 -37-9 -13.2 --780 -1.195 53.4 -1 .448 
26 27.8 -2.2 -.495 -.080 67.5 -1.196 
27 47.5 5.5 .075 1.035 42.2 - 0 755 
28 52.0 9.3 .316 1.494 1.1 -.025 -.0100 

29 -201.2 10.3 2.544 .199 
30 -505-6 33.0 2~231 1.787 47.5 -.012 
31 -130.5 -24-7 .073 -.828 -46.9 .302 
32 -s.o -17.5 --477 -.812 103.3 -.831 
33 15.3 -1.9 --478 -. 166 106.2 -1.423 

.34 22.6 6-7 -.624 .240 56.9 -1.020 
35 21 .6 7.7 -.664 .390 .5 -.012 

\. 

THEORETICAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEi.. TEST 6 
D•0.833 YM F•0.138 YM 
P•1200 LB FR•31 LB 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 
LB/!N LB/!N LB LB 

1 -725-7 o.o -1.691 0.000 
2 -376-7 -5.8 -1 .339 -.141 
3 -153.2 -1.9 --704 .714 
4 -18.5 1.3 -.019 1.966 
5 57.6 3.5 .558 3.146 
6 95.8 4.5 .932 3;951 
7 107.2 4.6 1.059 4.232 

8 -691 .2 o.o -1 .485 0.000 
9 -368.2 -6.3 -1 .235 -.267 

10 -158.5 -2.4 -.711 .371 
11 -27.3 .6 -· 112 1.469 
12 50.5 3.0 .411 2.610 
13 91 .6 4.2 .756 3.453 
14 104.6 4.6 .877 3.763 

15 -567.8 o.o --521 0.000 
16 -350.3 -5-6 --636 -.287 
17 -174-2 -4.9 -.644 --491 
18 -46.4 -3.8 -.435 -.023 
19 34.8 -.1 -.055 1.094 
20 75.9 4.6 .338 2.250 
21 88.0 6.8 .sos 2.733 

22 -384.8 o.o 1 .493 0.000 
23 -391 .4 16.4 .945 .693 
24 -177.4 -17.1 -.415 -1 .034 
25 -35°7 -15.4 --913 -1.108 
26 26.7 -2.3 --499 .098 
27 47.1 5.8 .087 1 .260 
28 50.9 8.3 .332 1.701 

29 -170.7 o.o 1.394 0.000 
30 -374-3 35.8 1.079 .839 
31 -108.4 -25.1 --371 -.808 
32 -14.3 -13.7 --737 --793 
33 14.9 -1.3 --375 -.032 
34 22.0 3.6 .021 .592 
35 22.9 4.7 • 173 .816 

N12 M12 
LB/IN LB 

o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 

o.o -.912 
13.8 -.877 
14.0 -.775 
9.8 -.594 
5.1 -.378 
2.0 -.175 
o.o 0.000 

o.o -1 .390 
25.9 -1.365 
23.5 -1 .274 
18.4 -.954 
15.1 -.564 
9.2 -.250 
o.o 0.000 

o.o --765 
31.2 -.824 

6.2 -.892 
29.7 -.799 
34.2 -.701 
20.9 -.433 
o.o 0.000 

o.o -.151 
23.3 -.104 
-7-0 -.216 
48.0 -.710 
46.6 -.890 
25.7 --590 o.o 0.000 

DEFLN 
IN 

-.1037 
-.0854 
-.0673 
-.0504 
-.0367 
-.0276 
-.0245 

-.0897 
--0745 
-.0594 
-.0451 
-.0331 
-.0251 
-.0223 

-.0519 
--0448 
-.0377 
-.0302 
-.0228 
-.0173 
-.0154 

-.0208 
-.0194 
-.0182 
-,0157 
-.0122 
-.0090 
-.0078 

-.0082 
-.0078 
-.0078 
-.0070 
-.0053 
-.0039 
-.0034 

<O 
(o) . 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 7 
PE1200 LB FRc60 LB 
Dc0.667 YM FEo.305 YM 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 N12 M12 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB LB/IN LB 

1 -100.2 -5-9 -3-271 --578 
2 -348.8 -6.0 -2.297 -.981 13.5 .264 
3 -127.1 -2.6 -1.221 -.046 
4 .1 6.9 -. 184 1.488 -1. l .151 
5 50.4 4.9 .631 2.890 
6 73.2 7.9 1.100 3.630 
7 79.2 7.0 1.236 3.935 2.9 .012 

8 -581 .2 -3.8 -2.190 -.246 
9 -342.8 -9.3 -1. 703 -1.019 

10 -150.5 -1.2 -.946 -.177 
11 -36.1 .8 -.192 .991 
12 35.9 5.0 .376 2.059 
13 75.6 7.3 ,642 2.694 
14 87.4 7.8 ,714 2.975· .5 -.012 

15 -309.2 .9 1.622 .200 
16 -310.9 -15.4 1 .100 .579 
17 -218.4 -13.4 -.091 -.666 
18 -100.0 -4.9 --391 -.673 
19 2.9 -1.0 -.386 -.104 
20 70.9 2.5 -.186 .780 
21 97. 1 4.5 -.116 1.200 .2.9 --~12 

22 -71-1 7.2 2,076 , 155 
23 -242.2 5.6 2.236 ,919 163.8 1,600 
24 -284.8 -3-4 1,796 1.345 120.9 --478 
25 -145.0 -13.5 .004 -1.101 45.8 -.629 
26 -4. 1 -11 .2 -.903 -1 .318 ~6.9 -.289 
27 55.7 1.8 --753 -.179 46.3 -.188 
28 71.8 8.7 -,514 .459 o.o 0.000 

29 12.1 5.0 -.132 -.154 
30 -153.7 -4.8 ·.509 .313 197.8 .491 
31 -445.0 22.4 1,726 1,908 122.7 1,398 
32 -98.9 -25.7 -.242 -1.115 -10.5 1.537 
33 8.8 -20.9 -.447 -.855 102. 1 .277 
34 27,6 -11.6 -.313 -.139 72.8 -.302 
35 31 .5 -9.8 -.237 • 155 -1.1 .025 

TH~DRETICAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

MODEL TEST 7 
PE1200 LB FRE60 LB 
Dc0.667 YM Fc0.305 YM 

DEFLN GAUGE Nl N2 Ml M2 
IN LB/!N LB/IN LB LB 

-.0895 1 -837.3 a.a -3.266 0.000 
-.0770 2 -358-7 -10.9 -2.480 -.451 
-.0625 3 -106.4 1 .o -1 .325 .689 
-.0475 4 10.4 6.2 -.103 2.366 
-.0350 5 57.5 6.4 .708 3.460 
-.0275 6 73.1 4.5 1.125 3.973 
-.0240 7 76.5 3.5 1.247 4. 107 

--0742 8 -696.t o.o -1 .775 0.000 
9 -348.9 -9.2 -1 .582 -.541 

10 -140.2 -2.4 -1.069 -.060 
11 -21 • 7 2.9 -.260 1.254 
12 44.1 4.3 .340 2.311 
13 77-6 4.0 .676 2.954 

-.0240 14 S7.9 3.7 .780 3.163 

-.0315 15 -310. 1 o.o 1,857 0.000 
16 -311 .6 -2.2 1.211 .696 
17 -225.3 -10.6 -.018 -.787 
18 -100.9 -7.3 -.426 -.858 
19 8.1 -2.9 -.441 -.173 
20 79.3 2.6 -.289 .849 

-.0195 21 103.4 5.4 -.200 1.337 

-.0087 22 -26.3 o.o 2.764 0.000 
23 -251 .5 -6-3 2.689 1.520 
24 -332,8 o.o 1.788 1 .273 
25 -142.7 -25.9 -.297 -t.506 
26 -4.t -16.1 -t.008 -1-380 
27 59.8 2,0 -.723 -.018 

-.0120 28 76-9 9.1 -.480 .657 

29 30.1 o.o 1.395 0.000 
30 -141 .o -16~5 1 .454 .716 
31 -341 .1 18.1 1.485 1,493 
32 -91.3 -31 .5 -,345 -1 .053 
33 .2 -14.t --797 --936 
34 30.7 1.3 -.480 -.063 
35 37.8 6,3 -.279 .337 

N12 M12 
LB/IN LB 

o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 
o.o 0.000 

o.o -1 .835 
40.2 -1.740 
30.9 -1-542 
11 .2 -1.160 
-1.9 --728 
-4.4 --335 
o.o 0.000 

o.o -1 .172 
65-5 -1.219 
54.7 -1.403 
26.6 -1.208 
7.8 -.755 
1.2 -.311 
o.o 0.000 

o.o • 187 
79.8 .246 
62.3 .060 
20.9 -.233 
31. 1 -.213 
23.3 -.157 
o.o 0.000 

o.o .537 
78.8 .465 
63.7 .836 
18.3 .656 
56,6 -.011 
38.4 -.235 
o.o 0.000 

DEFLN 
IN 

-.1052 
-.0859 
-.0667 
-.0489 
-.0349 
-.0260 
-.0229 

-.0803 
-.0675 
-.0546 
-.0423 
-.0318 
-.0249 
-.0225 

-.0291 
.... 0279 
-.0269 
-.0251 
-.0223 
-.0196 
-.0185 

-.0061 
-.0072 
-.0092 
-:-0115 
-.0121 
-.0112 
--0106 

-.0016 
-.0022 
-.0032 
-.0050 
-.0054 
-.0051 
-.0048 

~ 

U) 

~ 



EXPERIMENTAL STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 8 
P•1200 LB FR•87 LB 
0~0.500 YH F•0.472 YH 

GAUGE Nl N2 Ml H2 N12 H12 DEFLN 
LB/!N LB/!N LB LB LB/IN LB IN 

1 -736-5 -16.4 -1-940 -.127 -.0870 
2 -332-2 -19-3 -2.586 -1.502 17.0 --163 --0745 
3 -92.4 -5-8 -1.621 -.242 --0595 
4 15.2 6.4 --295 1.639 -2.3 • 100 -.0450 
5 44-5 5.0 .681 3.004 -.0325 
6 so.a 6.3 1 .152 3.475 --0255 
7 52.6 4.8 1.280 3.658 4.1 -.012 --0230 

8 -538-7 -3-3 -2.243 -.419 -.0622 
9 -329.1 -16.3 -1.477 -1.021 

10 -139.1 -5-0 -1.091 --689 
11 -36-7 5.2 --398 .459 
12 26.8 5.5 • 136 1.460 
13 60.9 6.8 .539 2.265 
14 68.6 9.3 .694 2.680 .5 -.037 -.0230 

15 -131.0 4.0 2.601 .245 -.0150 
16 -255.9 -17.0 2.110 1 .002 
17 -243-7 -29.1 .801 -.023 
18 -141.4 -16.9 --365 -1. 190 
19 -28.7 -7.5 -.698 --980 
20 54-2 .1 -.660 -.302 
21 88.6 2.8 --577 .069 4.1 -.037 -.0215 

22 37-6 6.2 1.328 -.017 -.0022 
23 -135.1 -9-3 1.611 .555 101.5 .919 
24 -229.p -20.9 1 .808 2.870 229.0 1.335 
25 -237.2 -12.7 -560 --079 170.2 1.108 
26 -84.5 -13.3 --760 -1-502 54.5 .176 
27 40.2 -7-5 -1.417 -1.367 34.6 .138 
28 78.3 --3 -1.496 -.972 o.o -.050 -.0145 

29 12.1 -3-5 -.865 --137 
30 -39.9 --3 -.800 -.283 54-6 .289 
31 -138-6 -25-0 .497 ~737 300.0 1. 171 
32 -402.9 --4.9 1.406 1. 144 216.0 2.393 
33 -67.9 -43-9 -.105 -1-087 17.0 1 .801 
34 24.6 -38-7 --249 --765 71.0 · .718 
35 39.5 -31-2 --078 --347 -1.7 -.037 

THEORETICAL STRESSES ANO DEFLECTIONS 

HODEL TEST 8 
P•1200 LB FR-87 LB 
D•0.500 YH F•0.472 YH 

GAUGE Nl N2 Hl H2 
LB/IN LB/IN LB LB 

1 -966.4 o.o --4.885 0.000 
2 -354-4 -17.0 -3-674 --916 
3 -69.3 2.7 -1 -837 -741 
4 ·38.8 11.5 --341 2.452 
5 64.8 10.0 •. 841 3:862 
6 64-5 5.6 1.361 4.305 
7 62.2 3-4 1.493 4.382 

8 -701.4 o.o -1 .472 0.000 
9 -346.8 -13.6 -1.659 -.790 

10 -132.9 -6.8 -1.293 --475 
11 -11.4 3.2 --661 .584 
12 47-6 6.2 .204 2.100 
13 74-0 5-6 .689 2.888 
14 81.5 5.0 .838 3.132 

15 :..122.7 o.o 3-445 0.000 
16 -283.5 -5-7 2.953 1.948 
17 -248.0 -24.4 .798 -.128 
18 -134-4 -13.0 -.621 -1 .504 
19 -12.1 -3. 1 --767 --836 
20 75.4 2.0 --697 -.082 
21 107.3 3-6 --661 .263 

22 91 .7 o.o 1.937 0.000 
23 -156.2 -21 .9 2.009 .485 
24 -248.8 -35-1 3.030 3.223 
25 -277.9 -20.5 1.528 1.064 
26 -76.2 -27.5 --745 -1 .718 
27 55-4 -10.2 -1.514 -1 .429 
28 95.3 1.0 -1-565 -.884 

29 65-5 o.o .593 0.000 
30 -66.4 -17.8 .633 -.163 
31 -142.5 -36.7 1.835 2.066 
32 -307-1 o.o 1.603 1.692 
33 -58-2 -34.2 --550 -1.202 
34 31 .o -10.a -1.103 --971 
35 52.0 .5 -1.059 -.548 

N12 
LB/IN 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

·o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
66.1 
46.4 
14.2 
-4-5 
-7-2 

o.o 

o.o 
87.8 
86.5 
49.6 
15.3 
-.1 
o.o 

o.o 
55.2 

124.0 
89.2 
29.0 
19.1 
o.o 

o.o 
19.2 

132.9 
109.7 
42.2 
45-8 
o.o 

H12 
LB 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
o~ooo 

-2.566 
-2.437 
-2.236 
-1 -654 
-.999 
--458 
0.000 

-.602 
--562 
--994 

-1.319 
-1 .015 
-.533 
0.000 

.469 
-506 
.774 
.288 

-.081 
-.004 
0.000 

.481 

.298 
-568 

1 .217 
.952 
.302 

0.000 

DEFLN 
IN 

--1114 
-.0905 
-.0696 
--0506 
-.0354 
-.0260 
-.0226 

-.0759 
-.0651 
-.0538 
-.0425 
-.0325 
-.0258 
--0234 

-.0179 
-.0189 
-.0208 
-.0226 
-.0227 
-.0219 
-.0215 

-.0020 
-.0032 
-.0045 
-.0078 
-.01 1 5 
-.0133 
-.0136 

-.0004 
-.0008 
-.0010 
-.0026 
-.0050 
-.0062 
-.0065 

<D 
t/1 . 



1 g 6. 
Cross Longitudinal thrust Longitudinal moment 

Model sec- Applied Internal % Applied Internal % 
tion - ~xternal actions diff. external actions diff. 

lb. lb. lb./in. lb./in. 

A 12.~4 2.9 1113 3.0 
B 1158 3.5 1073 0.7 

1 C 1200 1191 0.7 1080 1055 2.4 
D 1044 887 
E 434 570 
A 1214 1.2 -1931 2.1 
B 1289 7.5 -1916 2.8 

2 C 1200 1270 5.7 -1973 -2009 3.2 
D 1227 -1962 
E 1107 -1916 
A 1195 0.4 -393 6.8 
B 1180 1. 7 -391 6.3 

3 C 1200 1201 0 .-l -368 -354 3.8 
D 1184 -335 
E ·• 934 · -192 
A 1173 2.3 719 0.2 
B 1159 3.3 703 2.5 

4 G 1200 1181 1.6 722 723 0. 1 
D 1086 .~. 68.5 
E 309 ' 

-118 
A 1200 o.o -1157 1.4 
B 1198 0.2 -1153 1.8 

5 C 1200 1206 0.5 -1175 -1165 0.8 
D 1153 -.1190 
E 1320 -1329 
A 1169 1172 0.3 -1920 -1925 0.3 
B' 1177 1229 4.4 -1854 -1821 1.8 

6 C 1183 1221 3.2 -1632 -1651 1.2 
D 1186 1178 -1405 -1387 
E 1187 1302 -1271 -1462 
A 1140 1119 1.8 -.1873 -1868 0.3 
B 1152 1155 0.3 -1723 -1699 1.4 

7 C 1153 1175 1.9 -1247 -1233 1.0 
D 1148 1118 -793 -719 

1144 ' E 846 -543 -355 
A 1122 1122 0.6 -1829 -1807 1.2 
B 1125 1131 0.6 -1594 -1581 0.8 

8 C 1112 1139 2.4 -891 -815 8.5 
D 1093 1086 -285 -293 
E 1080 1804 -220 125 

Table V.2 Overall equilibrium of model results 

( ;:;i C 
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